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ERA Extension Vote
Closer To Passage Today
By W.DALE NELSON
which would have declared the Smits __tended, if it is_to become part of the
Associated Press Writer
neutral as to whether states that have
Constitution.
WASHINGTON ( AP)- An extension' ratified could reverse their action.
In another vote Tuesday, the Senate
of time for--ratification of the 'Equal • - Gam said Stevenson's proposal __agreed 58-33 that a simple majority,'
Rights Amendment mdvadititep closer_
_would defeat the purpose of
inetead of two-thirds, would he sufto page today as the Senate rejected
amendment." Bayh said it would
ficient for passage of the extension. •
.4-proposal to permit states that have
jeopardize the extension because it
Aapeavartif the additional time for
ratified the ERA_ te Use, the additional
would not be aecepta,ble sponsors- in
ERA would be the-first-time- Congresstime to reverse their positions.
the House, where the extension was
tias extended a time -limit---for
The vote to reject the recision
approved Aug. 15. _
ratification of an amendment since it
amendment, seopsered by Sese_JA4te
President Cartetiebbied against the
began setting such limits in 1917.
Care, R-Utah, was 54 to 44.
Gam amendinent -Tuesday, warning
A final vote on the extension is
that it could kill the extension.
--scheduled for Friday. It would allow
- At the White House, presidential
state legislatures an additional 39
assistant Satah Weddington, who said
months, past the present deadline of
she spoke for Carter, told reporters that
next March 22, to decide whether to
any amendments by the Senate would
ratify the ERA. make it very difficult to paps an exSenators on both sides of the issue
tension this year.
'predicted the extension_will pass.
She said Carter, his wife itosalynn
Murray State University's Board of
Garn argued that it was unfair to give
and Vice President Walter Mondale
Regents is slated to meet at 1:30 p.m.
- ERA backers more time to lobby for
were telephoning senators urging them
Saturday,Oct.7 in the board room, fifth
PLANNING - Making plans for the Oct. 24-31 St. Jude door to door campaign are some members of the Alpha
ratification without . giving opponents
to vote against the Gam amendment.
floor, Sparks Hall on the MSU campus.
MiirChapter of Epsilon Sigma Alpha. ESA is a national philanthropic sorority which raises money for the Memphis
equal time.
On Tuesday, the Senate rejected by a
In addition to a report from MSU
hospital. The newly organized local chapter is handling this campaign as their first project. Pictured from left to right
Regardless of the outcome of the vote
64-26 votap an- amendment by Sen. _ President Constantine "Deno" Curris,
are Kathey Sykes, Kathy Fleming, Sara Homer, Ethelyn Loberger, Linda Damron, Paulette Twigie Pam Sheilds, and
on his amendment, Garn said;-"it is-- Willialinit. Scott, R-Va., that would
bear( members are airslated to
Jean Fleming:
Tate
_cleat_ to me that.the_opponente
have allowed states to reseind----:.disenst
- s- aasorted---hatirity aret:-Nratt.
Forrester
have the votes to pass the extension."
ratification and would have recognized
personnel and payroll items.
,&n. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., leading the
the actions of four states that have - An executive session is also expeeted.
---,battle for the extension, argued that the
already done See-—The agenda does not- specify a reason
right of states to withdraw their apGarn's amendment would apply only-- . for the cloeed session.
.
proval of constitutional amendments
in the future and would not validate the
been recognized in the past.
rescission votes already taken by the
A local sorority, Alpha Mu Chapter of
Mrs. Marie Forrester, campaign
Funds raised in the 1978 tor to door
tia)(11 also' warned that adding thelegislatures of Idaho, Kentucky,
_
Epsilon .Sigma Alpha, is handling the
chairman for Murray-Calloway County
march Wilt- go to support St. Jude..,.' congoversial amendment to the exTennessee and West Virginia.
Murray door to door campaign ac- --Children's Research Hospital, the' tension wOird-probably doom it,
St. Jude Children's Research Hospital
Itowever, the rescission in Kentucky
cording to Mrs. Forrester. Mrs.
doot to door march, announced the
largest childhood cancer reseaVch
because it would requite reconciling of
was vetoed. The Justice Department
Ch
Paulette Twigg, Mrs. Kathy Fleming,
namesof key volunteers for the October
institution in the world. Cancer is
differences in House and Senate verhas said it is up to Congress to deterMrs. Linda Damron, Mrs. Ethelyn
24-31 event.
second only to accidents as a killer of
sions by a time-consuming joint conmine the validity of rescissions.
Loberger, Mrs. Sara Horner, and Mrs.
Mrs. Diana Williams, Lynn Grove,
children in this country.
ference committee with less than two
A spokesman for Garn said he had
Jean Fleming have all been assigned
will act as Calloway County organizer
weeks before Congress is supposed to
expected defeat of the Scott amendOnce a- child is admitted to the - adjourn on Oct. 14.
major areas of the city to, organize.,
for the march. "Because of its size
Margaret Trevatharklibrarian at the
ment and was "not dismayed" by the
hospital, he receives total medical
"Our committee people are giving
Calloway County is particularly difBayh predicted. after defeat of the
Calloway County Public Library, has
vote on it.
care, includizig dental work.
their time,aed talent to help the fight
ficult to organize," said Mrs. Fotrester,
Gam amendment that the extension
been elected chairman of'the Public
The ERA, prohibiting discrimination
• "We hope the people of Murray and
."But Mrs. Williams is doing a
against cancer and other catastrophic
would be approved by a healthy
Library Section of the Kentucky
on the basis of Sex, has been ratified by
Calloway County will join with us on
childhood diseases," Forrester said.
remarkeble job. She has several
margin.
Library Association. She hai held the
35 state legislatures including the lour
October 24-31 to give hope and help to
"With volunteers like these," said Mrs.
--women who have agreed to' help her
Before the vote on the amendment,
Office of vice chairtnan the past year
that have rescinded their action. It
all children suffering with catastrophic
including the Hazel Women's Clip,"
Forrester, "Our campaign has to be a
the Senate rejected a substitute offered
and before that was Secretarymust be ratified by 38 states by next
diseases," said Mrs. Forrester.
great success."
added Mrs. Forrester.
by Sen. Adlai E. Stevenson III, ,D-111.,
treasurer of the section.
March 22, unless the deadline is exThe annual state conference was held
Sept. 27-30 at the Gait House. In
• Louisville. Officers serving with Mrs.
Trevathan are Ed Klee, vice chairmen,
director±_of. the _Pennyrile Regional
Two Sections ---12ZPages
Library; dean Culp, secretary,
librarian at Laurel .County Library;
Classifieds
...
6-B,7-B
and Ron Steens/61d, treasurer, director
Comics
6-B
at the Lexington Public Library.
Crossword
-The local librarian also serves on-the
s The trial of Commonwealth vs.
Two cleiendints have pleaded guilty
probation
two
Wayne
years
felony
well
Dedmon,
counts
Danny
and
Gary
Todd
2-A
task
force of the Governor's White -4 Dear Abby
to changes, Christopher said.
Tommy Manis, charged by a Sepprovided the defendant makes
Herndon, charged with three counts of
Deaths St Funerals
.14-A
House Conference...Lea Member of the
tember with theft of a value over $100,
restitution
remains
theft
and
and
one
on
arson,
count
good
set
of
Nov.
Horoscope
.2-A
Kentucky Libraries Continuing
Betty Malone pleaded to three counts
began today in Calloway County Circuit
behavior. Prosecuting attorneys also
20; Jerey'Hammen, charged with first
Leti Stay Well 9-A
Education Committee and serves on the
of obtaining money from the Kentucky
Court.
degree
county
assault,
recommended
in
..
s
exual
the
Nov.
year
29;
Porter
one
Local SFene
2-A1 3-A,4-A
Executive Board of the - Kentucky
Department for Human Resources ia- jail, reduced-- to 20 days on the
counts of
McCuiston,'charged with
Opinion Page
5-A Calloway County Circuit Judge-7 the form of aid to dependent children of
Library Association. She has held the
theft
Christophet
misdemeanor
of
bver
charge.
a
Value
$100,
said
Nov.
29;
Sports
10-A, 11-A,12-A
position
of director of the .Calloway
James Lassiter has continued the trial
a value at $100 or more; to one count of
sentencing is set Oct. 13.
Peggy Caskey, charged with uttering a
County Public Library for the past 14
of Hal B. Cathey, charged with murder
obtaining money from the Department .
forged
-NoN.
29;
prescription,
Jerry
Mark Schmidt pleaded to possession
years.
in connection with the death of Murray
for Human Resources in the form of
Eldridge, charged with theft of a value
of
a Schedule III controlled substance.
-Other persons attending the State.
State University coed, until a special
food stamps at a value of $100 or more;
John
Nov.
over
C.
30;
$100,
Turner,
ProSecuting_giSorneys recommended
Library
Convention from the local
court term set for llifelikareinber and
to another Count 41-obtaining-iilene!.4
third degree burglar/. Nov. 30; Jerry
one year in the county led, reduced to
library were: Carolyn Adams, Velva
from the department in the form ()flood
Musgrove,
Merritt
Dec.
Lawson
and
5;
60 days with probation.
early December, Commonwealth' stamps at a value under $100.
Maupin, Gerry Reed, Diane Johnson,
Randy Lawson, charged with
Attorney Ron ChristoPtier said today.
staff personnel; Paul Fritts, inCourt official were also expected to
knowingly receiving stolen property of
Jury selection in the Cathey ease was
formation officer; and Dr. A. H.
Commonwealth prosecutors
Mostly sunny and a little
hear additional pleas today.
a value over$100, Dec. 6; and James
originally set Thursday. 2.. '
Kopperud and Max Hurt trustees.
recommended one year -on each of the
warmer today. High in the low
Miles, charged with murder, Dec. 13.
Also set in November are the cases of
and mid 70s. Clear and cool
tonight. Lows in the low 50s.
Increasing -cloudiness with a
chance of showers and possibly
thundershowers Thursday. Highs
in the mid and upper 70s.
VATICAN CITY(AP)- Under dark
farewell today to
"Father eternal shepherd," he said,
John Paul I, the
basilica:
skies and showers, red-robed cardinals
"smiling pontiff" w
"hear the prayers of your people for
eigned only 34
Cardinal Carlo Gonfalonieri, 85, dean
•
of the Roman Catholic Church hid
your servant Pope John Paul I, who
of the College of Cardinals, presided
*We.
-hr,-the-sadriess and joy o ancient
govert
—t-de your -tharcb with-To-ve."
over the Mass.
liturgy, the cardinals celebratthe
Over a ,thousand Murray and
funeral Mass on the broad marble stepi
,
Calloway county students are making
of St. Peter's Basilica, just as they
plans to attend two free morning
concelebrated the requiem for Paul VI
concerts to be presented
-by the Murray
on Aug. 12, and with John Paul, cons:
State Symphony Orchestra on Thurcelebrated his inaugural Mass* on Sept.
_,Iday, Oct. 5 atSs45 a.m. and 9:40 a.m.
3.
Trumpeter Marvin Stamm, whose
Band at halftime of the fohtball game
In Lovett Auditorium.
solo work.has earned him recognition
everybody's working," he said
This is the first for this year of the
on Saturday afternoon.
Shortly after the start of the service,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. IV - GOV.
around the porid, will be,,on the campus
On Monday, the AFL-CIO endorsed
A native of Memphis, Tenn., Stamm
annual series of youth concerts sponrain fell and thousands of umbrellas
Julian Carroll says that crThciism will
of Murray State-University as the guest
candidates for the November election,
has recently made tours with Frank
sored by the Music Department of the
blossomed in the crowd jammed into
not change his administration's e of
and one, Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky.,
Sinatra to Australia and Japan, as well
Murray Woman's Club in conjunction
the vast, square.
stateowned airplanes.
said Tuesday he believed his votes
as in the United States.. He has also
with the Music Department. at Murray
The funeral marked the beginning of
As long as I'm governor and have
a ainst a "common situs" picketing
State University. ,
traveled with Benny Goodman's Septet
nine days of official mourning. On the
the schedule I have to keep, George
o the AFL-CIO's decision not to
bill I
Prof. Neale B. Mason conductor, has
and Michelle Legrand's small group
10th day, cardinals will be sequestered
Atkins be damned, I'm going to fly
endorse hick.
furnished program notes to each school.
and done concert appearances With
In secrecy in the Sistine Chapel to elect .anywhere I want to, at any time to
Hubbard ikid the lack of an enand to the music teachers, according to
college jazz bands.
,
John Paul's successor.
represent the people of Kentucky,"
dorsement would-east affect his rea spokesman.
The Mass was.televised to meth"on
Carroll said Tuesday in remarks to the
election this fall, sincheis unopposed,
These inigude North Elementary,
a worldwide hookup.
Upon graduation • at North Texas
state AFL-CIO convention here
but added, "I naturally'would have
James Feltner, principal, and B. J.
.State University, Stamm became
The body of Pope John Paul, who died
appreciated being endorsed."
Berrill, music teacher;
East
of a heart attack TtieReday.attheageof- ..--alteletwates applauded.
featured soloist with the Stan Kenton
He said he had been endorsed by-the
Elementary, Bob Allen, principal...and
Atkins, the state auditor, will be a
Orchestra. After two yeerst.witit -66; lay"lira 1eIn cypress coffin, his
labor group when he ran for election,'
candidate in the Democratic-primary
Karen Bolls,inuec teacber;'Souttrwesthe,ad facing the world's largest basilica
Kenton..„
tweeted -wfth- many name
and that the current issue of the)"AFLementary, Roy Cothran, principal,
rig to succeed Carroll as
'get§ in the show bands of Reno, Nev. In
and feet toward the crowd in the
governor,
CIO News" listed him as having voted
argery Shown, Music teacher;
a
1965 he joined Woody Herman as a
.square
He hag . criticized the Carroll add Robertson Elementary,
Carter
on the side of lab6r on 14 issues and
Nearly 5,000 heavily armed
trumpet soloist for a tour which inprincipal, and Joan
Mary Rya
ministration, both as auditor and Os a, • opposing labor on only six.
policemen and soldiers were deployed
cluded Europe, Afrida, and ttre U.S.
"What they want by tny name is -20
cher; and Murray
candidate - particularly its use of state
Bawker, music
to protect the official delegations.
Stamm moved to New York in 19*
air
00.
D. Outland,
17busit
Middle School, Hi
right and Zero wrong," Hubbard said in
t ess_mac
and Itther
eratica,
trips
uses.
alon
i
The funeral Mass preceded the burial
.
and became involvel in studio •work,
principal, and Margaret
a telephone interview.
music
•
in the grotto of • the basilica, an
rairdArg mu
teacher."
- The common isitits picketing bill,
•
.vision-.-.4-*labor'de--ondergreend -net-Work-of
his .-speech, Carroll ti4it
radio commercials and making
Betty Lowry is chairman . of
which would have allowed one union out
delegates that Kentucky has one of the
sic
chapels and the -resting place for 146
Marvtatitarmn
recordings with many top per/millets.
Deparesit of Murray Womilies Chi ,
of several at a -•-ForgarticIfen site to
ralfs among
,other popes.- ineluding what. are
tn;ms__ploytn____e_ntestta
ew.qta
,„w
ant lscr
for !f1cmsecontiat- actiVities • ite
wortatl wfthilurt Frachatach,
--elallffer`istiftifftlfftlir frit-eterth-Mh
-To.offerrp ent -FlIttraitiftWdstaurerr
rf
lielfrOd to be the
of -Srtrefe7.Friday and Saturday, Oct. 20-21.
Dioime Warwick, Quincy Jones, Oliver • the first pope.
Includes 'Norinne Winter, chairman.
job, was passed in the 94th Congress but
always like to ask my union friends
He will appear with the university's
Nelson, Pat Williame, Paul McCartney,
if there are men sitting around the
vetoed by President Gerald Ford. It 'Jean Bennett, who is in charge of
Despite heavy rains since Saturday.
.1a77. Band and Jazz CoMbo in a free.
Mick Jagger and The Rolling Stones,
ushers, and Edith Noffsinget, Who is
was rejected by Congress again •Iast
union halls waiting for a job. And for
about 750,000 mourners had trekked
'concert at 8 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium
James Brown, The Average White , through-fit:-Peter'S Square to view Pope
the lest year, my friends are telling me
responsible for hospitality to the oryear. Hubbard voted against sit ..both
tin Friday ai*1 perform with the Racers
Band, Roberta Flack, and others.
John Paul's body as it lay Instate in Oe. the union halitc-aes--anipty .- Most- times.
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Delegate To ADA
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-

• • FOR THURSDA,OCTOBER S. 1978
What triad of day will arlSiely
_ _
esrtian
e uce
exrpe
raniA
t corn1-snisrrowbe? To findout What SCORPIO
- Anne Flood, Reeitered
and .
Oct 24 to Nov. 22) "t"ear Dietitian akelurray-Calloway the'- Commonwealth's,.
anisiercirasl,
' the stars say, read the
rk.
forecast given for your birth
Things took good. Get into County Hospital and Cori- representative to the House of school lunch woin
_
the spirit of the day and do valescent Division, officially Delegates by herrolleagues at
Sign....•
several
your utmost . it an be took office as Kentucky's the annual Kentucky Dietetic professional
organizations,
substantial. Results also will delegate to the American Association meeting in May.
..
she is past piesident of the
depencLupon your approach to
A native of Lexington, Mrs. Kentucky Dietetic Association.
- tMar. 21 to Apr. 20)
utisits---mdicated -but- -4"4"-l'act is jm1ictpd
Fluatt.- received - her -B-S- andthe Western- District ofthe-if you take them m pride, if SAGITTARIUS
NEW "STUDENT-Deana
degree in bon* economics Kentucky
Dietetic
Lynn
Selgler, daughter of
Noy.
2:3
to
Dec.
211 eik1
°
you 'maintain an even
from the University of Ken- Association. She was selected
aucipo
Mrs.
S Neon Sync) Inc
Rachel
D. Seiglessef 243
_disposition, the day's. ccThose not having your bed
tucky and completed her outstanding dietitian in
• compliments will far exceed Interests at heart---thltY try to.
DEAR ABBY:I am a married woman who was never very - Riviera Courts, __Murray,
internship
at Western Kentucky in 1977.
dietetic
•
dissuade you from following
participated in a recent new
vow-. expectations.
close to my parents-after my marriage. I was comfortable
Presbyterian
Hospital,
Locally, she serves o9, the
well-laid. plans or carefully
student orientation progiam
TAURUS
Columbia Medical Center, boards of - the -Calloway- with the way things were, and so were they.
made decisions. Pay no at-.'
at Memphis State University,
t Apr. 21 ta May 21) ti4W
My mother died recently,. and I would feel very
New York City. She received
Marshall Home, Health hypocritical were I to suddenly smother my father with a lot
Memphis, Teen. Miss Stigler
. Personal- relationships are tentfon to themdegree
in- agency,' Canoway-MarShallher master's-OW-attention:I sat-with-tim ahdti* rest oftVeTanilly every
' under excellent influences. CAPRICORN
is a.1978 graduate of Murra education from Murray-Stitte Affiliate of the American _ day and- evening for the duration of the official mourning
Co-workers 'should prove'. (Dec. 22 to Jan- 20).'VJ ktif •
High School and is beginning
..
University. ,
Diabetes 4ssociation, and the period tone weeki,--andaow thatit's aver-I isavezesunwal my--- her- studies In music at may.
rooperative.-and, in your
'
----Discretion and secrecy
Before joining the Murray- • Jackson Purchase. Area - life as before. My father is not helpless. He has alwaysile.enprivate UM you may get a be Your most important aids if
Memphis State this fall. •
chant* WIWEW1Fi
xacrekg, you are airmng- lit som
Calloway- County Hospital IfeattlrEducation System.
- 'very indepen
untistial business or financial
staff as Director of Food
Mrs. Flood's husband, wants me.
romance:
MOSQUITOES BITING.'
Ay problem is_my sister. She. is.making me feel very
.objeetive. Let past experience
Service in 1967, Mrs. Flocito-Lekugene, ts--en associate
-GEMINI
—WASHINGTON AP) Mosguilty
because
she
is
with
constantly
Dad.
I
don't
feel
that
I
•
had worked ailepublicschool -profitt tr,_fif__ bustness-eAk=irtave-V
ilday 22June 21)
e--eNiritlynty- sisterler-aottieg in equal-time- felitopc are balite Jn record
teacher and as a hosPitai• Murray Stile University with Dad:
.--AQUARIUS -'A friend whose' opinions
numbers this year because rain
il
ad" where he joined the faculty in
and
therapeuticfell at the right time in, the
usually are down-to-earth (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Please help mei with some answers.
The stars warn against'
ministrative dietitian. She
may. surprise you with advice
FFFI,ING GUILTY right spota this spring and sum_and
un- _
on .4morthodox action:- Daft indiscretion
, Mae Seed
One Maryland expert, Dr.::
listen. Be alert to potential_ conventionality._Stress your _
DEAR-GUILTY: Guilt is a judgment we feel against
Delegale, Robert
M. Altman., linked his conservative
side consequences.
ourselves.
make
you
can
N.
feel
one
guilty
If
you feel
- Dietetic Association's Heuse
state's increased mosquito popespecially iehen dealing with
probably
guilty,
CANCER
you
earned
it.
the.
Delegates
at
'of..
, June n to July zo GI(.._.
• 7
superiors or strangers.
IC. just as well that you don't feel compelled to spend ulation the fact that rain fell
Association's sixty-first an__
time with your grieving father in order to compete with during the full moons.'
Check ' alir: document, PISCES
;;;
"
. _anal meeting in New -Orleans,
Ga. )(C
Altman explains. that Ifiarsh
your sister because he'd _surely seine your insecurity, and
eentracts: .2-*N papers with'
--f-reh• 2° t° Mar,----,
mosquitoes need, salt _water to
Use your keen mind to make SePt• 24your presence would offer him little comfort.
'
3°'
even more care. than usual..
hatch, while their upland cousThe 101 member House ,of
. -Some misleading, even the most of today's good inins
require rain. He says when
,Delegates_aerves
as
the
,,
pertarback
fluences,
be
rje
_
DEAR
ABBY:
caff_for
practices,
You
recently
deceptive
:puhrshed a letter from an
not
a full Moon draws the tide fai
the
of
governing.
body.
,
Oklahoma
reader
who'Suggested
spriokting
mothballs
on
byothers'
or
lack
of
know-how
extreme caution.
ther inland, greater numbers of
the lawn to keep dogs away.
iN _els, witlessness. Show YOUR American
.
_ 'Dietetic
LEO
marsh mosquitoes are hatched.
The
writer
must
not
have
had
small
children,
because
that
Association. All policies and
(July 24 to Aug. 23) u61-431A qualifications.
And when the lunar tide coinis a 'very dangerous practice. My small 'see ate half a
for
You can put over some of
. procedures
the
cides with rain, upland mosmothball
.at
my
pother-in-law's
home
and
we
had
to
rush
quitoes -e-so appear in force,
your pet ideas-if-you use the . . YOU BORN TODAY are • professional organization
him to the hospital to have his stomach pumped! accordir
to the National
,tedtit.11 4511:011a, D1131.911 AIL highly idealistic, versatile i,..,
n •-.13LigiAate.drittgluge,4144..
11.t...."Amo--vooeo4o.A.46,614f.Alwityprrp
,
your innate charm. and. don't -the- ar"°- -4WU WWIng. W W Ura - 'amp if representatives
LOCTiclike candy, and mostshildren will eat anything
that
give the impression of taking hard to achieve success. Your . from each of the 50 Jetes and
looks like it might taste good.
sympathies
and
un- pueeto •
yourself too seriously,
Abby, please tell your readers that childrevan die if they
no% derstanding of others.11t-lite-ingest mothballs.There must_be
. a baiter-way-to
_ _ -keep-dogs
for a position in the fields et.z--. f Aug. 24 tb Sept. 23)-r
off one's lawn.
-Y-enn- mate -or- businesk medicine or sociology. But
partner may have some have a light side too and are__
----especially definite ideas about, extremely popular socially. a • 940-78 Unicap" Thigh potency.
DEAR ALICE‘Thank you and all-abio-atiiime-ssits
basic security requirements. scinfillatine performer in the Adrigt&
mile vitamin tor peopie
to urge Me to retract that suggestion.
.
: Even if you do not agree, keep thea*r. ,You have a great Nursery 10
•
on the go. is offering a
an open mind. A compromise affinity for music, sculpture,.
LINDA HUNT, left, is pictured at the Mary Kay seminar
DEAR MIRY: I- married- a divorced .Cathelic in Mexico sports bag to go with you..
and painting. You will do well
is possible.
held
at
Convention
Center, Dallas, Texas, in August. Ms.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
back in 1959. He said his church would not let him marry
and go far if Only you can find
• LIBRA
again, and this was the only way he could make-our marriage
the patience to perfect your - ...Houk, Baby Girl (Debbie ) Hunt is a beauty consultant with Mary Kay Cosmetics. In the
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
No. 16 Riviera Ct. Murray, center is Itary Kay Ash, founder and chairmanci the Mary
legal.' ,
Plus,our lowest price
Quick decistoni"--inay " be talents. Birthdates of: Chester
Kay Cosmetics Board,..and on the right is Cheryl Beyer, _
Ky.,
In Mexico we found an office where a man was selling
Littrell, Baby Boy
ever on this
required due to suddenly A. Arthur, 21st pres., U.S.;
marriage applications for $25. We bought one and filled it
(Donna) Rt,8 Bx. 435 Murray, director from Paducah.
changed situations. Be ready Joshua Logan, theatrical
special
formula for
out and signed it. The man who mild it to us also signed it,
Ky:
to think- and act - but without producer.
active
people...
that
was
and
that.
DISMISSALS
We split up after one year:What I want to know is this: Is
Mrs. Patricia L. Tharpe, Rt. that marriage still. legal? Was it ever filed anywhere in the
2 Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Mary
United States? Or are we married only in Mexico?Thur.-Sat.
E. Thurman, 1522 Kirkwood;
• lhaven't seen this man in 18 years and now want to marry
Murray, Mrs. Ann M. Warren,
bornon Tuesday, Sept. 12, at a guy in a legitimate way. III marry him without mentioning
GLASS BOY
Open 6:45
Rt. 8 Bx. 266 Benton, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. the Murray-Calloway COunty the Mexican marriage am I comitting bigamy?
rt 7:15
Shere E. Parker, 1536 Oxford, Glass
I can't find'any information about this in the library, and
of
Route
One,- Hospital. ,
Murray, -Mrs. Mary Jo Buchanan, Tenn., are the
Paternal grandparents are my wedding date is drawing near. Sign tne
Newberry, RL. 1, Almo, Mrs. parents of a baby boy, Eric 'Mr. and Mrs. Hullie Payne of-R
' "WAS DUMB AT 23Joyce K. Key, Rt. 1, Bx. 215 Raymond, weighing ten Como,Tenn.
DEAR WAS DUMB: Some Mexican m
po-wids; thsuring204divorces! are valid and some are not. Play it safe and cons
Jones iiid--Baby-Buy7-022-1t7--- ches, born
FERGUSON BOY
Tuesday; Sept.
- - a lawyer. He (or she)"will tell you -rapidamente!
90+ 30
"4th, Murray, Jack R. Jamison, 12, at the Murray-CallOway
Chad Ray is the --name
1414 k's Vine Apt. No. 3; County Hospital.
FREE
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
CONFIDENTIAL TO M.L. IN KETTERING, OHIO: II
Murray, M. C. Henry, 821 Sha
Grandparents are Mr. and Douglas Ferguson of Route you want your children to keep their feet on the ground, put
High po ency formula
Wa Circle, Murray, James H. Mrs. Ed Glass of Buchanan, One, Puryear:, Tenn,for their some responsibility
on their shoulders.
for daily supplementation of
Garrison, Jr., 2005 Gatesboro, Tenn., and Victor Dahow of bah) boy,. weighing eight
vitamins, minerals, and iron.
Murray, Mrs. Peggy Jan
pounds 11 %WM, born on
Memphis,Tenn.
- Darby and Baby Boy, Rt. 1 Bx.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
Tuesday, Sept. 26, at __Ile
_ 38, Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Henry
PAYNEIKiy.
County
General- wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Ruth E. Cunningham, 715
Mr. and Mrs. AndyPayne of Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
Send
$1 and a long, stamped (28 cents) self-addressed
Gwen Paris, Term.,- Mrs. Puryear, Tenn.. announce the
The mother is the former
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Margaret A. Cochrtun, 914 S.
birth of a baby boy, Lee Dale, Eva Overcast.
18th Murray,.Mrs. Hazel 0.
Broach, Rt. 1, Murray,
Thomas A. Barnett, Rt. 6,
Murray, William I. Balentine,
Rt. 3, Bx. 26B1 Murray, Mrs.
Donna S. Mosley, Rt. 2 Bit.,
96A, Murray, Clarence H.
Windsor, Rt. 1, Hazel, Gus
Robertson Sr., Rt. 7; Bx 278
Murray, Mrs. Roxie N. Neale.
Rt. 1, Almo, Jule Kaplan, Fern
.Terrace Lodge, Marriy-i_Mrs.
‘Auberna
.30, Murray, Mrs. Novie Hale,
02 South Side Manor Broad
est.._Mufray, Travis Elkins,
Rt. 2 Si. 52, Buchanan, Tend.
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Fashion Quiz

check Your Style Quotient
Below are 3examples of the "new look"for fall. Can you
complete the "looks" by matching the outfits with the
most appropriate shoes?

tonite's movies
Naril Nnxin
Peter
F.slk

THE CHEAP
DETECTIVE

,

DINNER FARE
Spareribs with
_ Barbecue Sauce
iThru 10/1_21
Steamed Rice
Sald Bowl'
01 Fresh Plum Pie
111.1111111111.11111EMIMMIII.M.
Beverage
.0N't
MILT
SPARERIB SAUCE
REYN01.1145
It's good, too, on hamburgers.
Alf1MT-$11.0
1 tablespoon oil
1 1 4 cup finely chopped onion
N'O PASSES
1 cup chili sauce
1-3rd cup rider vinegar
1 2 cup water
•
2 tablespoons dark brown
' sugar
.
I tablespeon.Wiiieeiteraliire
sauce
2 teaspoon salt
i teaspoon paprika '
In a saucepan gently cook the
onion in the pil until transparent. Add the remaining in-•
grechentr-Mhd simmer for 20
minutrs• Makes about 1 34 cups.

UP IN
SMOKE

1
'
,oh of MO Shoe Shark
.7 Ye.., r•dA,rou war

Vfir.511.0y know OW Th.Shoe Shod, AP Si,. faslwon OK,

•

•

Decorative_
Watering Cans

IA

price

PLANTLAND

A NSWfRS: I-C. The soft linerof this -dressy"look are complimented best by the'high heelsling with A cross over strap and gold
actents 1-A,0, The -classic"look-ofthe shirt, blouse, and vest go well with the leathearnedami heel pump with lathe trim or can
be'dreafed-tar* Wiflithe sued* and patent medium high heel sandal. 3-6,E. The -in look"for jeans this fall is to weer them with
hiehhatsaillkstheat -'!assoloa." Another go?rd 'look "-er.4ta wirethem withft-Iosalsess.„Tittrap with I woven vamp. This on• has an uhra
cornlortabki
•

to complete
. your

fashion look for, ajl cigta,sioni this 4911.s hop

•
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Of Meeting Held
By Coldwater Club

Paris Road Club
Holds illeetirr* At
The Taylor.Home
Is-home of Mrs. John Tom

saturday,ocuberit
Wednesdly,October 4
Thursday October I
Thursday,October_ 91
Four-team Tennis Illekt _
How Hunt Rendezvous will
Alpha Mu -Chapter of
...New
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The home of Mrs. Noble
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State
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Student
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a recent new
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Fall" was presented by Mattie
opens and continues through t
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are scheduled to meet at 7:30 which is a protest against closed today.
tiou progj
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because rain
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RID

All Prescriptions that we fill
are automatically recorded. We'll
be happy to supply you With .totals

for your tax or insurance records.
With 0-Ur /words we can even find

your prescription number after y
have discarded the bottle.

formula
ientation of
119, and iron.

Fall Budget Soecia s
Jeans and Shirt

Countryside Club

ENO'
OFFER

ptT

tikte

Let us fill all of your presctiptions

so that our records will show your
entire prescription history.
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753-2547
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Chestnut Murray
We Wont To Be Your Orlin Store”
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held at Kirksey United
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Both for Only

Fay Ward presented the

a oway oun
umane
Society will hold open house at
its new shelter on East the luncheon- meeting of the
Homemakers
Sycamore Extended from two
Club held on Tuesday, Sept.
to five p.m.
-12, at the colonial House
•
Marie Taylor will present a Smorgisbord.
Preseriting the introduction
harpsichord lecture recital at
"His. House"
campus to -Nutrition and Basic Diet"
ministry,1608 Chestnut Street, was Patricia Ward. Examples
at eight p.m. This will be of a basic nutrition and health
sponsored
by
Murray diet were given by Linda
Christian
Fellowship
and is Ward.
Jackson
Purchase
Dinah Westerman called the
to
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open
publk free of
Historical Society 21st annual
(.611 and took a -survey of the
•
tour to Fort Massac, Ill, and charge. •
amounts of food canned or
New Harmony,Ind., will leave
Special Sunday afternoon frozen this past summer.
the Murray bus station at 6:55
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Wanda
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Henry,
- - --tinities-at-The Homeplare-/856Owen, Wanda Barrett, Marie
- Turkey Shoot, sponsored by in Land Between the Lakes. Wyatt, Joyce Houston,
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from
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East Calloway PTC, will start
Carolyn Enoch, and Robbie
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Purchase
Gun
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Henry,
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Watkins Cup Regatta,
headquarters on Kentucky 121
The club.will have a potluck
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by
Kentucky
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near Coldwater.
Sailing Club, will continue at luncheon and recipe exchange
at the home of Joyce Hoiistbn
Barnett Cemetery annual Kenlake State Resort Park.
on Tuesday, Oct. 10, at ten
homecoining will be held with
a.m. a basket dinner at noon. If
,
- c-"2
unable taattend, donations for GUESTSPEAKER
SYRUP-IN BEETS
upkeep may be sent to Robert
Mrs. C. C. (Betty) Lowry
Thrifty cooking: Save the
Walker, Route Three, Murray. will. be the guest speaker at syrup left from watermelon
the meeting of the Lone Oak picles and pour it over homeDrama, "Medea," will be Woman's Club on Thursday, -Cooked or canned sliced
beets.
presented for the-third Right at Oct. 5, at sevep p.m. In the (drained). Refrigerate
for
the Murray State University Lions Club community several days for flavor to
Theatre at eight p.m. building. Mrs. Lowry, past 'develop.
Admission is $3.00 or by president of the Kentucky
season ticket.
FederaLion cir Women's-Clubs
and of' the Murray Woman's
Murray Art Guild will be
Club:- will
on
speak
closed today.
"Federation."

'lesson on "Fall Fashions" at
Countryside

-Saturday, October 7
Annual
Speech and Hearing. ...Arts and Crafts Fair will be from eight a.m. to three p.m.,
and auction sale with Terry
--Shoemaker as auctioneer will
'start at three p.m. at the West •
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. This is
sponsored by the MSU Speech
.• and Hearing Center.
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present were

• flJ urt
Danny Crabtree, owner of The College Shop shows
one of our' Budget Outfits that can be yours for only$20.00-..(for a limited time only). Also our entire,
stock is on sale at 20% off now. $hopifor your fall
clothes now and save at ,
- The

#;•'

•4,

New College Shop
_4,40 214N 11th

753324.
,
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to eat withus this wee!
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Widnesday-Prime Tittle

Bleyle Basics..

If you like prime rib, you'll lete• Wednesdays from 5-o m - 9 p.m. Enjoy prime rib cooked to your liking, your
choice Qt pPtato. our salad bar arrf drink -for only$1,94

Thursday Steak Night

IL
A_

0,"
_Enloy this speeiaultbm 5

every.Thursday

m -

Sunday-Sunday Buffet

4.meats.

4 vegetables. enjoy our
can choose from
satadbar.- desert and drInk for
"Cur

-At 11 00

sv•

doors open

everyWhere.

•
_

4119
$15

Right
$130
NoundSlooth cheek short blazer
--------$00
cashmerr
cable
Longsleeve
44
"--"Nrilfir•kiB
.11
Sizes 6-18

•

m

You've got to-have
thetv to take you

""^
Knit Wool,
/trick or Caniel
Belted Blazer
Tucked polyester shirt
Pull-on iinundstooth pant

Choose any steak on our menu, potato, salad bar and
.drink for only

111
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Mids Louise Swann Speaker At Euzelian Class Lunchedn

Fall- Roundup

Distrieta-L11-,-111;and FV
the Kentucky Federation -of
Q. Mrs. F. H., 30, writes have no other ways to
.- Business and Pfdressional that she has had repeated become'pregnanf.
FOrtilizing • an 'egg outWomen's Clubs walleye their examinations and tests
fall roundup on Saturday and and has been advised that side - of the human body
Sunday, Oct. 7 and 8, at the her pelvic organs are nor- .with sperm, allowing the
mal, except that her tybes fertilized egg to grow foe a
tower Motor Inn: Owensboro.
are -t
. Thus, she brief period in a laboratory
.'Progressing Victoriously
cannot become pregnant iii-sh_ansi, dans/erring the
tress.. in tKe usUal manner:
will be the theme of • the Recently, she read of the growing egg into the uterus
with a sthall instrument
roundup. Registration will be lest tube baby, tjutt
s
_held from two to ,.6:30 p,m...,__Sioed la a wanalututhise• has stirred the public inter/Saturday in the lobby of the- paws were occluded. The est and raised fears about
potential damage to the
*in. The hospitality session weixran later gave birth to
- new life resulting in a
will be from 2:30 to five p.m, a normal Child.
deformed child. The new
Mrs. _F. R. *ants titknow procedure has .been critiin the Rapollo room at the inn.
The highlight on Saturday when such operatic= willrink] as'unnaturai and
evening will be the banquet at be available outside pf has. introduced legal and
especialfy nun al PrOble11
'. s$totkthent____Ergland„:
Terrace Room with the -iihen they will be done in . Advancements ofteri're_ffonl79/4040.eleven Abe United Statea,_
'qufr-ind
f . social
p.m. in the RaPollo room.
A. The embryo trans- adjustment, sucft as when
Ae1rvstswd1 start Sunday-AA-am atitothotiAtaby Pa- vaccination was discovwith breakfast at 7:30 a.m., trick Steptoer M.D., and ered and, more recently.
worship service at nine p.m.,. Robert Edwards, PhD., in with organ tranSptatits.
.The AtheriCan public apand business session at 945 - England represents a major medical advancement. pears to have become irritIt will likely prove in later able with the application Of
years to be a widely wiled- ..new scientific __knowledge
bles4ing in many palls of -and somewhatfearful of it.
the world for couples who This public attitude may
cannot otherwise have a stow the availability of the
"test tube baby" tech-..
child.
nique, proving more of 4*111-7*
. The necessary knowl- -delaying
factor than the
Adults 127
edge, trained medical per- medical community. Most
Nursery 6
sonnel.' and facilities are physicians 'Welcome t
• NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
available in the United exceptional
development
Baby Boy "Jones (Lovella
States. Research in that and will watir
to see it
622 N. 4th, Murray, Baby Girl direction has been going on
applied to help cases which
Hargrove .Cindy l 410 S. 10th, for years in a number of
need it: May-field.
medical centers. No doubt,
The number of women
several of these will pro- who require
DlMlSSALS
such a tech.T.ceed to apply their knowlJitiataa.oadg,wohitiLksw-WICO-" mitt'46-1-11X-W17 - to try it are legion. When it-urray, Christy J. 4

-

doestiecOme available, the
demand will be great.
I suggest that you dis'cuss your problem with
your physician if you have
not already done so.

Miss J.,ouise Swann, a worship,devotion and service, Denny Smith.
retired home economies-' based on the thoughts of God's
Those
present
*ere
supervisor for the state of Wonderful Word., God's Mesdames Smith, Solon
•North Carolina, was the guest Wonderfat - People, and the- - Darnell, Ed Adaitis, Connie
speaker at the potluck lun- Christian's reponsibility to Armstrong. R. W. Chnrchill,
cheon held by the Euzelian witness to - the faith. Her K..T. Crawford, Dewey Crass,
Sunday-Schaal -.4gaimi -of- ie5sage_waabaisedan Nakao__ 1:14-13Patilaskaami-Ctinglaa,01,
First..Baptist Church held on 121, and she closed by quoting I. Hosick, E. C. Jones, Robert
Monday, Sept. 11, at twelve Hebrews 12:1.
Jones, Robert Lassiter, J. R.
noon in the fellowship hall of
The president, Miss Lorene McNutt, Harry Moore, Gatlin
the church.
Swann, presided, and Mrs, Ed Outland, Burman Parker,
-The --aimaker's . message Adams led the closing prayer. Hafford Pafker, Neva Waters,
dwelt on thelherne of praise, The class teacher is Mrs. and Will Rose, Misses Martha
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To give chicken salad a
different and interesting
flavor, substitute cooked
smoked tOngt1t Pr ham for
some of the chicken.
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Brilliant, Superb
Diamonds.
Fantastically
priced.
Your
Choice

• ur Birthday Gift To
You FREE This $60.00 Diamond
Necklace With Any Diamond

Purchased Or Laid Away Only
During This Great Sole Of

-.4111r42:A.1
in a rapid.
Now thi
tly depart
return to
his succei
--consenst
August 9

Or More.

Pace & Emerson Vows

Pam G. Hall and flaby-lial—
Rt. _l__Gilbertsville,_ Mrs.
-.
'Bethel A. Henson, Rt. t •
•
Benton, James Edwin Cain,
Rt. 7 Bx. 593 Murray, Mrs_
• Mary S: Forks, 509 Beale,
fdterar-Mrs- Rosa Guthrie, .
710 Poplar, Pans, Tenn., Mrs. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.D. reception will be held in the
Gladys C. ,Burgess, 1507" 'Pace of Murray, has (Au- church fellowship hall. Serpleted plans for her wedding ving will be Patricia MitChaucer Dr., Murray.
to Clifton David Emerson,son chuson, • Neva Hopkins and
of Clifton B. Emerson and Margaret Garner, sister of the
LOW-CAL SUNDAE
grandson of W.B.,Emerson of groom-elect.
When dieters. want to give Murray._
All friends and relatives of
themselves something special
The vows will be solemnized the bridal couple are invited to
and still- not 'get-far- off the in a double ring ceremony by
attend the. wedding and the
calorie wagon, they might try the Rev. James M. Harris at
reception.
the low-to-moderate calorie 6:30 p.m. on Saturday,
fruits or berries with a small October 7, at the Calvary
scoop one-fourth cup.) of Temple First Pentocostal
-regular vanilla Jim. cream. Church, located on U.S."Hwy.
Choices include a fourth 641So.
Wedge of a five-inch canMiss Pace has chosen Miss
taloupe 130 calories), one-half Sherry
Lee
Stone
of
fresh pear cored (50 calories), Kingsport. Tenn., as her maid
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (AP) one cup fresh pear cored (50 # honor, and Miss Darla Older people have as much
-...- calories), one cup- fresh ---Calver, cousin of the bride- ability to learn as do younger
ones "aidi perhaps a bit more,
strawberries .50 calories) or 1 elect, as her flower girl. ...
cup diced fresh pineappple (75
Mr. Emerson has chosen says aSyracuSe University recalorie&).
Morgan Garner as best man, searcher.
Robert Iadeluca, a .57-yearbrother-in-law of the groomelect, and Master James old doctoral candidate in SyrChrispethor Davis, nephew of acuse University's psychology
For Information
department, says
the
bride-elect, as ring bearer. relationship betweenthere's no
Regarding
age and
The' ushers will be Mark ability to learn' - except for
Darrell and Michael Pace, "the added wisdom older perbrother of the bridereleet.
-' sons have,gained
The music will be provided
ladehica, who-- leaches a
(Permanent
by Mrs. Denise Pace,. sister- course in_the psychology-of main-law of the bride-elect, with tutity and old age,.says some-Removal of Hair)
Miss Rhoda Harris as soloist,
one interested in continuing
Mrs. Brenda K. Davis, studies should consider - such.
sister of the bride-elect, will factors as health, previous eau, cation and lifestyle. But, he
keep the guest register. .
adds,- a-relatively intangible
factor -motivation - is perbaps the mostimport-antOf all.,
•'I have spent .almost six
Years trying to find out what
motivation is," he says. "I've
done a considerable amount of
research on it. I still don't
know what it is . . but I do
know I have it deep within me.
If one badly wantato,learn, to
spend the time, there's absolutely nothing whatsoever _at
tb
can prevent a person -from
learning - no matter how old..."
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Iadeluca left his job as direc- tor of the News Bureau of the
New York State Education Department six years ago to return to school full time. The
grandfather of three is now
conducting a study on the effect
of older people's interests on
their ability to comprehend.
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MearUbie to a servitie for sealer
HEARTLINE: My mother bas iiist
--dams: lb Ottpese
liribirieer-tuA-fd 65 and--the has gone: on
Meilicare. She has been wearing
- 11111•1110mm amid solve problems- hest. If
dentures for a long time now and she
mime a question or a problem apt
needs a new pair very badly. Since this
answered in these columns, 'write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
is a very high expense, and my husband
and I could not afford this for her,
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
would Medicare cover this? receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addreosed
No, Medicare does not cover a new
• ._
•
Of dent-tires
- . IF doefriotcover any
dintlope. The most useffIreeplIes will
among their number w.ith.the
There is little that can be said
routine dental care such as checking,.
bilriated in this column.
cleaning, or filling of teeth. The only
HEARTLINE: My father was in the
about Tow John Raul .1._..other ,qualifications
type
covered is surgeryof the jaw or
seryice
has
an
during
World
War
II.
He
'trxhibited
so
well,
one
who
will
•
unexthan
that
his
sudden,
—
related structures or the resetting of ---.
honorable discharge. I have,heard that
pected atld in terms of ftiviiie . he a Pastoral pope in touch with
fractures of the jaw or facial booe.
he may be eligible for outpatient
theicornmon people.
working in the affairs of chtirmedical treatment a a • Veteran
For people on Medicare, Heartline
But tjidt is as far awe Will go
ches 'and men i inexplicabft'
has written an easy-to-understand book
Administration facility. Can you tell me
in *culating about Who may
if he is eligible for this? - K.T.
in question-and-answer form covering
4eath leaves.a bright promise
Many
eligible
for
outpontiff
of
veterans
are
the
entire Medicare program. This •
„beeorre
the
264th
the
.ttrat willforever be unfulfilled.
patient medical treatment. Outpatientbook hastbe-up-to-date deductibles youChurch.
SurRoman
Catholic,Fio—wever,
td- saty
have to meet and also covers the
medical treatment includes medical
• -say-that--if--the ea
examination and related Medical
phiblerh areas of Medicare. To order
reign, the "smiling pope" in- can as quickly again_ find
services including rehabilitation,
the new 1979 edition, send $2.00 to
consultation, professional counseling,
spireda degree of affeetion, op- 'another pope with the same- - -1---Heartline's Guide to Medicare. 114 E.
.
training and mental health services as
bright rOF4se raf-Jiihn Paul-I, Dayton St., West-Alexandria, Ohio
treatment
necessary
in
with
45381.
connection
Please allow six weeks for
it
will
be
a
tribute
both
to
them
ched by few nther popes in such
of physical and medal disabilities.
delivery.
and
to
the
church
that
produIes
a short time.
To be eligible a veteran must be in
HEART!INE• _lagrailuated from high
•
.As his choice of papal riarfe suctrmen. •
one of the following categories:
school last June. I have been working
1. Any veteran, for a service-- since then and. will continue to-iiorWsugsted, John'Paul hoped-to
until the end of the year. In January 1:- conpected disability. . _
IT bine the qualities of his two
2.
discharged
or
Any,,
veteran
plan
to go back to school. My father is
inwediate predecessors: John
'Cor6o, Mewl 111,n4W
released 'from the active military,
drawing his Social Security and I want
XXIII's warmth, humanity and
naval or a* service for a disability
to know if I will be eligible for Social
openness
to innovation, and the
incurred in the- line of duty, for that
Security benefits when I go 1111161 to
The guiding hand
disability.
school?
• intellect, spiritualism and
3. Any veteran with a serviceYou will be eltible for Social
—traditionajism of Paul VI. HisBy JOHN CUNNIFF
connected
disability
percnnt
Security
at
50
benefits as long as you are a
rated
surprising election by the
AP Business Analyst'
or more, for any medical condition.
full time student at a school, college, or
College of Cardinals boded well
4. Any, veteran _receiving aid and
university considered "an educational
for the future of the Roman
attendance or housebound benefits, for
institute." You will be eligible for
• Catholic Church, and for the
any medical condition.
benefits untilthe age of 22. For a school
to be considered an educational in5.
Spanish-American
War
Veteran,
_sthigrj2,:uglaligialabx
2.186/0040/141,11Weronl•
—ror
—
sfithfMrfrtillYsteitillebeapilitr
in a rapidly changing world.
directly supported by the U.S., state, or
4) 6. Certain disabled veterans entitled
Now the. Cardinals, so recenlocal government, be approved by the
to,
or
receiving
vocational
tly departed from Rome, must
state or accredited by_- a state, or
rehabilitation training, for any conNEW YORK (AP)= Has your emBill McCrae, chairman of The
return to bury a pope and elect
nationally recognized accrediting
dition requiring medical care to enable
ployer ever rejected your "better
Entrepreneurship Institute, has • the veteran to begin,continue, or return
agency. his successor. Presumably,
mousetrap" idea? If your answer is yes
distilled 16 questions he feels can tip off
to such training.
consensus- they reached _in-you might possess one of the qualities
a would-be business person on his or her
7. Any veteran -eligible for
Anglia. still evicts, and thus
er eriperierreeci that-emileneentribete-te---thansee-of---aireneer---The- isetrer-•---aospitai
,
rae ca
business.success.
they-will again be seeking one
.
mousetrap question is one of them:- - -'an-ambulatory care basis when such
Corporations frequently do more to
services ,are reasonablYriecessiry in
encourage entrepreneurship than they _ preparation for, or to the extern
Itoa land'arms and Hoban ,‘ a k
know, McCrae says, referring to a host
facilities are al/alio*, to oblivate the
Ronald Colson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
of small electronics companies begun
need of hospital- admission.
Cletus Colson, will report Oct. 13 in
- by frustrated ex-employees of larger
8. Any veteran who has been granted
Oakland, Calif., where he will leave for
firms.
hospital ,care, medical services
a tour of opt,y with the Army in VietBased on experience, of the 500,000 or
reasonably necessary to complete
•
nam. He eritered the service on May.12,
600,000 -companies formed each year,
treatment incident to such hospital
1967.
one-half will have disappeared within
care.
Deaths reported include Bud Sims,
five years, and the most common ex• Eligible veterans may also be furMrs. Lyrnon (Florence) Coursey, age
plapation offered will be "bad
nished drugs or medicine ordered on
79, Mrs. Cordie Nanney Bynum, and
management."
prescription.
Harvey Cathey.
Interesting, but the term is such an
Johp C. Winter, Jr., has graduated
amorphous catchall it conveys little
from the U. S. Army Engineer Officers
Pr0P
13•
Of
balance,
twice
as
many.
might
mean
poor
information.
It
President
DUBUQUE, IOWA
successful veto of the defense
ina.4imit.. as__ -_Tetations with._15E6pre.; bur can also
Candidate School at Frort-BeTvok,Na.,
t_nvored.a .Prop
authorization bill and his apparent-- -Carter's Camp David spectacular has
and has been commissioned a second
opposed
it,
even
though
Iowa
is
fir
and
Mean
inferior
record-keeping
strengthened his faded appeal among
breakthrough on gas deregulation lieutenant
in the Corps of Engineers.
from
the
top
of
the
list
of
states
afflicted
inadequate capitalization.
voters in this quintessential midhas fully rehabilitated him in this
The engagement -of Miss Carolyn
with
high
_property
taxes.
an.
--himself
.entrepreneur,
•
Mcrrne,
Aiiiei 44'ti/WIr bat bunaidt success is- 11100elate-claINCI vativc area.
Garland to Jerry Caldwell, son of Mr.
Other issues weighing down the ,. thinks it also involves experiences and
only the thinnest veneer covering
• To our question, "Do you- think the
and Mrs. Charles Caldw,41,,,,nas been
president's
staoding
here
include
traits
that
can
be
pre-measured,
president deserves a second term?"
deeper problems of inflation, high taxes
announced by her parents, MI-. and
negative approtal ratings on his
helping to steer potential failures away
fully one-half of those who backed him
Letter To the Editor:
and big goveniiient:
Mrs. Bruce Garland.
handling
of
the
Soviet
cjanstion
and
from
business
or
aiding
them
in
Indeed, otir political scouting here
As residents of Murray, we live in a
in 1976-either said no or'were uncertain. national defenses with a 50-50 break- New officers of the Hazel Junior Beta overcoming weaknesses.
Altogether, our voters divided on the even on his farm
• city of which we are very proud. We
with the help of Patrick Caddell's exClub are Evie Erwin, Vickie Ann Work- :
policies..
Of
all
the
nonprofit
McCrae
is
founder
of
the
second7te„rm question this Way: 25 yes, issnes,on our qiiestionnaire,
enjoy both the advantage of progress
pert field staff and a questionnaire
man, Vickie Pat Lamb, Beverly Hayes,: 'Mr. Carter - institute and, with
the best legall
prepared by Caddell's Cambridge
and the nostalgia of our Past history.
21 no and 17 undecided,
Lee Crutchfield, and Uncle Wetmore.;
did well only on the Middle East, with a
other
and
management
financial,
That is as it should be in a good and
Survey Research revealed some voter
. •
Solid score of close to 90 percent apThe presideht's handling of inflation
brains he can find in a given area,
,balanced
community. As citizens we
skepticisen even on Mr. Carter's
proval.
was clearly an ,overriding,reason, with
conducts
entrepreneurial
seminarswant to work and plan together to keep
Mideast peace efforts.
",`strong disapproval" weed by 72 • "What he did. at the summit may
throughout the country.
• it that way.
"It's ,looking -as if the summit at
make worldpeace possible," a burty 44- . A pilot program for- woman- tio•
voters, "some" disapproval by 13.
• a• It has come to my attention that we
Camp David is not working out like it
year-old Dubuque packing company
The annual light bulb sale by the'.
disepproving voters far oat.
These
scheduled
•
example,
is
trepreneurs,
for
are about to lose a very significant
first appeared," said a 49-year-old
worker said in praise of the president. - for Dallas on Nov. 3 and 4: And a
Murray Lions Club will be held on Oct.;.
weighed the 14 who approved the adlandmark - the Swann residence on
housewife in curie-rs whose husband is a
But
what
the
bulk
of
our
voters
made
14, according.-to -Rob Huie, project'.
anti-inflation
campaign.
ministration's
beginners
regional
serious
seminar
for
Main Stieet. That elegant and
mairaainance man at the local John
chairman for the
club.
The Achilles heel of inflation is only -vividly clear here was the Middle East, • and small operators is scheduled Dec. 2
irreplaceable house, as well asall of the
Deere plant. Although agreeing that the
or
without
vdtb
eventual
success
of
the
Homer Pogue, Murray Retarian and
vulnerability
onpresident's
part
of
the
and
3
in
New
York.
others in that block should be preserved
sutrunit was the best' single thing Mr.
Camp David summit, cannot come
vice-president Of the Business Men's
economic issues. For example, we
From these"projects and seminars,
as our best "Historical District." We
Carter has achieved as president,.she
close
to
Carter's
sustaining
Jimmy
Assurance Company of America, spoke
new
neededasked
whether
Iowa
McCrae
distilled
their
16
and
his
staff
cannot expect individual owners to bear
quickly turned to what really Matters
recovery from his 19 months of_grave
on "Privileges and the Responsibilities
limitations on state taxing powers
questions.
need
to
preservation.
We
the
expense
of
inflation.
political troubles. If the White House
of Being A Rotarian" at the meeting of
similar to California's Proposition 13, a
A sampler:
-organize a city movement for that
That refrain became familiar in our
holds a contrary view it is baking pies
the Murray Rotary Club held at the taxpayer
revolt:
screaming
symbol
of
close
relative
have
a
Question:
Do
I
possible
that
we
voter's
in
purpose.
It
is
entirely
registered
63
interviews with
in the sky.
Murray Woman's Club Hlouse. He was
Only eight voters did not know about
that is or was in business for himself or
may be eligible for a Federal Grant for
Dubuque's 18th Precinct, a pleasant,
introduced by Dr. Hugh Oakley.
herself?
suburb
that
purpose.
workers'
lower-middle-income
The Rev. J. E. Underwood of Paris,
Significance: "The available data
We must act immediately on this
which split about 50-60 in the 1976
Tenn., will be the evangelist and H. M.
show
of
enmajority,
that
the
project
so
that
we
do
not
lose
the
most
election,
presidential
Carter-Ford
Scott of_Milan, Tenn., will be the song
trepreneurs had a father or other close
significant residential architecture of
almost e.xacify as the state of Iowa. The`
leader at the revival services Oct. 5 to
relative
business
for
in
himself.
.
should
The
block
same
our
historic
town.
the
reflected
voters we sampied
12 at the South' Pleasant Grove
"The
role
model
is
a
of
importance
remain zoned for btisiness offices and
1976 voting pattern.
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well
To
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being
in,
commercial
to
reputable
not
be
permitted
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go
Despite recent findings by
Births reported include a boy, Rickey
business
credible,
it
is
for
yourself
become another street for parking and
By MELyIN B. HENLEY
you get an idea of what goes on daily in
national polls that Camp David at least
Lee, to Mr. and Mrs Alston Wilkerson
see
you
that
considered
important
S.
A.
President's
Murray
plastic
signs,
Anywhere
U.
City
of
Mayor,
the paper-factories of Washington and
temporarily turned 'the
_
on Sept. 25.
people inaction who have started firmAll over the world, tourists travel to'
We read with_ interest Mr.- Phillip
the State Capitols.
political fortune around, voters here
Pat Barnes. Nancy Gibbs, Gail
s.
published
in
now
Act
editor
see
historical
buildings.
third
of
the
the
old
Rogers' letter to
I would like to point out also, that
were'more restrained. Only a
Humphreys, and Gloria Steele were
"Strangely:studies show that a close
to help 'Preserve our past for the future
your local government uses telephones,
the September 20 issue of The Mdrray t
them agreed that Mr. Carter's permembers of a panel discussing the
frequently
relative
Will
entrepreneur
made
Rogers
generations
as
well
as
for
Times.
Mr.
our
own
Ledger and
electricity, gasoline, motor vehicles0
formance "during the last month" has
'Kentucky conVention of the Future
don't
so
entrepreneurship,
•-discourage
present enjoyment.
the point that both his electric bill and
parts, machinery, and all of the other
improved, while 10 surprisingly rated
Business Leaders of America at the
be dismayed if everyone tells you how
Let us keep our city a place which"
his telephone bill have increased more
things which go up 10, 15 or 20 percent
his performance as "worse." Almost
meeting
of the_Murray Training School
tough
it."
.
it
do
is
shouldn't
and
whyyou
preserves
hest of the past as well-as
than 100 per-cent in four years. He asks,
each year. All of theincreases average
one-half the total= 31 voters-saw -no
Chapter of the FBLA.
and
his
Have
McCrae
you
fired?
been
do"
to
person
building the best of the new. In this
about 7 or 8 percent, but the things that
change" in perfermance despite Camp -•-•"what is the older
4aff say most entrepreneurs rebel at • way, Murray will be a great place- to
s Certainla, the rate of inflation for the,
•
go up least are the things local
David.
working for others. Are you a loner? A
live and a mecca for tourists to visit.
government does not use. The itetns
Likewise, the president was given an, past few years is a problem for older
lot of entrepreneurs are, but successful
Americans as it Is for everyone, young
which. have increased the most are
"excellent" performance rating, by
T
i
heesrsq.uickly learn to work' well wi
with
on
Wen
Respectfully submitted,
Boy' Scouts placed fire prevention
or aid. Until some handle is
those which local yoverntnents use the
only one Voter, while almost 57 percent
throughout the city today as a
will
V
Clara
M.
spending,
Eagle
•
posters
State
A
yecieraT-and
fair."
"only
most.
"poor"
or
rated him as
The institute offers the queation.s,
part of the observance of Fire
continue toSuffer the pangs of runaway
The point is, your local governmentS
talkative, 34-year-old- iron worker
Air
their significance, and a rating guide to
..._•
Prevention Week.
are-being-squeezed because their costs
Ledger & Times
spelled out the president's continuing, -inflation. •
those
who might benefit. (90 E. Wilson
Deaths reported include bb-S. John
To give an exarnpleof what happens' are going up faster than their incomes.
problem this way: "That summit thing
Bridge Road, Suite 247, Worthington,
•
Buchanan, age 50.
and yet people are demanding more
Walter I. Apperson
Publisher
was just done to put a feather in Car- - in government, we received today a
Ohio
43085.)
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Editor
Reuben Hill will lead the
Dr.
letter from the "Office for Policy arid
and more service. When we have to
ter's cap. He should do something about
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discussion at the second annual
Management, Executive Department
raise water and sewer rates because we
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be
since
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mai
Day. New Year's Duty and That*sitivIng by
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for Finance and Administration,"
must add additional men and equipA 22-year-oki chemical plant empinyee
Murray Newspapers, lot,103 N 4th St .
remain in rather good company. There
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'conjunction
__ enough. Local government ie made to
,•arriers, $2 50 per month, payable in advani e
concerned with its own problems."
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Hat
Birthsreported include a boy, Donald
Wastewater Treatment Facilities (a
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Reported Cases Of Veneral
Disease Are Down in State

ROOden
FRAISNFORT
cases of the veneral disease
known as gonorrhea have
shoekn the first drop in Kenin 15 years.
Statistics gathered by the
Kentucky Department for _
Human Resources show that
the number 7pT reported
gonorrhea eases dropped 5.1
percent in the 1977-78 fiscal
ear, compared to the
previous year. Before this,
reported gonorrhea cases had
been rising steadily since 1963.
Reported. _cases numbered

7,5121 in 1961 litatirt*IVek
such casea latagedn,722.Tha
number Of reported cases -in
1977-78 was 11,119, a decrease
of 603 cases from the previous
year.
Resources
HumanSecretary Peter Conn praised
--efroTts by "Toc-aT 'health
departments for contributing
to the decrease. •'Local health
departments have really
made an effort to locate,
examine and treat gonorrhea,
" Conn said, -and they have
beehahlelheiaminiaboiat 80

rinithetit-illi-tRese lamed as
gonorrhea
contacts
by
patients."
"All information received
about contacts is kept in stnct
confidence," Conn said, adding that this emphasis on
confidentiality has contributed to the. prograMs
success. •
About 75 percent of the
gonorrhea ca,ses in Kentucky
involve 'persons under age 25.
At least half of those under 25
who are • infected are.
teenagers ar younger. ._ .
""-•

Kt"

.

"LkA11,-,
65

I

iiI..

1

I

73

..11§
.S1:-,••••••••

Free For The Asking I
Write

INIILE CORRESPONDENCE.COURSE
Murray,KY42t71

75

I

77

Prices Good

Education_ about- --venereal
disease
is
importaht,
especially for young people,
says Pete- Carnpasai, who
malf,ages the Department's
venereal disease program. "If
everyone knew to seek
medical attention at the firot
sign of infection, there would
be an even greater decrease in
the number of gonorrhea
ses."
In the past, the Main effort
in venereal (lineage control
was the fight against syphilis.
Even though syphilis is stilt a
big problem,he said,there are
many more people infected
with gotioOrnea. Acco_rding_ to
Campassi, gonorrhea is much
harder to detect,than syphilis,
There is no blood test that Can
readily identify gonorrhea.
One who suspects that he or
she has gonorrhea must seek a
special medical examination.
routine
Most
physical
examinations do not include a
test for gonorrhea.
One thing that hinders the
eradication of gonorrhea is
•that about 80 percent of the
women who are infected with
the disease have no noticeable
symptoms, he said. Many of
these cases are found by the
confidential referral by a
Male who has been-infected.
Most males, he said, have no
problem
identifying
gonorrhea symptoms.
'
Conn said he _hopes the
tfealia.g000crlaie
cases will continue.

•Bei-Air Sitopping Cefiter
Pespiq-vpd
-L;stii;

5 Lb.
Bog

-.

PringI

Potato

INS

"...-Scot Lad

eac es

78

Lb.
Qtrs.

Number-Of Countian
Enrolled In UK

2D

These Items On Display
Only Throughout The Store

hes flied(eye

Scot Lad

,
Fannin,
Quentin
Lee
man;
The University of Kentucky
has released a list of Calloway medical school;, Steven
County students enrolled there Edward Farmer, dental
for, the 1978 fall semester. school,, Saeed Farzariyar,
junior; Denice A. Gilbert,
They are as follows:
• Laarte Gay Alexander, freshman; Jeanette Belle
sophornore.; Mike - Downs Gilliam. senior; William J.
Alexander,. senior; George Grasty Jr., freshman; Ronald
903
morel.Syca
Rady Albritten, graduate; Lee Green, law school, Anne
M Uf MI Kentucky 6
1
Robert T. Allen, medical, Louise Gregory, sophomore;
is pleased t.oOrrnQuncefthat its business
sehOol; Ward Bradford Boone, Gerald Joseph Griffin, junior;
elóMne wilt now betirjeverechirrer24
sophomore; William L. - Richard-I-Hall,graduate-JoscPb.......C. Higginbotham,
hour basis:.Dr. Bryan Thikirer hal inBoston, junior; Christopher D.
Bruce C. Horning,
junior;
Clopton, medical school;
stifUled „this seryiee in order totbetter
rutin!, - lavr--tresbrnao-; Maril-3mDrake
-Stephen
-serve both his/Presenrand prospective'
school; Nejad All Devari, Howard, freshman; Steven
} patients.
sophomore;
Ahmed Grey Howard, senior; Alan
Davarinejad, junior; W. Taylor Jones, senior; Jeffrey
Telephone
AL Kurth,juniot; Dan Michael
Lewis Drake, medical schoOL
502-153-9909
Kristi L. Eldredge, fresh- Luther, dental School;.,Sally
- razzo,_ junior;
Clay - Mats
William ,L" • R.
McHugh,
sophomore; Dianne M. Noel,
graduate.
Melanie Gale Norwood,
sophomore; Jan E. Outland,
sophomore,: Patricia A.
Parrish, freshman; Thomas
S. Pasco, junior; William Nall
Pasco, dental school; Judy
Gay. t Perry, graduate':
Timothy Alan Philpot, senior;
James Richard Pinkst00,
junior; Michele Richardson,
senior; Susan Larsen Richmond, graduate; Mary
Three All Time Favorites At Big All-Amarican Savings
Elizabeth Robbins, graduate.
Katherine Gail Russell, law
school; Andy James Ryan,
sophomore; Karen Neil Scott,
pharmacy school; Ada Hutson'
Selwitz, graduate; Alan B.
Shaeffer, freshman; Bruce
Warren Shaeffer, graduate;
Billie
Jean
S kwood,
sophomore; reresa Kay
Smith, sophomore; William
Alton Smith Jr., medical
school; Mary Margaret
Smock, freshman; Nancy L.
Spann,senior.
Chad Lee Stewart, dental
school; Gary Lee Sumner,
senior; Elizabeth I), Thacker,
freshman: William R
Thretkeld, graduate: Mark
Kendall Thurman, senior;
Pamela Jean Todd, freW
man; )Villiam Pettit' Toney,
freshman; Shama Jo loon,
freshman; Penny I,orreine
Warren, law school; RObert
Steven Weber, senior: Barry
(
M. Wells, sophomore; and
Spaghetti Dinner '
Kelly Williams,freshman. ,TOSMICI mind

4e

Dixie Fresh
Grade A Extra Large

The Murray
Chiropractic Center

Jeati
ALLAMERI
L1NE•UP

sco,L.,
:Applesauce,

21

.,Aunt Jam irtio 32 oz

Pancake Mix
6 oz

Soup Starter

89'
"

3aoz

Home Otivnad
& Operated
.

Loose Onion
Sweet-Potatoes
Tomatoes

-

4 lbs

lb

Troy Pock

39'
79'

S.D A

1-Ba

USDA

APPLES

S

Red Delicious or Golden

French brood

tias

•

MISS YOUR PIPER!
hone mei
he.., tho41reft4

Sobserib•rt IA*
retithriml *Mr

21-Piece
'Shrimp Dinner
French frees
Cale Om
—SW rall

5

fir
,
it 1

Anto-Solid

Gold Medal

Sno-Bol
,

Flour

IIMMURANTS

Offer expires October

1978

-.11.....

doillooty of am turstspere
- r Collo
lett bo pieced by
opooloiciiii°6•71 p.m t000ropyi
poomerter defiv•ey.

Expicers 10 10 78
SH41 Dole Al Siorey's

SOlith_l2th Street- •

Limit I Per Family

Limit'I- Per Family
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-...1a44INJO604
,
196,164•61“---

JIMA

COUPON 00584200
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of 11641 Murray loolvt•
limos by 5:30 p.as bbpadopy
Fridley or by 3:30
so Sem.
*Ifs ars areal to cob 74.11/14
Wee., 5,30 pm ..do p.m.,
phowersy-fridoy, or 134
copy

•

1 th

75,Vs i-O. 76,1*
600A oorv Ai surto
•

Sno-Boi
Liquid Bowl

- Easy-On
Lemon Spray

,

Cleaner — — - Starch ,

bo.58 ,

,. • --

4 couPoN
COUPON
1.4m4i I Per Family
Limit I Pr Fomtly

COUPON,

.

1

._
- Exgires 10-1-0 18

6414 Oily At Berty's
.

•All

Detergent
:$4349
'
TS 7

--- '
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lomaierl
P Fo
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Aff--
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2204,694
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Every Day Low Price
SAVE -1"
&Steak San —vd ilth'
0Different
Age Ways To Wn!

;tore

Different Games ______
to Play!

99c

yv 'lettuce tom
. oto 4 may
a
=
7-1
E

Whole

Obtain game ticket and collector.Card from participatIntstores.

88'

,

I

COLLECT'
& WIN

1INSTANT 1,71,,r..a
'
-'-'.. WIN

/99`

ei row.as
straight
Wier nortzontalluesticalty.
or Olegonally, you wm the
amount indicated

Each ticket hes two polorated Bongo
number pieces Detach IL Play in
matching (WISP number spaces on
colloctou card Collect numbers to
wanic71:41.14:11:raught-reirorogf..4 boxes

SAVE48°

79`

lb 19C

TI-1111111111111111111111111tMOM11111111111111111111111111M11111111111111111111111111MIWE

Raisin

Purnell-Pride Whole

4/1
V89 .

lb

.
F.-

SAVE60c

With The Purchase
Of A 3 Lb.

,Z.

Cole Slaw
Baked Beans

it I With 7.5O
Purchase & Coupon. Excludir,g
Tobacco & Dairy Products

Cinnomon Roll 6/89'
Bread
eoz 89
Cookies
99' I
Donuts
Call And Placei
Decorated Cakes Your Orders
Crystals
Sugar
41'
41'
Margarine_
55'
Drinks
White Butter Top

rnurne
IAILK)

1t
)
loaf5

Fret.shficr/.(ed

Sliced

V89

doz

--06181oosoussunsusommomumeonuodt

Folgers instant

69`

-

$299
10 oz -

G8H

89'

51b 11"

S.rr olot

13 oz

SAVE 1"

Chapel llifl

1

.
I

Bryan

89'

Snow Crop

1 lb qrts

With The Purchase
Of 4 Lbs. Ot

>i

Ai,
ORANGE AKE

With The Purchase
Of 3 Lbs. Of

L
.
ROUND STEAK
U.S.D.A. Choice
Bone In

ireORK STEAK
(Family Pack)
At

At

19

H C

46 oz

In Our.Frozen Food Section
Scot Log Shoestring

French Fries
0,d-so,,,,„e-peach•
Cobblers
South
Cobblers
Doughnuts
Patties

69'

2 5 fb

On
$1 49

cotronplie

TISSUE

$159

Black berry-Chorry

Ever Fresh

14

0,79C

Pierre Choc160;4On

4 Lbs. Or More

SG A Choice

Ground Beef

Tione Ste

lb

1 09

Swiss Steak -

:tb._$139

$19•

I

4 Roll

Lady POrder)

Ice Cream

Williams

USDA Choice

24 oz.

qt $109

- SausageCampfire

USirDA icnh°c teak
Sirloin

--lb

it69

Franks

12 nz

'
79

yan

USDA -tht-okit

•Spare-Ribs,

Rib Steak

4.Sipv&17_27 Ifptir These Cqpnons
COUPON

COUPON
1 Pr Forn ,ly

otergent
-- $149
7 or

COUPON
lomi-t I Per Family

*IF--

%,

Ilres 10 10 78
od Col, At %try

•
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Clod Only Al %Ws

Limit I Per Family
AftNIOntit -
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301i-$v13:9 •
la
Eipsees-10
• 6•Sionit Al Sts,
41.1

COUPON

We Accept
US. Govt.
food Stamps

Last Week's
Winner:

Cord Not Punched
Frances Anderson

•
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GARCIA
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61

REEL 4500C

SPORTING GOODS

THURSDi

.1"

'All Time:
Easterni_el
740
1:30/
'SCHOOL P]
.33012:30 p
'Guest, Didl
4:00/3:00 1
•00/41.0.0
NEIGHBOR
5:30/4:30 I
PANY
6:00/5:00 IC
6:30/5:30
Algebra"
7:0016:00
LEHRER RI
7:30/6:30 TI
SHOW Gue
6:00/7:00 II
'Owensboro

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon.thrü.Sat-91ll9.
Sunday 1-6

_
wisooc

•

-•
--Special fast start, narrow spool is perfect for light
line fishing. Narrow spool design fits
comfortably in your hand too. Stainless steel ball
bearings. Increase casting distance. Other
standard Ambassadeur features include: highspeed-.4.7-to-1 retrieve, precision cut gears,
automatic free spool re-engagement, ,fully adjustable star drag, enclosed level wind, and
Pa-tool takedown.Holds 110-yds. of 10-lb. Royal

Prices Good Through Wed. Oct. 11

nverseAll-Star-gisketbalt-Shoes

Wildcaft--

Hüfltiflg
knife

• -U. L. Reg.
$59.95

- Bonny!H mono.

by. is show
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FRIDAY,

Ma deIn Germany
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4:00/3:00 S
5:00/4:00
NEIGHBOR]
5:30/4:30 '
COMPANY
6:00/5:00 Z(
6:30/5:30 (

OCOMBEIMI

Stag Handle
Leather Sheat
U. L. Reg.$8.97

U. L. Reg
$27.97

PTO All Star
Hi-Cut
Smao9Lleather

Heddon-SlickStiCk
Browning Silaflex
U. L. Reg.$15.99

88
--Spata

SW&

The "Henryeikan"
#H100 Shell
Decoy Field Model ,
U.L. Reg.$44.98 Doz.

Walls
Insulated
Coveralls

.- Calhoun Bush Boot

(Master)
Durable and comfortable for
all outdoor activities •
Cleated.
hobnail 'sole for good traction
• Tuff-Guard three-ply
nylon top •
Snug ankle fit.
ML 600R Marl's 10"Calhoim
Beown (Snug ankle)
Full sizes: 7-13

49
3C

Special

-

Special... Your Choice

Special

eks.

Style 2250
U. L. Reg.$33.78
Special

CF100
a

Floater

U. L. Reg.$13.98

U. L. Reg.
$74.95
Doz.

Three (R)
7:00/6:00 '
LEHRER RE
7:30/6:30
KENTUCKY
8:00/.7:00
WEEK IN RI
8:3017110
WEEK
__11.130111.110.--1
Pflultagerlet
tunes are (
Glencora b4
London hos
10:0W900 1
The tragic
Mexican alii
on this
documental
Barry Newm

SATURDA

1000/9:00 a
EYE

ipor
•

What
Welles

Proj(
dependen

•

• 55 5

118

-

for the el

5Recial

$2788

Special $118-

(such a5

46.7
411•1,

_MODEL 742B0L 410e1uxe "Woedmaster"
AUTOMATIC- 5 Shot
_

.Meitairni= FIELD - VENTILATED RIB BARREL

$206.95

Features basket weave checkerhn on American walnut stock arid fore-end,aprotectea by DuPont
in deluxe desRK-W finish. mooie Carlo stock with cheek piece. Step receiver is the ultimate
model 742.
ign. White spacers on grip_and tore-end- plup.all the regular features of the standard

430-06 or 308'

0918

Special

U. L. Reg.$249.98

Special

in their oi
an altern
tering
facilities.
is.a]

Person:
1. Are
older, AN
2. Need
remain in
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is design
older per
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ii

POLYLITE COOLER
ift3OSCAR
*

Warm-Up
Suits

11

Knitting

•

Cover-Up
*With Muff
Pockets
*Zip Front
Hood
U. L. Reg,$11.8ff

No. 5274. 4 gallons (15.2 liters). The idea'
take along cooler. that holds quart size soft.
drink bottles upright or 2-six.packs and 40
lbs of ice The rime-sable, lid provides
handy drink holders. Made of fade and
corrosiontresistant poryethylene. and
insulated with poured polyurethane

U. L.
Reg.$12.98

99
Special

20%

OFF

Just
Received
New
Shipment
Latest
Styles
& Colors

Special
•

.

Ytali10111011.

F.

1

515,
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representative Of the _people,
my mosev bruise
TORY GARDEN (R)
8:00/7:00 KENTUCKY NOW
OOD
Pt
(tin
4:0013:00 THE FRENCH CHEF
farming had beaten. me),- a - 1217111137:* 26 amd.keve a
lifestyles, ,and
Owensboro s Executive Inn,
5:30(4: • THE ELECTRIC
Julia CtritcL_Oreparee an
• •
.- --"atrium
--practievs-el-those wee see let
-•
ambaks*:-Ale-pregnant ellegsnt.hartIbLirger dinner.
by. is shown.
6:006:00 Z OM ought his son anel &lighter
r
between the Cumberland and
...8:30EL30 _p_FRaoat
4.7.sur3:30 ANTIQUES. "JacFor
iver
a
_ruck
6;304540- CifilEMATIC---E.YE
ao
uard and Other Woven
Tennessee Rivers during the wasdered from bus station to
marriage,,,,
SON Edward R. Murrow interDiscussion of 'the film "The
vertets"
r, we have a
views attorney Edward Ben- first half of the 19th century. train staUce and to various
Battleship P le in"(R)
log
5:0044:00 ALL-STAR SOCCER
BOWLING GREEN, KY. According-to._ Dr. Robert
nett Williams and comedian
7:0016:00 THE
CREW
set
twins.
Sixteen original log and frame businesses trying to find him;
6:00/5:00 NOVA "Hitler's
Jules Harcourt of the Murray Nelson, dean of Western's
Jonathan Winters.
REPORT
LEHRER
Sir,
jj
be
e
yea
are
_t..tmotegy_itti_ytte_mAN Tins
buildings found in LBL have find work; and trying to find
debit
_Secret Weapon!!.thes history
7:30/6:30 THE DICK-State
University
busifiess College of Business and Public
'fully not a
of the German V-2 rocket th
a great job documentary looks. at
been moved to Prior Valley, food and shelter. I had lived
SHOW Guest, Neil Simo _
department recently attended Affairs, the purpose of the _
-terrorized London during t
one.
thankless
Muhammad- All outside' the
Wish
you
8:0017:00 ,EVENING ATM*
the selected site for the 1850's in Sacramento, but I was now
final months of World War II
a conference held on the conference was "to explore'
boxing ring.
PHONY The Boston. Syn*\
have been a
e to
7:00/6:90 ONCE UPON A
farm in the southern portion of In Colorado Springs.
10:00/0:00 IN PERFOR•
Music Director
and
phony
campus of- Western-lientueke ways- that :vies= -000Perat#
help
me
wheaten,
CLASSIC
-What
Katy
Did"
A
Finally
I was spotted by
LBL, across from the buffalo
MANZI AT WOLF TRAP
Seiji Ozawa prethiere the new
University.
Now iflS,L hope and
romance' develops for Katy.
with each other and improve
_two nuns whea I went into a
"Cletr•-_Laine asd John
season_ with Stravinsky!ts-- range.
TIarceurt;WaTrman of the business acVooT programs
CR)
that by shawls My story,
--baottworth" British jazz
Major"
"Violin Concerto in
church
to
get
warm.
The Homeplace-I850 will be
7:30/8:30 CONGRESSIONAL
a. partment
singer Cleo Laine and her
can help a teen who is about
and the "Symphony No. 3in F
of
Office throughout the state." ParThey fed me and nursed me
OUTLOOK This new series
open An the public from
husband John Dankworth arid
Major" • by Brahms. ltzhak
to run away. - Joaniev Lodi, A• • • tration and Business ticipants discussed common
back
will
complicated
to
translate
semi-health
(I
had
a
his Ensemble perform.
Perlman is the violin soloist.
October I\through December
Calif.
and controversial matters
Edu tion, was among deans problems such as student and
broken rib from the beating)
9:00/8:00 VISIONS "Charlie
17 and will be closed on
pending before Congress into
Joanie: Thanks for taking
FRIDAY, OCT.0and de
ent heads from faculty recruitment, acand
gave
me
bus
fare
to
back
Smith
and the Fritter Tree"
clear, underltandable terms
Mondays, Teesdays, and
time
to
share
your
8:30/7:30 a.m. KET IN seven
te-supported
In- -ereditation, and programSacramento.
This
original
drama
is about
in an objective, non-partisan
Operating
Thanksgiving day.
SCHOOL PROGRAMMING ,•
experiences with us. Because
America's oldest living
stitutions w
presentation.
Too embarrassed to return
participated in ming.
3:30/2:30 OVER EASY Guest,
hears are 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 home I went to
- citizen, a 135-year-old former
you care.
8:00/7:00 FIRING LINE
the first Ken
ky Business
live with a
Next year's conference will
Irene Pappas
slaVe, who was coaxed
- -- 9:00/8:00 THE LONG SEARCH
p.m. The farm will reopen to girlfriend who was also
Schools
Adm • istrative be held at Eastern Kentucky
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
"The Way of the Ancestors" _ aboard a slave ship with the
the public in February.
5:00/4:00 MR. ROGERS'
pregnant and without a
Dr. Wallace: I'm 111 and Conference.
promise of corn fritter trees:
Healing. animal sacrifice, and
University.
NEIGHBORHOOD
elaborate funeral rituals are
5:3014:30 THE ELECTRIC
key elements of the ancient
TUESDAY, OCT. 10
• COMPANY
tribal religion-- practiced by
8:3017:30 a.m. KET IN 6:00/5:00 ZOOM
the Torajas of Indonesia.
SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
.
6:30/5:30 GUTEN TAG IN
ailtalrilt-40256-81
•
Guest, Vivian Vance
ThreeR
of the series of dramatiza4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/
tions of the short stories of
5:00/4:00 MR. ROGERS'
LEHRER REPORT
Graham Greene, the story is a,
NEIGHBORHOOD
7:3046:30 COMMENT ON
Study of what happens when
5:30/4:30
THE ELECTRIC
KENTUCKY
a private school teenager
COMPANY
8:00/.7:00 WASHINGTON
falls in with the wrong crowd
6:00/5:00 ZOOMWEEK IN REVIEW
in "The Destructors.'
6:30/5:30 GED "-Orientation
8:30/730 *ALL STREET
11:00/10:00 MONTY PYand Test-Taking Skills"
WEEK
THON'S FLYING CIRCUS.
7:00/6:00 THE_._MACRE.LLL._.—_____
-.27.00/8.00-.1414- RAW
RS• LEHRER REPORT
Plantagenet's -politleal for
SUNDAY; OCT:8'7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT.
•
tunes are on the rise, and
5:00/7:00 a.m. SESAME
SHOW Guest, Philip Simon
Glencora becomes a stylish
STREET
8:00/7:00 MASTERptECE
London hostess.
9:00/8:00 MR. ROGERS'
THEATRE "The'Mayor of
10:00/900 THE .UNWANTED
NEIGHBORHOOD
Casterbridge"
.
The tragic plight of illegal
9:30/8:30 THE ELECTRIC
9:00/8:00 WORD IS OUT
Mexican aliens is examined
COMPANY
Twenty-six
men and worhen
on this award-winning
1000/9:00 SESAME STREET
tell what it's like to be homodocumentary, narrated by
11:00/10:00 AESOP
in
sexual
America. (Two
• Barry Newmarb__ •
11:30/10:30 STUDIO SEE
.hours).
"Stunt Kid" Travel to
SATURDAY, OCT. 7
Hollywood, California to see
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 11
tomoitoo a.m. CINEMATIC
the illusion of TV violence
EYE
8:30/7:30 a.m. _KIT IN with'stunt kid Reid Rondell,
SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
and meet the creator cf the
3:30/2:30 OVER EASY Guest.
Star Wars monsters.
PROJECT
Hazel Scott
12:0011:00 FREESTYLE This
INDEPENDENCE
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
first program of a new series
5D044:00
MR. ROGERS'
on career awareness and sexWhat is Project
NEIGHBORHOOD
Independence?
5:30/4:30 THE ELECTRIC
role stereotyping shows that
combining skills and dividing --COMPANY
Project
Inthe work is a good way to get
6:00/5:30 TEACHING LIFE
a
dependence-- is
SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENa job done.
. 4240111:30 BIG BLUE MAR- , TARY SCHOQL "Animals on_-_
_demonstration project
The School Grounds"(R)
BLE
for the elderly in the
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/
1:00/12:00 WASHINGTON
Jackson Purchase. It
LEHRER REPORT
WEEK IN REVIEW (R)
is designed to help
7:3018:30 THE DICK CAVETT
1:30/12:30 WALL STREET
SHOW
WEEK (R)
Guest, -- Gerry
older persons remain.
2:00/1:00 COMMENT ON
In their awn homes as
8:00/7:00 MARIE CURIE
KENTUCKY (13)
'
an alternative to en"Poland and Paris" This
2:30(1:30 KENTUCKY -MOW
institutional
tering
series about the life and work
The Executive Inn in
of the two-time winner of the
Owensboro is profiled- (F0 facilities.
Nobel Prize show the Polish3:00/2:00 IN PERFORMANCE
Who is.eligibk?
born Maria.,Sktocto w ska_lrom
AT WOLF TRAP "Cteo Lair*
Persons who:
a positibn as a governess for
and John Dankworth"(8)'
a. Polish family to her gradua4:00/3:00 LEONTYNE PRICE
1. Are age 60 or
AT THE WHITE HOUSE Fation at the tocrot her class at
older, AND
the Sorbonne in Parismous internationally as a
.
2. Need seryices to
9:00/8:00' GREAT PERPORconcert and opera singer. Ms.
remain in their homes
MANCES .• "Abide With Me"
Price- performs live from the
Anne Francis and Cathleen
East Room in the White
(such as household
(R)
Nesbitt
House.
star in this drama oTa
chores, meals, health
14-year-old girl who-becomes
5:00/4:00 THE LONG SEARCH
needs, transportation
the unwilling captiye of an
"The Way of the Ancestors"
and others), AND
elderly recluse. (90 minutes)
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VIC10:30/9:30 THE SAINT•GALY
TORY GARDEN Jim plants
3. Can not get the
TILES OF WILLIAMSBURG A
Aali bulbs - for a perennial
services from Any
(at participating retailers) .
border.
study of the art of tile-making.
-s
other source. .
and the-hi-story of colonial
6:3015:30 ONCE UPON A
have
You
If
Williamsburg and the Virginia' CLASSIC "What Katy Did"
colony.
Unjustly punished, Katy
about
questions
determines to live down false
•e•--Project Jndependence
accusations against her.
call Bonnie Ashby at
7:0016:00 THE PALLISERS (R)
Submit proofs of purchase by December 1, 1978
753-5362.
8:0017:00 ALI THE MAN This
docurrientary looks at boxer
Buy any 4 of 7 participating products. any size On this form check
Muhammad All. •
MAIL ALL TO L&F $2 00 Coupon Offer, PO. Box tii8-1724,
product purchased and note retail rice paid, Include your caSh
Et Paso.- leitaS 79977
register receipts, with purchase pr , .:e circled and other proofs of,:
fletein4S2-0:Crsovocia by mail within 2-3 weeks
purchase as indicated below:
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Harcourt Attends Conference
ientucky Campu
and—-On-Western-l
•

On.your ho

Kentucky Labor
_Tops 1.6 Million
For First Time

Alt

•

St John Baptist Church
Spruce & L.P: Miller Street

_

OCT. 2-6, 1978 - —
THEME Come In Jesus Rev.3:20

—
Pen. Terre heo frugal/0
,ADFICA ti, KY
•••• t /IR .4.4618 ThIszisfiliTAIAMIBASSCII.E
-,

Services Each Night - 7:00 p.m.
For Transportation Call 753-2158 or 753-6899
ReV. C.E Timberlake, Pastor

"A"-- - Send for your
coupon worth $2 off your holiday turkey when you buy any 4 of the
7 products shown below (at regular or discount prices)

FRANKFORT - Kentucky's labor force topped 1.6
millior.persons ih August for
the fiest time, according to
Robert
MacDonald, chief
labor market analyst for the
Department for
Human
Resourees.
"Some of the causes of the
ongoing upward trend in labor
force participation are the
continued increase -in inflation, youth entering the
labor force at a faster rate,
and the large number of
women seeking empfriyment,"
MacDonald said.
Although 800 more Kentuckians were unemployed in
August than in July, the
unemployment rate remained
5.3 percent of-the labor force.
Unemployed persons totaled
84,900 for Adlust.
The number ot unemployed
was 18,300 people higher this
August than one year ago, and
the unemployment rate was
1.0 percent higher. The
'number of employed people in
Kentucky wise-was higher this
August compared to last, by
- „34,60Ceiebs.
While the ;lumber - at- new
jobs has continued to grow at a
healthy rate, it has not been
• sufficient to take care of the
new and returning jobseekers,'
MacDonald explained.
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MSU's Dickens Forsees 'Second Seas-oze. Saturday,
Ey DOUG yANCE
however, with a shoulder • "Mike and Roger are both in quarterbacks. He h5..5130 as successful with their
_
separation.
StateSID
their fifth year here and it engineered Murray Slate to a defensive effort.
As one of the few "old
Last year Dickens injured would have been a. bottle for total offense -krerage440922
timer's" on the youthful
his left ankle in the sixth game the starting job," said Gott- yards a game-third best hi the 'The result was a frustrating
49-32 loss as the Racers record
Murray State football team, of the season against Middle fried. "I wanted to see them
OVC.
quarterback Mike Dickens Tennessee and was forced out both in the lipeup as starters
"I have to give alotef_credit fell-to 0-2 in ,conferenee_play-L.,
truly understands the value it - crf action for three contests. He- and Roger was oiling to -to Greg King, David Thomas, -Murray gate opens the first
lonrg' and liow•it-toffates - returned for the final two---enthethernove."..
Keith Swearingen and-ail-of thilos consecutive weeks at to success on the football field.
the receivers," said.Dickens. Stewart Stadium SaturdaY Dickens got off to a slow
games of the season before
Dickens, a 22-year-old
reinjurmg the ankle against start in the Racers opener. "They've caught a lot of (7;30ca1t)hosting UT Martin
---senior from Evansvgle, Ind., Western Kentucky-lathe final-against Southeast Missouri as_iatases_ that _WPM* Should In a non-conference en- has fully shed his hunaturity
he completed -just on of .11_ have been incomplete." "We ealWifir.
game,_ •
and come of age as a
Dickens- missed spring passes for nine . yards. arc teeny starting a seCond
'
Our offense continues to
• collegiate football player,
practice because of surgery to Although the Racers have won 'sedson now and are conimprovement
demonstrate
"I've grown up quite a bit
correct the ankle injury but only' once in 'four outings, centrating on UT Martin'and
each week but we obviously
playing football and going to
returned
fall Dicliens and his offensive the rest of the season." •
in _the
work on defense, - .
school here at Murray," said
Murray State displayed its need a lot of
pronounced hilly recovered .teammates have been imMurray
State coach Mike
said
Dickens. "I really wasn't
and ready for his final season pressive since that initial best offensive performance of
•
pre_parvifor _college niy_first .apollagirato font
- - -_season ...last- Aathrdily
-.year and experienced my
-Gottfried also cited the filet •
Dickens has completed 31 of against Morehead as it rolled
Murray State coach Mike
3 are- - of
frustrations.
Gottfried - expressed- his -.73 attempts for 404 yards and - up XI ygtds in total offense -that the -Racers, to a certain
Maturing on and off the field
confidence in Dickens by four touchdowns. He ranks and scored 32 points,against a extent, have been their own
worst enemy. Murray State
has been a continuing
ey
ax
t ranks
tin third in t
moving Roger Rushing, -he
Ohio Valley defense uth
process."
preasivp in the spring_as. the _Conference _in--..passing_____Qhio Va
anf
nks
erefnCe_,_
irst in the has turned the ball over nine
Redshirted 'his freshman
•
Let the record show, times and been penalized 332
starting quarterback, to the statistics and his touchdown
season, Dickens has had a
total is the best among league however, the Racers were not yards through four games.
defensive secondary.
first hand opportunity to•
vatness the many attempts of
• •
•
_State..lootball-taarnat
99
• 9
- to break a pattern of
•••
mediocrity and develop into a
Murray State cross country illness.
championship squad.
coach Bill Cornell believes his
Jerry Odlin and Patrick
•
Despite
the
solving its health Chimes were sidelined with
team
is
near
domination
cif
cif'
youth
/.
throughout the roster, Dickens problems and ready to the flue while freshman Barry
compete at full strength.
Attwell and sophomore David
believes the current Murray
The Racers have been Warren missed the action due
State representation is ready
through the initial to injuries.
hampered
Don Kilcoyne owner_gainiv. Barber Shop would like to 0
to blossom and demonstrate
four meets of the season with
take this opportunity to thank eneti"and everyone of his
Cornell thinks he may have
success.
assorted
injuries
and his top eight performers ready
customers for their continued patronage. Come by and get
"With a new coaching staff
a hair cut, layer cur, or style from your lurks.. inovator•
illnesses. Last weekend for the difficult competition
and a lot of young players, the
Today through sat, & receive a free coke.
Murray State placed fourth in Sept. 30 as the Racers travel to.
adjustment period has taken
RiniatpingtaLk.
• longer - than---some - people
Intercollegiate Cham- University
of
Indiana
expected," said Dickens. "But
pionships in Hichmond as the Invitational.
I feel our team is now ready.
Acid Balance Shampoos, Conditioners, Markam fifti & Itfunie Pnxiucts
Racers competed with four of
"We will see some of the
733-3163
We have a lot of talent and-I
1113111.-11414
the &lila& top six runners' -best distance teams in
Pknt* OE Pritt parking nest,toold Car nage House
have faith in our coaches,
unavailable due to injury and existence," said Cornell.
491/1011111Th99S169CAlitC.A
'teammates and everyone
behind the program:"
Nagging injuries have
hampered Dickens in his role
as signal-caller at Murray
State the past five seasons. He
Doug Shelton (11) injured his knee in practice following the Tennessee Tech game and will have
saw limited action his initial
surgery today at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah. The Murray High graduate started the first two
season before earning the
games for Murray State this season at wide receiver. He is apparently lost for the year. Also
starting job as a sophomore in
shown i's Mike Dickens (14).
1976. He- missed two games.
*-1
-"
•
Staff Photo By Tony Wtlson
'"••-•-•311 Ilia.'•
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Shop
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IVERSITY ItARBERINOP

GOODAEAN

SNOW
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Henderson,Mayfield Atop Poll
I-EXINGTON; Ky.(AP)In another shift, unbeaten second in State AAA.
Henderson County' tracked Mayfield moved to the top of Bowling Green received five
the State AAAA rankings for the Class- AA-rankings after a _ votes, as did No. 3 Lexington
the fust time in five weeks 14-6 victory over Douglas, Henry Clay, 6-0, which adwith a 13-7 victory over Tenn. Corbin fell from first to vanced from fourth after a 7-0
previously top-ranked second despite' drubbing Bell victory over Class AAA power
Christian County and Greenup Cokrity 35=12 to stay unbeaten
Danville. Christian • County
eatinty rose to- the top trrtire -The Jefrerson-ti:Au
-ity AAILike- 'received -the remaining first
heap in The Associated Press' rankings were unchanged this place vote and *as fourth.
high school football poll.
Henderson County, 5-1,
week as four of the top five
reenup County, 5-0-1," teams were in action against replaced Boone County, 5-1,
defe ed Ashland. 21-14 and each other, Top-ranked whiçi dropped out despite a
collectdnine first-place votes -Trinity, 5-0, downed No. 3 35-0 victory over Campbell
from .a pahe,1 of spcortrirriters Ballard 14-7 and collected all County.
and broadcsl.êrs. Christian 10 first-place votes from a
Newport Catholic stayed
County, after oweek at the panel of sportswriters, and undefeated in five games with
top,fell to fOtgthji 1
a21-7 victory'Over Conner and
broadcasters.
•
Henderson County turned in
Second-ranked St. Xavier garnered 19 votes to stay atbp
the first of five'upsets ovetrthe dernolialied Atherton 31-0 and Class AAA.
weekend. Except for toP.,. No. 4 Bishop David slipped
FoKThornas Highlands, 4-1,
ranked Paintsville, which did Ni?ast No.5 Butler 13.7.
was
second dter a 3-0 win
not play, all of last week's
Green,
NE4pwliag
4-1 after a
ranked Class A teams were 26-0'Acin over '- Owensboro over__Erlanger-- Lloyd and
beaten.
Catholic,-rose from thirci--te- tCussell, 54; was third -after
defeating
Barboursville,
•W.Va., 10-6. FourthLranked
Meade County, 6-0, rolled over
Auto Dealers - Garages
Oldham County 41-0 and
Texaco Oils Lubricants, Greases and prices are
second to
collected the remaining vote,
lone, try us, we deliver.
while Danville rounded out the
top-five.
Mayfield, 5-0, received 11
votes to lead Class - AA,
--lineman!Id. - 733-2321
compared to seven votes for

Corbin,6-0. Somerset,5-1, held
its No. 3 position with two
defeating
after
votes
Lexington Bryan Station 39-21.
Heath, 5-0,
ed at'No. 4
after thumping Todd County
Central 4940 and Glasgow, 5-2, remained 111th with
decision over Tompkinsville.
Paintsville, 4-0, easily held
its No. 1 rankBig in Class A
with 19 votes. Hancock
County, 5-1, lost- to Grayson
County 14-0, but rose from
third to second. Beechwood,41, advanced from fourth to
third despite a 21-12setback to
Simon Kenton.
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Ky. Lair 011 ro.
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,
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Astro Car Wash
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Fits

P185/75R13
P1-95175E4
P205/75R14
P215775R14
P225 75R14
P205 75R15
P215 75A15
P225 75R15
P235 75R15

traction. A well-grooved
tread for adhesion in the
rain. A smooth, quiet ride
. Plus gas-saving radial
construction Cet Iiernpo
- the one tire that does

It all.

BR78-13 $42.00 $ 3
ER/8-14 $66.60
FR78-14 $61.50 $256
UR78-14 $$5.00' $251
MR78-14 $69.00 $2.67
FR78-15 $63.50 $266-GR78.15 $66.50 ,274
MR78 15- $71.50 $2.90 ,
i78-l5 $77-00 $300

Also availab a in sizes to fit import cars

3Ja
II

trier ,
two ity for gcnsik-wesr. good
Cambial' Self palmier rif.• you
Wilyitareetartitiodrettelor op eh,••fiberglass cord belts right uer
and Stabil- delvers it smooth ride.
.tread They add strength

I

._113
13.1
. -13

Plus
-

577
•573
572

me a*

•
•
•
•
•••
•
••
—

.em

171114 Ma
F71116 IMMI

$31

11
Egan
!uriorsemoi
70
1471$16.
G79-15
M76-15
171115

709
764
702

Fate

MCI
IMCIIFIEIII
ErICII

$

'al
•

,
5211I
4*4

88

Oil rutty
titre
•1Ip
S quarts
WS maim
brand nil • Heins protect
nioeing•paris and en•ur•it
/--ia"1.041teluiet pert/Milan,. •
Complete (hassle lubrication
and- oil at1111111e.:•• ?Neck fluid
.
levels • Includes ii ir trucks!"

911$
520
4/R
170
154
151
. I*
141

Meet the Cruiser, the -diagonal ply tire chosen
by Detroit for use on

L.
Wittiest!
Size

470-13 whit...oil
plus

e4

900 0

tire

F1711-14.
076-15

---”Ck.k.Chirp Airmen,

0
72
$
$1,2
1:9
$2 29
$2.42
$2.60 5
29
65
$
$2

..1

ngine Tune-tip_

$3 88

Pi,ts rzle•
roomed
I Elide. /dial
_min tow
...Protect tures-and imrove phi, le perfor
• mince • Inspect anerotate *tires. check,
suspension an8 'lei-ring system • Set
.ramber. caster and tosin to manufacturers
;specifications • •
Meet U.S. meek -001w▪ 1 import eare•

1 00
s0
0
1441.
05.30

.061.

$2.93

179-15

Front-End Alignment
and 411re Rotation
Joao
- •

Phis
OUR
F.1.7.91141
PRICE Vaunt

131.50
:
l
:
B
F il
:500
0
3
331
5
71.
27
$$$40
445 $
:
-114
75
11:
:
D
GEH7

976-13 whiteasII
plus $1 12'IT
and old tire

MUM! Goody,*

Just Say `Cita

SMOOTHY
RIDE!
many new cars.

Price inci.des
Parts 060 LaMar
:
f•1110re
i
e teltrom,

II14.10 - 4-cyl
14691 -11cri
• Electronic engine. eter7i-ng and chargina system
analysis • Metall neerpoints. spark plugs. con
denser and rotor • Set dwell and engine flitting_ ...
• Adjuif carburetor torriril economy • No vitro
halite for air conditioned cars-• includes Volts
wagcn Toole, Demon and light thichs

use .inv of these 7 other way. to buy Our Own Customer Credo' Plan
• Moolas Charily • Visa Am..,so Espies. card • Cactettlans
ctie
• Dill•fl Club • Cult

Starts Merle

GOOD/EAR

()UR JNDEPENIWNT DrAtER FOR MS PRICE AND eREDIT TERMS PRICES AS SHOWN ATT:0004
fE
4 I.
sea —a.....944;a9119.4h1.44.4.4.444414,4s.4ii.R V1442.49Y THOR bilKIAMPAPER.SKR VICUR NOT A V Alt.AtiLP AT STAR , •
/111
111
t-ta

sE
,

3101133

P. N. HIRSCH & CO.

•••••1•••--

Babe Ruth won 13 games '
pitching for- the, Boston Red ..
Sox in 1918 and. also led the
American Leaguein ,fiome
runs with 11.
.

Olympic,Plaza Mon.-Sat-9:30-8:00, Sun. 1-5

Mr. Itebsg I. Rudolph, Jr.
721-S - 11th St
Murray,K y
753--(b95
•r•

-

_

'
•
-- WWW-11111,11rP!**111Peurit9199".111111911r.Hpeweild”-iesillaiseeleme•••=
'
Mgr. Paul tale
AI,. I. Witte

315W Broadway
Mayfield, Ky
247-3711

600 Jefferson

Paduc ah, Ky.
442-5464

--Mile dial
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1.ube & Oil Change

......
2
.29
216

001
MOGI

Ottertail
Site

•

IN
HISTORY'S
WORST
WINTER

'ilug
Phis
C.E.T. end
"-"'"
PRICE, attire

Double GlaSS Belted
Polyglas Whitewalls

I.

L

East Grocery
Key Cars
•
HIGHTEAMcAporrseT
E.sui Y Grocery

Pat S"t1
) Fin's
HIGH
.
1:
'
, lir
Loss Smith
, •Y
Carolyn Pyle
• Val teat
.
HIGH AIIPMAGES
Ellis Smith
Careir•Pyle
SeatL.,
Margret MiorIcal

SAVE TODAY

Mettle
' She
Whitewall

.
4

You'll .nevarltava to put
On snow tire's again.
.--Here's all the grip you
need for almost any roa4,
any weather, 10,009 hardworking tread edges for

-Diller 9r

.--Caral"IPV
IIH IND. Citiartli',
I ois Srrath ...... .......
Karen Smith
Marie Cla
ifirlv imasEmiEsrst
•
loosSmith
Carolyn Pyle

..41••••••••••••••••-•••-•••••••...,... •

tww
itgb
41,
4
s 003tk- tIvst
)1
PROVED

IN

P155750113
blac(wilt,
plus 31.65
F CT and
Old tire

Team Na
HIG711 TE
-A34-"-3FRI.F.S ,firi 11617
Astro Car 901
.... .•
Teigri No.7 .
.....
21*
21
ilikeHM
IltH
Sr
C°IND
-.GAME
.

Big 10 Day Sale Event!!

• I

MN Cate' - If we sell out of your size we vellitsue you a
rain [neck, assuring future delivery at the advertised price!

Team
W
fro('or Wask,
Ky. laketAlra -.14
.F A Ins . •
13
Harpole Grocery & Hardware .12

jalts
ialisS
SIT
rni4th
eh

et:m. atv.•,4-,
tem-

inter

Tire Chan

Fri. Morn, League

Shoemaker Seed
-7-1W
Hisellennels
Team No.7
MeCuision Auto & Elect..

12?
.6
41,. 1:;
•4T
.M.

iI .

hininate

Bowling
League
--

ONE
TIRE I

.20

1„-atema

-Richmond Madison. 3-3,
gained the No. 4 spot after a
33-0 rout of Harrodsburg,
which was No. 2 last week.
Raceland, 5-0, cracked the
top five with a 2'7-0 whitewash
of West Carter. Harrodsburg
dropped out at': 4-2, as did
Bellevue, 3-2, a 13-6 loser to
Cincinnati Country Day.

Plant

RAIN
TIRE

KANSAS
The sacrifi
the Kansas

•

-

• My.Glasse°
•
-100$. Stateline
'•
Fulton, Ky
472-1000
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Yankees Swamp _Royals.
In AL P1ayoff-006if07
- s
-

with their
a frustrating
Racers record
derenge_play.
ens the first of
ye weeks at
an Saturday
ng UT Martin
ference encontinues to
improvement
we obviously
k on defense,"
te coach Mike
cited the filet
, to a certain
'en their own
Ylurray State
)all over nine
penalized 332
ur games.

aid like to
3ne of his
3y and get
inovator-

-oducts
JOS N.1601
St.

PDC

KANSAIS CITY, Mo.(AP)-The sacrificial lamb that had
the Kansas City Royals licking
ie chops turned into
snarling lion.
_
, When the. slaughter wal
over, the New • York Yankees
had won 7-1 the opening game
of • the. American League
playoffs Tuesday night.
• Pressed
into service
because ace left-hander Ron
Guidry -*Es -needed the day
before in Boston, rookie Jim
Beattie, the Yankees; No.
starter, responded with'a
gutty two-hit performance for
'51-3 innings.
__Young Ken __Clay pitrtheti
_ hitless relief the rest of the
- way white...the Yankees
pounded four Kansas City
hurlers for 16, capped by a
teTun home run_
by the remarkable Reggie

Jackson, 'who has reached
The Yankees, who Once doubled. lirabosky, obtained
base 11 straight times in post- trailed Boston in the Eastern fon) the St. Louis Cardinals
seasun competition.
Division by 14 games and may- this year to provide the Royals
really didn't feel any be en route to one of baseball's
with the left-handed bullpen
pressure tenight,'
-- • said
___FLPsaciP, who was34- in the all-time comebacks, not only heat _ they had heeded so
regular season and facing defeated the Royals in the first desperately while losing the
Kansas City's top pitcher, 21- of ibis best-Of-five series. They '76 and '77 playoffs •to the
whn.--Yankees,threw two pitches.
gamewinner Dennit Leonard. .embarrassed the hocts
"Some guys hit .300 all
"I wasn't tricky or - figured that with Guidry
Jackson,
said
anything, I just tried to get available for only one game year,"
ahead. I 'just wanted to pitch - they would win at least one assuming a modest pose. "I'm
seven innings and give our - ad possibly both contests one of those fellows that do it
for a couple of months.. I
bullpen a charice to rest."
scheduled for Kansas City.
wasn't psyched by Al. That's
_tleattie
was
never
The clincher came in the his thing and this time I won.
challenged until the sixth, when George Brett doubled eighth. Mickey Rivers and Next.time out he could be the
and walks to Amos Otis and Lou Piniella singled off Steve one that comes out on top."
Pete LaCock leaded the bases - :14ingori, who relieved
Ed Elston:Doh-Alta-waa=319Yankee Manager Bob Lednard in the fifth, and games with- his sinking
Rbytls Manager Whitey tastball- tpis year, was
Lemon then summoned Clay
to protect his team's 4-0 lead Herzog
scheduled to face Royals leftcalled upon Al "The
and he retired Hal McRae on a
Mad Hungarian" Hrabosky to hander Larry Gura,. 16-4, in
the seetind game this at,.
RAcrifire fly and Al-Gewefts-on - deal -with Jackson,
who
a ground ball.
already had singled and ternoon.

Staff Phritk By To,yiilson

PHILADELPHIA (A11)
. —
Lasorda feels Hooton has get us here. In my opinion,
The Philadelphia Ptullies been his best pitcher this he's the Cy Young Award
GERITOL
—
were talking tall going into season. "He's done so much to winner," said Lasorda.
TABLETS
tonight's National League
playoff opener, while the Los
HIGH POTENCY
Angeles Dodgers
were
SENIOR CITIZENS
relatively reserved.
IRON AND
Begley's otters you a 10%
"I just feel we're ready for
VITAMIN
iJiscount on your prescription
an offensive explosion," said
TONIC
Mike Schmidt, among several
prices You must be 60 or older
THE EFFECTIVE
_a110 NI out an application
Phils who haven't been their
PACKAGE OF 40.'
AID TO NATURAL.-UKE SLEEP
dynamite selves at bat this
East Calloway captured its
He also praised the defense,
season,
-defergablir1tAloe•14---Stflifgtt—ebtntY ,especiatirritnetiackeims
matters what we do of- championship by defeating Holloway and Garrison and
ferisively because I think our • North 30-0 Tuesday. It had nose guard Rick Wagner.
pitchin4 is going to stop beaten Southwest earlier in
The blanking of North was
the season.
East's third shutout in a row.
them.`'
•
. Ai Nortff Marshall, South- It hasn't been scored upon
"We'll win_ it in three,"
Phillie Manager Danny Ozark west fell 14-0, while Murray since nipping Benton 1.4-12 to
ASSORTED
open the season.
said casually in the dugout as Middle had an open date.
SHADES
Despite the final- 1-core,
he awatted-the best-of-five set
East 30, North 0
North Coach Steve-Payne was
that starts with two games
JOHNSON'S
''THE SHAMPOO-1N HAIR
East Calloway remained the proud of his defensive unit.
here and finishes in Los
DURAFLAME
WO-RTHALL
only
area
undefeated
junior
COLOR WITH BUILT-IN
"Pound•for pound, we played
Angeles. "I think our pitching
TODDLER
FIREPLA
CE -LOGS
is as good as Los Angeles'. Our high team, running its record_ them even.par. But they far
HEATING PAD
CONDITIONERS
BURNS 61? TO 3 HOURS
to
4-0
for
year.
the
DIAPERS
outweighed just about all my
defense is better. On ita. first series of the kids," Payne said.
"We're about 20 points
He praised the play of backs
below the team batting game, East marched to the
--..
average we had last year. But North 10, where-halfback Dale Steve Young, Randall Duncan
BRACH'S YOUR CHOICE
I really expect the guys in so- Torsak rambled 10 yards and Darren Paschall.
In the seventh-grade game,
called prolonged slumps to be around left end to give his
BAG CANDIES
East topped North 26-0.
a hell of a lot better hitters team a 6-0 lead.
Midway
Brad
Skinner,
through
than they were all year."
the
a sixthSCOTT TOWELS
The Dodgers worked out quarter, Jeff Garrison hauled grader, scored East's first
JUMBO ROLL
in
a
North
touchdown
Thursday,
punt
on
a five-yard run.
and raced 35
and this is'
later
ASST coLoRs
how _ they • reacted to the yards for the game's second John Seeling's run provided
OR DECORATED.
Phibies'iconfidence.
- • touchdown. Quarterback John the extra point.
FURNACE
WORTHAL
L
Man Martin ran 10 yards
"They're supposed to feel Farris tossed to Torsak for the
G.E.LIGHT BULBS
FILTERS
for the second score, and
HUMIDIFIER
confident. They're giving their conversion and East led 14-6.
-60-77570R100-WAII-4/1- a
-4-2--GALL-Oft
tiuuet opui Um about how
The winners made it MAO at
1.2 GALLON
on another run. Jay Herndon
they feel," said second the half on
10-12 HOUR OPERATION
ASSORTED SIZES.
Garrison's.35-yard
10 HOUR OPERATION WASHABLE AIR
skipped seven yards around
baseman Dave•Lopes. "All I around end. Ronnie
FILTER
Bryan
PLASTIC
rE in A
'left end for the third touchknow is that we'll find out in barrelled up the
middle for the
LAUNDRY BASKET OLli
down, before Skinner scored
the next five days who is the coversion.
In the fourth quarter for the
best."
After- a scoreless third
final score.
Manager Tom. Lasorda, quarter, East began a
drive
North had only 13 players
asked
about
Ozark's from its 20, capped by
CANDY STRIPE
Tor- for
the seventh-grade game,
prediction of a sweep, gave sak's 30-yard scamper
for the
*inch Payne felt was a big
the same answer again and - final TD. Garrison
RUG RUNNER
found
again.
Torsak for a pass-play core! difference in the game. "East
24x60
has a good team, anyway, but
"That's. what he said last version and the 30-6 final .tny kids really get tired
when
year," said Lasorda,
_
scorethey have to play so much of ,
team ousted the Phils in four
East Coach Bill Miller was the game."
games in the 1977 playoffs.
pleased with the play of Ricky
East is at home against
"He is going to say what he McKinney, who kicked off for North Marshal)
Tuesday,
believes," Lasorda added. the Lakers. "He kept North in while North travels to Murray
•
"But opinions are like noses, trouble on the kickoff all af- Middle. Southwest will be at
everybody has one."
ternoon," Miller said.
Benton.

Store Houil
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 124
Central
Shopping
Center -

East Calloway Takes
Second County Title

590

560
24

_VAPORIZER_

BATTERY
OPERATED

18.88
WINDSHIELD
WASHER
ANTI-FREEZE
1 GALLON
READY TO USE

BEGLEY'
DRUG

Win
sf
w .

•

klett:
„.

-

Asyslem
• con.
It litniog_ "
No Pitt.
PS Volk,

4nvites you
To Its Open House
on
October 5th, 6th, & 7th
2300_Broadway
_
Nirte O'Clock AM to
Five Otiock PM .
$50 Gift Certificate
Given Away Daily
Come In and Register
14

JERGEI ,
LOTION

STORES

COTTON MOP

84t
/111

FOR REGULAR
OR

LUX
LIQUI

XTRA bFLY SKIN
8
100z,

32 Oz

990

FAMILY SIZE

Karat_Gold
— - -GETS YOUR TEETH
THEIR WHITEST

PEPSODENT
THPASTE
QUANTITY RIGHT

R

•

-

-a.
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Fischer's 75
Pushes
iroi 7th Plaie
'tie-162PS and their -WM&
LYNNVILLE, S.C. - Tom
Fischer fireda 3-over-par 75 to are at follows: D'27
lead the Murray State golf Wake ..Forest 303; South—
team to a• seventh-place Carolina, 308; Applechian.
standing after 18 holes of the State, 308; *East ‘Tennessee,
Grandfather- Mountain ,141; NorthCarolinaState,314;
InterCoVeliiate at the 'Gran- Murray, 317; North Carolina, '
diather Mountain Country 318; Clemson, 120; Georgia
- _„tech, 320; Furman, 323; and
Club Tuesday.
Larry • Patton and Tim- Florida Southern,324.
The individual leader is
Jackson were the next-Wst
Murray finishers, turning in -Nate" Fad Daber.-79s. Bill Berg stiot an 64 and carded a one-under 71. The
.Doulitartu haitaalitglhe12.2-4m0I&Cs wilIpIayed_
•
today.
.team event.

r,

_, _'UCAH
-HNCOCK
FABRICS WANTS TO THANK YOU FOR OUR 9 YEARS IN PADUCAH. THE PAD
A
HANCOCK'S IS THE "SAMPLE" STORE FOR ALL 425 HANCOCK FABRIC STORES ACROSS THE
COUNTRY AND ALWAYS-HAS THE GREATEST SELECTION -OF QUALLTY FABRICS, WE TAKE. .
THIS OPPORTUNITY:TO THANK_,YOU_OUR VALUED_ ___CYSTOMERS,AND -OFFER THESE
.OUTSTANDING FABRIC BUYS.

Joel
's :
'
.
cky
. 7-Scrafton is_ the league's top
punter with an average of 43.6
Jennesseel_.,_ .ctl seeand...
th -am07----- yards a boot. Randy Saunderi
l
-team uff gro
•'
11 is second with a 43-yard
"
akil.131•1
23115°nthe
_ Dwain
aver4e.
Morehead is surrerderint
•
Western Kentucky's Cali
01142451 Y-amt5.-. a-ganIts-Nbile----Braslay- - has .three
Western Kentucky is *Ming 'terceptions for top honors and
262.
Terioessee Tech's Wayne
' John Hall of Western—Anderson leads the conference
Kentucky is the CIVC's leading • in kick' Scoring with an
passer with 10 completions a average of 4.5 points.
game. Merehead's Phil
Austin Peay's Joe Grimsley
SIMMS is wend with 8.6 and
Murray's Mike Dickens is . is running- IMO punts tai
average of 1-4.8 yards and
third at 7.8,
is
Hunter
'Morehead's
Lee'
Danny
Murray's
Johnson is tops in rushing with averaging 27 yards on kickoff
a 122.5 yard average, followed returns. Middle Tennessee's
by Tennessee Tech's Cecil Stan Wright is the league's
Fore who is 20.5 yards back: premier tackler with 33 solos.

• STUFFED ANIMAL CUTOUTS
• CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT CUTOUTS
* CHRISTMAS-1ADLE#LOTIMMIK
• CHRISTMAS.CALICO PRINTS
• BIRD & ANIMAL PICTURE PRINTS
*RAGGEDY ANN DOLL FABRICS
-• SILK ORGANZA FOR FLOWERS
•QUILTING SUPPLIES

honestly did not intend to hurt
anyone. I was just trying to be
funny."
Calvin Griffith was serious
Among.. his controversial
this time as he issuea a public
apology Tuesday night for remarks, the 66-year-old
disparaging remarks he made :k Griffith was quoted as saying
at a Lions Club theeting in . that- Inoved his baseball
--franchise to the Twin Cities
Waseca, Minn., last week.
In a statement released at from Washington. D.C.,
the opening game of the - because "you only have 15;000
American League chain-., blacks here."

FAMOUSSURLINGTON/KLOPMAIr
- • QUALITY_
• PERM PRESI
• HEAVY PA/ILAN/1E1T WEIGHT
.
• REG. 53.98

L(
MEAN

0. SOLID COLORS •JUST WIPE T00141,1
.
•Se WIDE
• REG.$12.00 TO $20.00 YD.

1 29

-/
/ROI
Mi
Sk

_FAMOUS-LOOM SIULL QUALITY

00" CHALLIS PRINTS

Cal

_

111„.rof

4't

,

•The New Fabric all the $100.00
Dresses, Tops and Skirts are mode of.
• The Prettiest Ptints of the Season
•Rig4518
•85% Polyester 15% Worsted Wool ,
• Also Available in 100% Dacron Polyester
• Machine Wok-No-Iron'

^

77
csack/...

xer'

. •

'

•••••-•

. c2 •
i--i
'(
i/4',
`.. .
•

PEAR

$39

-

80

r

•

!

"MAKE /T TONIGHT" WEAR IT TOMORROW! --

MCCALL'
pionship series here, Griffith
said his remarks were not
meant to reflect adversely on
baseball or its players.

,•

UPHOLSTERY VELVET

BLUE:DENIM

YD.

Griffith Apologizes
KANSAS CITY AP)-

100% NYLON

CRAFT FABRICS

eay's'--Litidgey
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)- Fore, 24.4-iQuarterback Bill Hughes, the Hudspeth and--Eastern Ken- ,
Ohio Valley Conference's tucky's David Booze and Dale
yardage leader, paces his , Patton each. have an average
Eastern Kentucky football of six points a game in the
squad in-Fatal offense, while---OVC scoring
Dorron Hunter of Morehead
Morehead heads up defensive
has tied Tennessee Tech's -units.
Hughes is averaging 163.8 Craig Rolle with four
yards while the Colonels are receptions a game. Hunter has
N churnin$.,up 423 a game - 295 piled up 133 yards and two
'
•
shing'and1.28 passing. He is touchdowns to Rolle's 339 and
trailed by Tennessee Tech's no touchdowns.
Vilf6v1/""'
yards aame.

SAL1

SARY

COTT PRINT
CL AN UP
•SMALL BOLTS, PASTEL COLORS, ETC.
• ALL PERM PRESS
• VALUE5-1044.911ID, .

SPECIAL

MILLKEN'S ABBEY FLANNEL

60" LOOK OF .
WOOL PLAIDS .
• BUT THEY'RE IINIVDACRON POLYESTER! //_
• IDEAL FOR RACKS, UIIIT$& DRESSES
'
• REG. 55.98 YD.
• MACHINE WASH
NO IRON.

_

SMALL
CALICO PRINTS -

••
U.S.,.

•IDEAL FOR DRESSES,
TOPS,CRAFTS AND QUILTING
---- REG.$2.29 TO $2.98 YD.

•
V.-

29
YD.

ENTIRE STOCK

Captain D's.

McCALL'S & SIMPLICITY

PATTERNS
$

00

Open Mon.-Fri. 9:30 A.M.-8:30 P.M.
Sottoday 10 A.M.-6 P.M.

EACH

Cardinal Point Shopping Center
•

Paducah, Ky.

• 2pieceaof fish filet

• crispfrench fries
• creamycoleslaw
•2Southern-Style
hush puppies.
SAVE 50'

only
PLUS REG.DRINK

$

57

ONLY

CHALLIS
PRINTS AND SOLIDS
• DUSTY COLORS

• MEDIUM TO SMALL PRINTS
• IDEAL FOR THE NEW SOFT
DRESSES AND TOPS
• REG 53.98 TO $4.9rYD.

Breast
Legs .
Thighs
Wings.
Backs

(LIMIT 2 PER CUSTOMER)

KETTLE
CLOTH,SOL1DS
• POLY-001TON, PERM PRESS
• REG. $2.98 YD.

NEW
, FAIL PRINTED KNITS
P

•60" WIDE • 100% POLYESTER
•IDEAL FOR DRESSES & TOPS

• VALUES TO $6.98 YD.

Reg.$2.07

Captain D's., ,

YD.

Murray,ky.
733-mi
•

•

1'AGFrit- A TUE:MURRAY,Ky.,LEDGER &
TIMES, Wednetvday,(kteber 4, WI

Prices Good Thurs., Oct. 5 thru Wed. Oct.11

ekH
HE
,KE

ESE

e

ET

LOW OVERHEAD
MEANS LOWER PRICES

Stye 12'

-WiskT - —
.
Laundry

Detergent

Folger s

Pride Of Illinois
Golden Cream Style

320z.

Coffee

Corn

Save 28
17 Or.
Save 22'

1 Lb. Can

Rose
Milk

Save 56'

.. Green Giant
Cut

Skin
Care
ream

With Our Coupon

8 Oz.
Save
77'

Scott's Leader

Birtslye

Flour

Heat & Servelggo

olotiVhip
affles

5 Lb. Bag

Frosty Acres Green

Save
36'

Peps

Del Monte
_ Bartlett

-WI* Aires

Tuttlaters

PEAR HALVES
Pears.
Large

1 lb. box

Size

Hyde Park

_
30 Gal. Size
10 Pack
Sara 20'

rs

Nabisco

1NG

Snacks
Corn Diggers
Potato Chipsters
Flings
Korkers

Field Smoked
Fully Cooked
Boneless

Save 10'

Big RCIIS

Puret

Det Montt
-

Bleach
gc

SPINACH

Gal

Fresh Cut-Up

Field's

AlkaSeltzer

Chicken Parts

•
Breast

Legs
Thighs
Wings
.
Racks & Necks--

•

Alka -Seltzer

COUPON

6

COUPON •.;.•!•

Folgers

Jell-0
Assorted
Flavors

$1 09 lb
89` lb
89' Lb
39` lb
•
•
•
• 11‘• w
19' Lb

(dmilow

Good Only At Parker's
I 71I

COUPON.

total

1)11:5

IPA this
mem

Good Only_tarker's
r.III

TS

'If You Motc sur •uo

;TER.

12 Or.

%ISO

Good Only itt Parker's
MN'
,

Total
Cereal

II t4

ur rice
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker

- We Accept U.S.
GovernMent
. Food Stomps

-and

_
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To Abolish State's
Crawford Ray Die4'. . . _
.
Tuesday; Funeral District
. . . _ Court.System Studied ".7

!OBITUARIES I Legislation

_
'
did that,
CIIARLFS WOLIFE - _ many Kentucky 'counties and the first tirhe We Osier.
we made a lot ortnistakesa-We._
is
Republicin
Stanford
the.
.
Writer
ted Press
_
admit that ncW."
.
.
.
-LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) ----": seriously considering, 1980
DeMarcus
declined to. say .
Craatfard•Ray of 1614_Aien State Rep. W. Harold legislation to change and
.l
what, exactly, he w-oeld.
Avenue, isitittay,-. died DeMarcus worked hard for possibly abolish it.
Tuesday at .*10 a.m. while the Judicial Reform Amen- . -There is a possibility of me change - about the system,
a year and
'
the 'henie-al-a---litient of 1975, which created. doing that, but its gall* tb „adding. --!-T-ve-got
visiting at
Ken Milier;ht---the state's new district cioent take a lot of work and it has to 'tour mouths to work on it, I
,
• daughterMrs.
e was .carsoI. ---syStern.
-4Orang
- .-- . .- :c--, te rsubstitution ofthepresent. want tu write a--good-pieee- of
legislation that people can.
_
-age. --- -, That system has now system with a better one,"
support.
• • Mr. Ray was a member of' become a bone
, of contention in DeMarrus said."Seinggreen,
"Were: going to have to
_ -the traceltiptisr-Chtirchlte--7--Make a way so that every
retired _Oct_ 8. 1973, from
voter will be able to see and
employment 'at the Murray
Threefiected
know what it is," he said.
Division tif • the Tappan .
"The last time it was put on
Company after bcfing em- ,,,,'-,- the ballot, it was too long and
---:,----e pioy-ed there Since '-Nov. 24__At
-Touched-in
-a --language 'that 4946. Born •Oc.i. 6, 1906, IP
.was made to confuse the
Henry County:Tenn., he was .
_Burton -Vatung,ManaVbfrs. voters andthaVassaietly-firhat
Iirnembers---of"FalfaiiyThhree::son ofthe- ----Ronald Danrier.......and Tim it did. When you cattfuse a
- Murray Country Club
and Nellie erawfatal Ray.
u
'^-Latsfter,'.
a single
the
to
seats
on
voter, be---doeszei express his
elected
wife,
'. .Survivors -mclude his
.
opinion...As you know, 85
. .Mrs. Wilmoutti •(Billie) Ray, board - or directors
- The purchase of the new counties voted against it."
meeting
1614 Ryan Avenue, Murray; general member
Pike _County
Judge-5-;
' two daughters,- M. Ken-.-the club held Tuesday MO- tractor and gang _mowers.
-approved Executive
Wayne
T.
Isabelle) Miller,-ta Grange, - ' Named to three-year terms which _ _was
and__ hirs Larry (11Citt)y_ on the board are Jim Frank :• unanimously _„,by the - _40 Rutherford, an outspoken
ciiiiiii, RE VithrinTWifi-soli;---- Gthe-lfteentchernr and Bill iiiTtfubers attxneeting,, will) critic-- of-the---district court.
--: --1CJoseph _Howard .-Rideer, Wi 'The three will replace involve an expenditure - of system, said it was -not
ty JO-Ptlid011i,Joe Rekroat--$14,490- ----- '
working' anywhere in
_--Wheeling,-It -vigraie-Club. president E. L. ( Red) Commonwealth.. .
whose terms
Dick-Stout,
nd
dchildren. •
..
on the nine-member board Howe, Jr.., explained to the
'We've had 13 murdera
Mr. Ray is also
one sister, Lorene Ray, rid expire at the end of this deb club members that the ex- here, probably because of the
. penditure is necessar-yi district court system,"
. ”
one niece, Jean Ri rson, year.
Also Tuesday, the board .of , because the tractor preseptly , Rutherford-said. "We usually
1602 Parklane, Mu ay: four
sisters-m-law, - s. Rob'ert - -directors-approved five new -used to mow the golf course, a /nee five or six- by this time,
Johnson, Mrs,/ ollie .iEsiloy, memberships in the dab and 1952. model, is beyond repair. . bet-if they can't get awarrant,
Vice president Walter Jones they just go get `ema gun and
_ • and Lucille R'oflins,Stella, and- - the , general membership,
Mrs. Wi liam Eatuneberger, okayed the purchase of a new reported .that progress on the shoot it out. You're going to
Eva
Ile. -Ind„: brether-in- - tractor and set of gang new clubhouse addition, ap- have an uprising in the state.
law - /Sarit.,-Bird, Evansvillel_mowers, for use on the,:solf _, proved by -, the general ibis'system is . causing
course.
_ melilhee_gitik eat:her this Yelsr * overnment to be takenawaY
Memberships approved is moving at a very reasonable f=araralle,
/ The funeral willThe held
"t-W6("ed -thal-- -This (Gov. j-ialn7Fa-rroll
u
y7-- ITZ'oPlirlrtS'Vennitf"rfriteloftleetilTliltetr7
administration has gone
Hazel Baptist Church with the M. Crouch, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Iground would be broken on the
crazy.- I think (former
Rev. R. J. Burpoe and the M. .Coleman,_ Dr. and Mrs. addition within two weeks.
Commerce
Rev. Dr. -Jerrell White ofCommissioner)
ficiatmg:
Terry McBrayer will not be
Burial will follow - in the
the next governor because of
_ Murray Cily- Cemetery with
'the distriot courtaystem and I
'the - arrangements by, 'the
told him that'Bie Other
.day in
_ --.Miller-Fluieral Home iHazel
where friends Trla call until
.
7 - William Moores and Millard
begin at 4 p.m.(10 a.m. CDT). .-Jones- last spring led a
INTERNATIONAL
the funeral hoar..
Like that of Pope Paul VI on citizens' group that forced the
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) Aug. 12, it was to be televised Madison County Fiscal Court
Lebanese radio stations
around the worTd.
reported that Syria's war on
to abandon plans to zone
WASHINGTON
the Lebanese Christians
,- county land. Now they are
'WASHINGTON AP) continued without letup todey,,
btot, upon_ scrapping the
•
Supporters of a measure district court system . and
and Beirut's'Christian Voice
of Lebanon claimed more-than - aimed at givirig . the Equal _returning to the &On city an
Edniialriier
-ifa new county courts that preceded it..
500 persons were killed or Rights. •
Mrs. Vera Folwelt. of wounded in the 24 hours
lease on life have defeated one There presently are 113
enMurray ,Route.
died-this dingat dawn.
attempt to give states which district judges and 54 trial'
nio-rning at 3755 at the
have ratified the proposal a" commissioners. By law. ail
The
Lebanese
police
Westview Nursing Home. She
reported Tuesday that 25). chance to,change their minds'. must be attorneys.
was ri years el age and was
put ERA
. opponents were
Lebanese had been killed and
Moores and Jones claim
preceded in death 22y- her
prepared te Make another that stipulation was cantrived
more than 500 wounded.
husband, Toy Folwell, _in
attempt today tp . insert the to create an elitist judiciary.
- November 1960.
VATICAN CITY (AP) - recisiiin proposal into the They also claim the new court
-. The ralloway woman was a
extention measure.
The rains that drenched
system is far costlier, but
member of the Sugar Creek mourners for Pape John Pail
The final Senate vote will be state Chief Justice John S.
Missionary Baptist Church.
taken Friday.
I for the past' three days
'Palmore said last December a
• Born Nov. 28, 1900, in
subsided to an occasional
cost comparison was almost
Calloway County, she was the drizzle today, and the Vatican
WASHINGTON AP) - impossible because the
daughter of :the late Fent
President Carter_ says he will fragmented nature of the old
hoped'.to be able to hold the
Howlett and Frocie Houston
veto latter this week a $10.2 system made financial acpope's funeral outside in St.
Howlett.
Peter's Square this afternoon. billion public Works bill, countability difficult.
Mrs. Folwell is survived by
labeling it -inflationary...
The second papal funeral in
Moores and -Jones have
one sister, Mrs. Johnie Elkins,
unac- begun an ambitious campaign
wasteful...absolutely
less than two months- Was to
106 Meadow -Lane, Murray:'
ceptable. But most of the to circulate petitions- in each
sister-in-law, Mrs. 'ma
president's powerful allies in county,
obtain .120;000
-Folwell,
Murray;
two
Congress will be working signatures statewide, and use
, brothers-in-law,i - Ocus
against him in the upcoming this show of force to pressure
Carraway, Murray, and Pat
1# override the veto.
„..
legislators.
Folwell. Murray Route Six.
" NATIONALMoores said he would buy
The funeral will be held
FORT LAUDERDALE,Fla. newspaper
advertisements
The annual homecoming at,
Thursday' at two p.m. at the
(AP)
- Defeated twice in her across. the state, seeking.
Church;
Spring
Baptist
Poplar
chapel of the Max Churchill
attempt to. swim across a letters of support from perRoad,
Funeral Home with -the Rev. located off Pottertown
mighty river in the ocean, sons who might volunteer to
Highway
uc
Gerald Owen officiating.
S_telja
Taylor says she may try—work-in the petition4eive. HiBurial will follow in the pry: Sunday,Oct.11:once more To outwit the Gulf had hoped for 25 letters from
eleven
a.m.
at
the
Speaker
Cemetery.
Stream .-- by vversing his first ad, which ran
last
Friends' May ,call at- the and seven' p.m: worship- directions.
_ week. He had received 76 by _
will
services
be
the
Reit.,1'
'funeral home after six pin.
"I hate to lose," the gutsy Tuesday.
Ronnie Adams. Sunday School
tonight(Wednesday)•
413-year-old British-born
The dissatisfaction of
will be -at ten a.m. and
marathon swimmer mur- Moores and Jones
Training Union will be at six
is
inured through parched lips philosophical. With local
Tuesday after abandoning her • governments, it is financial.
---A- - - -E4Att dinner will be Bahamas-toFlorida
swim 23
The new system deprived
:-.seryed at noon and le gospel
„sin
Irld during the miles short of victory.
cities and counties offees they
'
•.Mrs,' Pearl tlickerso
formerly pocketed from
this morning .at 7:45 at the
COMMERCE CITY, Colo. criminal and traffic fines.
Calvert City - Convalescent
(AP) The weeping Vietnam
:Center.She was the wife of the
War veteran said he wouldn't
Rev. W. W. Dickerson who
return to work at the Condied March 3, 1972.
tinental Oil Co. refinery where
- The Max Churchill Funeral - Federat-State Marktt News Service(t
thundering explosions killed
Home will be in charge of the--!
.,
.. ' y Purrhatte seee.110ii rwiaras
neintudr
'.." - three persons and injured 12
funeral
and
burial _ Report Includes Buying Stations
others._
Art 549 Est 400 Barrows &
arrangerneas.which are now 'Receipt,
"Were. -looking at one
Gifts 25 lower Solo, steady w ak
$.5; 50-51 00
L'S 1-22110430 I tri
fricornpletc.
person
In conjunction with DECA
who's not coming back
go:2540.7S
USIi012401ba
to work here," said the Man, 'Beautification Week, the
• $40.21140 50
VS 243404001U
,,,,,$41.21.111 50uSzalielbs
who- asked not to be identified Murray Vocational School
.
Sops
---.$42 00-43 00
because company officials DECA Chapter will sponsor 'a
VS4.1.21114110/tbs •
$4i00-42 00
US 143110490
•
had told workers not to talk Poster Contest for all inUS 1-3 eseson
w"
43
5 50
5°
4 te°
VSl-3$S4S0lb
543 50-4152
terested sixth grade students
about Tuesday's blast.
$4000.4) 00
- US 2-3 310-51101b0
in the Murray and Calloway
•
;kart 32.414143.1111
County School systems.
HomecomintSaturday,
The contest will be held this
week, October 2-6. Posters
For
Barnett
Cemetery
A turkey shoot will be-held Prices or strict of local interest at
should be made on reguletion
at the Jackson Purchase-Gun noon, FITT, - today,• furnished to the
ewe. a siebacss.' ' A basket dinner will be size poster board in any color.
t edger ..Sr Times
Club headquarters on Ken- Corp,of Murray,ate as follows
served at noon ,on Saturday, The poster's should feature
tucky Highway 121 near Industrial A strags
-3 64
Oct. 7, at the annual the theme "Let's Clean Up
Coldwater on Saturday and Air Products .
ElPs unc
homecoming rptanned at the Our Town."
Sunday,' Oct. 7 and .8, spon- American Motors
Trophies will be given to the
Barnett Cemetery, located
sored by the East Calloway 44 a,
r ei
f n7
at
n
nhone
just off the Pottertown Road, top three winners countyElementary Setoal.• Parent- 11,,nanea
*R
Highway 280, east. of Pot- wide.
.
Chrysler
•
'
Teacher Club,
Void Motto
444
• •
The first, second, and third
tertown. ..
On (Saturday the shlint will GAF
13Ak roc
..
the
in
place
-interested
All
persons
winngrs will he. •
1118
21114*,A
start at eight. a.m, and on 02 •
tery are displayed at- the Murrayupkeep of the c
Sunday at one p.m.- The shoot, easene
ent, a Calloway County Library
urged ,to,, bc
.• ••
Georrat
10111-date-Int*tettday.
spokeaman-enki-Persons
-tinting-)RCA-Glean Up
. ,,,•... 4 As
Aa.setted prizes will be 'hor4e-04
mail their donalions• for the :October 6-10.
.
cis
Inc
e4hlfw
'
r
n
set
will
be
in
trap
featured. A
* 1,11"oime
For -additional information,upkeep to Robert Walker,
1744
operation for beginneii" as Pennwalt
if
"contact
Murray,
Route
Three,
the
U .A.
' 034i
Murray
rikprots
wellas the normal traps for_ r
rne
unable
be present on Vocational Scfiool DECA
r•-•experienCed shooters, a ;VC AtAggert • C1!aptor.-al.753,-1870.
Saturday:
331+A
spokesman said.
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• Mrs. Vera Folwell

Dies Today; Rites
To Be On Thtusday

Poplar SpringiVill----

/fold Homecoming -- —4ht

1111____5„Dickersbn
Dies This

Purchase Area
- Hog Market

Beautification Week
Poster Contest Is
Sponsored By DECA

Turkey Shoot Will
Be This Weekend

At Purchase Club--

Stock Market

•

dl

*FREE GIFTS for the Ladies
*BALLOONS for the Kids

ftrA1410

r:y-wr.

Skills testin
tucky public
iteades -thee
10 will occt
three week
according-1,
Fleet, hea
Department
office of re
ning.

•

ktNIA
rose
out
SPeeialS

nil

PRICEIGREAM
REDUCED*
No, it won't.011 be in the tent,
so the sloie is full of TENT SALE
PRICES.

Price__ -

zfleFAS_

SALE STARTS THURSDAY,OCTOBER 5
;--Store will be open 8:30 a.m:til 6 p.m. during sale
•

50 Sets °nodding
THAT'S-ALL!!

SAiE

Mattress and Matching

Box-Spring
Regular $239.90 to be sold at
TENT SALE PRICE OF

$159.95 set

p.;... ..
11321101SiilliniellniliAil
opor„.......
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*1-2.10. 31-
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THEY MUST
-BE MOVE

TVA and
- Marathoners
second annus
The -Lakes
Saturday, Oc
Land Betwe

.

FIRST COMt
FIRST SERVE

Al

(LB
deniLonsthei
trati7
western Kea
- nessee. Rei
begin at 7:00
acre
En'
Education Co

mindeap,

They Double shipped us on
E TABLE
An4 6 Chairs. $259.95

4144

&I=
4"1:1

---eompetitors

..a2M111'

toe
$1.1.

•77"ilsz
.
‘

-411?--10•141fr'""

A fall hilti
by the Cog
- District,. t
Council of
the Murray
TVA, is
45.11140k.40/4-SI
- Registratic
will be at
parking lot f
10:30 -a.m.
'charged. Adequate
Will be availi
asked to fix
• guides or qi
Emergency
available.
The Fort Eh
- patch will I
registration
Other patche
chased; they
from 75 tenta
For additic
-ettnblet Hike
Services Sect
-Between The
Pond, KY .4
(0021 924-5602

Marath
From N
Sponsc

10

...,-• a
.411:11114 ••_•
•.
••,7:".",

Fain
Day
At LE

•

Browse All Around
Plenty Of Free Parking
Under the Big Tent you will find all kinds of
close out furniture - BEDDING - TABLES- LAMPS
- lots of odds and ends, damaged and used items. Mix matched beddin

Everything under the
BigTent Must
Be Sold!!

•

;

before 8:45 a.
A basically'
terspersed
limits the r
joggers. Race
compete in
meter or the
race with the
consisting of S.
and under; or
30-39; master$
50-59; and mei
wemen's divis
ages.
For 21013101
contact TVA,
The Lakes, GI
42231, telephon
extension 224.

Meta
Hat

1/
1
s
•

LAN

WIGGINS
F'
Mire;North of Murriy on g4r-7753-4566
Tent Opens 8:30 A. M. Thursday Morning
Terms Can Be Arranged

"Gift ona
of The fa
id.flay.
5 MI. North

Gi

As yo

melt et se

Comm u nit
30 saws yr)
Musa
I'll Do

Inge Kin;

FRANKFORt — Basic • The, April testing schedule
skills testing of 239,000 Ken- announced by Van Fleet was
tucky public schoolchildren in the first indication by state
igadeethree, five,- 3even-MU--effieirtle--specific
10 will occur during the last- timetable for the aetital
three wears of April, 1979, testing procedures. Results
according-to- Dr. Donald Van and computer analyses of the
Fleet, head of the state test will be available to local
Department of -Education's - school officials by August, he
office of research and plan- said.
Deputy Superintendent of
ning.
Public InstructiririRay Barber
'aid a forthcoming report on
the state's previous testing
programs would indicate
above-average performance
by Kentucky schoolchildren.
"Our test program has
taken on new dimensions," he
said. "We must take our
A fall hike day, sponsored administration of tests more
by the C-ogioba Boy Scout seriously because the results'
District, the Girl Scout will directly effect local'
Council of West Tennessee, schools' remediation
the Murray VICA Club and programs which they must
TVA, is scheduled for institute—before the 1979-80

Day Set

concerning science, , social
studies and academic aptitude.
aptitu-d-e
section he id was
as a means of .measuring .
achievement in relation to
ability.
Van Fleet said a pilot testing
program involving third grade
students-in Woodford County
resulted in the department's
decision to utilize separate
rather than combination test
booklets and answer sheets.

•,
He said the pilot Project
revealed no substantive_differences in scores of ebadents
taking either tesaorni:
Test results wi,ll enable
educators to assess a student's
performance as compared4&
class, school, district, 4tateand national norms, Van Fleet
said. Department officials
have prpjected that 15-24
percent of the students tested
*BI--require some torm of
remedial instruction aid.

Gov. Julian M. Carroll's
Registration for the hike
will be at the Fort Henry executive budget adopted by
parking lot from 7;00 a.m. to the General Assembly con10:30 -a.m. No fee will be tained a _$1,.7 million ap'charged: propriation for remediar
Adequate parking spaces, -education during the 1979-80
*ill be:available. Groups• are school calendar to address
asked to furnish their own individual . student: needs.
guides or qualified leaders. identified by the basic skills
Emergency aid will be :testing. Devehipment,
available.
plementation
and
The Fort Henry Hiking Trail 'management of the corn-.
PRESENTS SYSTEM -- Donna Garland, right,-represenpatch will be sold at the petency testing is being
ting
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, Unit 826, presented a public
registration desk for $1.50. funded by a $327,000 budget
_
address system to Woodmen of the World Area Manager Other patches may be put-' • allocation.
chased; they range in cost
Van Fleet recommended •Grover Burkett left. to be used by the _WOW Mem-___
from 75 cents to $1.
bership. in the Woodmen Building. This project' is the
that school officials go beyond
For additional information the legialatureti__- basic
sorority's-service project-of the year. Proceeds-from the
contact Me Day, Recreation reading:writing-arithmetic
Kentucky little Miss Rangerette Pageant enabled the
Services Section, TVA, Land testing directive by including
sorority to sponsor this project.
Etetween The-Lakes, Golden mvplernental test sectiorui
Pond, KY .42231, telephone
(502) 924-5602, extension 224, ,

FRANKFORT, Ky. . — the state's economy of more singer Rosemary Clooney,
attording to --awl- -'8e0KRinsville-,''—atr- Irv-- •
part---than
_`_!_cell_teilnial..!'i-11_____12
,
Murray_
TVA and the
dependent feature film
Marathoners will sponsor the -television series based on Kentucky Film Commission scheduled to be shot --in Michener's
best-selling
James
Clarkexecutive
director
Tom
second annual Land Between
Bowling Green nextspring.
:The -Lakes Road Race, novel, made its-debut Sunday, Todd. He said the total
"Centennial" features
Saturday, October 21, 1978, in Oct. 1, on NBC at 8 p.m. EDT. revenue brought into the state
The five segments of over the- past two years actors Sally Kellerman,
Land Between The Lakes
Conrad, Richard
(LBL), the 170,000-acre public "Centennial" were filmed in through_the film industry now Robert
Chamberlain, Raymond Burr,
in Kentucky in May and June at surpasses $5 million.
area
demonstration
in
Augusta,
Clark-Todd said the film Chad Everett and Robert
western Kentucky and Ten- locations
--Fort - commission is presently Walden. NBC will air the
iressii:—Registration -will Le--x in g
its season,
begin at 7:00 a.m. in the 5,000- Boonesborough State Park'trying to recruit "Coal series throughout
Daughter,"
a but in no set pattern. Some
Environmental, and at Whitehall near Rich-Miner's
,, acre
Universal movie based on the segments will be viewed on
Education Center in kin. All mond.
Universal Studios spent life of country music star Sunday evenings and others
" -"Vompetitors must check In
$980,000 while filming the Loretta Lynn, "This for on "The Wednesday Night
before 8:45 a.m.
series in Kentucky, a Sum'that Remembrance," a CBS made- Movie," Clark-Todd exincourse
flat
basically
A
terspersed with some hills produced a "ripple effect" on for-television movie about plained.
*
limits the race to trained
.. joggers. Racers will be able to
' compete in either the 10,000meter or the half-marathon
race with the men's division
consisting of Mx categories: 17
and under; open 18-29; senior
Improvement of rural to coordinate and utilize all funding these types of
30-39; masters 40-49; veterans
conditions, in twenty- 'available resources for the programs."
housing
up.
The
60
and
and
men
50-59;
wOmen's division is open to all four of Kentucky's western.) development of. housing and ' This Area Development
most counties is the objective supportive services, in the Assistance Planning Grant,
ages.
•
,, made available through the
Foradditional information of a $146,730 Farmers* Home rural areas.
to
areas
similar
Rural Development Act of
"Rural
grant
Administration
Between
Land
contact TVA,
in many Of our Purchase. 1972, will be financially adThe Lakes, Golden Pond, KY awarded jointly to Purchase,
42231, telephone 35023 924-5602, Green River and Pennyrile counties have long been_ ministered by'the Pennyrile
Area Development Districts. ignored while- large urban -- Area Development District.
extension MC
Approval of the grant ap- areas have prospered -under The Kentucky Housing Corplication was announced from --programs provided through_ poration _aleng with the Hbine ''' AdWashington, by Kentucky Urban Renewal and Com- Farmers ministration will be an inDevetopnl'ent,
Senators Walter "Dee" munity
Fluddleston and Wendell Ford. remarked Joseph W.. Bolin, tegral part of the program.
The FmHA grant and a Chairman, Purchase ADD.,
contract for $20,250 from _the -Boarcr-T ,sexage-rited atKentucky Housing Cor- : tention in urban areas by the _
poratiottwill be used jointly by federal government has had a '
MOTEL MAGNATE'
opr rural
the tliree Area Development , .stifling impact on howerepi_
ICANSAS CITY, Kan. (AP-)
Districts, headquartered in communities, "
Kernrnons Wilson, founder
Hopkinsville, Owensboro and efforts made by the Farmers -.and chairmen of the board of
"Gift an8 Garden Spot
of The lakeloorls"
Mayfield, and by Murray Home 'Administration, the - Holiday Inns of America,
Jct Nuys 58& 641
te University to formulate Kentucky Housing Cot- spent a night here recently at
5 mi North of fienton
ural developrnent strategy poration, and numerous _
competing motel.located
dividuals may finally make it right across the streetfrom
a
possible for our communities Holiday Inn.
aTitedlime
became.
Wilson
to participate in programs
responsive to the rural needs Benedict Arnold because two
ot the Purcha.4'
of his friends and business
Chairman Bolin added that , partners 0,n the inotit
New-town dilemmas fade
the real enthusiasm regarding* Travelodge.' They bougid if
after a WELCOME WAGON raft.
this funding ,announcement from . Holiday Inns eight
As your Hostess, WI my 101110 help Mile-eke the
was'
-due rue Wily to .the 00-- months ago. ,
roost of your now neighborhood. Our thereto( areas.
•
Community opportunities Special attractions, lots of facts*
Portiuuly to plan projects for
Travelodge took full adyou
time
to says
and money.
_lhe rural communities, but vantage of Wilson's visit.
.
Plus a basSe+of gifts for your family.
also to the anticipation of
— 'Ill be listening for your call,
Just' before his acrival, a
actual funding for future 'sign reading, "Welcorne hardware-type project's. "We • Xeltimons Wilson, chairman
may now be beginning to get of -the board, Holiday- Inns,
foot in the door with -Inc.," went up curthesnotel's
.our
jnip King 492.113411,
.Mery Hamilton 758-5570
federal entLAlate.--agauciaii--btilloartt.

Beat the rising cost
of living by rising
newspaper coupons.
An average week of newspaper coupons is
about 816.14; this amount for 52 weeks is
8839,28.'
Attcl ,remeniber other -specials without
couponsit-pr.esent a great savings. Subscribe
to..:

the

Murray..„,Ledger & Times

Improvements In Rural Homes

at
Getting settled
made simple.

and realize the great-savings each week.
Newspaper shoppingig a sure way to save.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
areas served by Carrlem $2.50
per Month, payablOn advance.
By mail in canavtay County and
to Ben.ton, 1ardin, Mayfield,
- Sedalia andarmington,Ky., and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear,
$19.50 per year. By mail te
ether destination, $35.00 per

year.

For More Information
Contact T.P. Delaney, Jr.
Circulation Dept.
753-1916
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:County
•.Library. Offers

k!Kangaroo'
Picturepages
,

Picturepages4ititting to Ilieastiroom. "
the -Captain -Kangaroo"
,Williams exptiiined that the
how. And, it is available to lessons for the Picturepages
preschool-age children in segment are designed to help
Crte children develop important
through
‹.Kentueky
',Calloway County Public fundamental learning
readiness skills ,whiab unEa..ibrary.
Picturepages -- a five- dekte • iatelligent learning
tunute daily - learning ex- behavior.
forchildren- will bt"AT- flit -same:lithe," she
- Z.:presented on the "Captain Said,. "the lessons get the
'-.Kangareo" show beginning in parents ifivolved in the child's
kpetober. The segment has learning experiences using the
schechiled for 20 weeks home as • a classroom. The
Captain Picturepages packet for the
"during
which
• :Kangaroo will make a Pic- 20-week period contains 20
:turepages presentation while new and different Pic:viewers -across the tut,aes booklets' with i00
..eountry can follOw along at lessons and follow-up ac-homebookt which tivities for each lesson.
they haveibtained at the • "The Picturepages segment
--is an innova4ion4or-c4ildrae5:According .• to Barbara _television," announced
Ailkams, state librarian, Williams "It is a learning
Aentucky Department of experience through audience
,1.ibrary and Archives, 9,000 participation on commercial
:inaterial packets for the 'TV. 'Captain Kangaroo' is the
rogram will be purchased only regular program that for
distributed- to- the- local an hoar each weekday MOTtaublic libraries by the. state ning has ...administered exlibrary. The packets include elusively to the needs of
n eight-page color booklet preschool children and their
ontaining five daily lessons parents for 23 years."
Children and their parents
2which coincide with the
• presentation, a can visit the Calloway County
._
.:_felevision
the Public Library each week to
explaining
ection
1_1essons" to the parent or pick _ up the Picturepages
__.*.acher,and a list of activities booklets for that week's
tlltiat can be done at home or in programming

By HUGH A. MULLIGAN,
AP Special Correspondent
TABLE ROCK LAKE, Mo.
(AP) - Not many people
would suspect that on the face
of it - actually on the other
edit' at-It- -London and the
Ozarks have much in common
culturally. Or at Jeast
something.
But then not many realize
• that both the British and the
Missouri Mountain folk have
-Tediscovered simultaneously
ind apparently independently
PLANIT IiiNgtiffVATION---;- lififiTtallirk, TVA coasersaTiOnisT attontilletween The . the arehitectural glories of the
plantsfor
home—
of.
triety
and
a
seVettrig:
prestrri
y
.
a
of
g
t
the
Lakes, demonstrates
public convenience, known in
BirMingharn, Alabama, and Naomi
cjecoratirr and enjoyment to Bruce Roberts
the Mother Country as the Loo
model
a
Farm,
Brown of Grand Rivers. Kentucky. The workshop took place it Empire
,,and lathe Ozark,s and_ iniehaL
-diTracRystratitin-r'IVIHITI:acre public
thiTilimonmental Education CenEtirhe.is left of vanishing rural
area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
America,as the outhouse.

O

In England-- a--rtintintring
best seller these days is a
slender volume called "The
involved in an area where it Good Loo Guide," subtitled
dbes not belong when it 'I.Whert te Go in London,"
prop-WU-DV require Mlle comptted---by jotrna lists
training
for Jonathan %Routh and Brigid
safety
SegraVe to "relieve tourists of
manufacturers of cat litter."
The Mine Safety and Health their worries" during walking
Administration has informed'. _tours
And everywhere throughout
Southern Clay officials anyone
who has anything to do with the Ozark -. vactionlands
mining is considered in the another slender volume has
found a wide audience among
same light as coal miners.

Litter Ruling Called LudicrOus
PARIS, Tenn-(API - Sen. agency wants. employees of
Jim Sasser says it's almost Southern Clay Incorporated to
ludicrous
employees of a take three days of the Mine
local kitty litter plant having safety training.
to take mine safety training.
"I can understand a
"This is incomprehensible proposal to require operators
to me since these employees of mines to provide safety
never come close to any training for people in mines,"
mines," said Sasser, D-Tenna, the senator said Sunday."But
after learning that_n federal I believe MSHA is getting

nosta a-minded culture world, devised in l855 by a Mr.
connoiseu*: "Pretty Privies Jennings, who" charged the
the 'Oxarke' .by public one penney to use it,
of
newspaperman 'Wahine N. which was in fact the origin of
White of the Clintlea44%) the phrase 'going-to spend a
penney."
Democrat.
Such grandeur of course is a
Both appraisals of
cry from the stark sim.‹,tar
opposite
on
scene
sanitary
sides of the Atlantic come at a plictties of the Ozarks lovingly
"actual
in
time when conservationists recoecied
and government health of- photographs of vanishing
ficials are questioning the Americana -4n the comvolume.
value of building more sewage parable Amen
tarpaper
inclu
Examples
and
systems
and septic
-stone
seeking alternative disposal shacks, elegant
programs, among them a edifices,
return, to the _olt-timar curtains, early examples
ind:_hers" faciliti
outhouse. _
the traditional crescentTheBritish Good Loo Guide, window outfibuse andThe fa-r
which rates London's public and legendary brick module
toilet facilities on a four-star that saniehow became the
for-simile
system based on "cleanliness, paramount
efficiency of fittings, state of feminine pulchritude.
Perhaps the day is not fer
repair, friendliness of staff,"provides some fascinating off when guided tours will be
insights into the history of conducted through the Ozarks
to these historic ruins,
public.plumbing:
The Royal Exchange Loos, visitors to London are shown
for instance, to which the Dr. Johnson's loo, in his house
editors award two stars ("a lust off Fleet Street, one of the
very splendid establishment first indoor privies in
in marble, mosaic and England: "a window-seat
mahogany"), are built"on the which has a hinged lid and
site of the first underground inside is leadlined with a tap
•
public convenience in the and a wastepipe."

Agree
EXTRA STRENGTH

Shampoo

COUGH MIXTURE
3 OZ.
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

Vaseline
t

k`qt)

INTENSIVE CARE
LOTION
COUPON 6000 ON NEXT PURCHASE
6 OZ.
REG.$1.45

White min
HAIR SPRAY
YOUR CHOICE

*REGULAR
*HERBAL

.•-•.
Durationl.

-11

, . rarArSPRAY

STOCK UP ON YOUR
HALLOWEEN TREATS
AT SAY-RITE

__ up to 12 hour relief-

96C

'NON-AEROSOL

SURE

LIFE LINE

ANTI-PERSPIRANT
DEODORANT
1207..
RES. $3.05
30' OFF
LABEL

TOOTHBRUSH
REG. $1.19

-

VICKS'IIijIJuit

NIGHTTIME
COLDS
MEDICINE

WHY PAY MORE?
SHOP SAII-RITE
AND SAVE!

susipeNsioN,
Number one
selling antacid
• Not Chalky
• Pleasant Tasting

12 OZ. AEG.$1.69
SAT-RIT.E'S
LOW PRICE

11855 by a Mr.
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CASH REFUND
When You Purchase any
5 of these Gillette product"-

-

Ter

1E?
TE

DETA;5AND GAME PIECES IN READER Lnutc- I", SPORTS ILLS t
r el-1
AND NEWSWEEK BRING THE GAME PIECE TO OUR DISPLAY TO SEE IF You HAVENON A PRIZE'

•

OVER 5000PRIZES GUARANTEED TO BE AWARDED!
• AMC CONCORD D/L CARS • CASH • PRO MAX COMPACT HAIR DRYERS
plus. Millions of Cash Refund Offers

SHAVE CREAM

DEODORANT

•11 OZ..

5 OZ. REG.$2.04

REGUUR AND
LEMON-LIME

Right Guard
--Anti-Perspirant
•

2.5 ounce

REG.$1.55
SAY-RITE'S
LOW
PRICE

88

5 OZ.SIZE

Pw4
Ii
011,
114
01=i
E-0
Nig
Ivii4
4,
711
fmr,.1
_ iiQ i

f
r
i

NORTHSIOE
New Store Hours
Are
6 to Midnight
Closed Sunday

- SOUTHSIDE
1-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-8 Sunday

1
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"Z•-vilI
IV
Al
at%

5 LB: BAG
No.
110
o
lizigi
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lAil
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34. HOUSE
3 BEDROE

2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE
•

FOR Wail(INS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S
13th , phone 753 3178

Phone Numbers
For The
[ Swimming
ledger & Times
- - Pools
Western Ky. Pools
Departments
442-9747
Are As Follows Paducah.
,Ky...

mamma'
BEASUMES
All display ads,,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before

News.
Sports

All- reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.

crEuzzie

: 45 Devoured
; 46 Evergreen
•
tree
47 Hebrew
:
month
; 48 Baker's
prirXiuct,
/9 SchOlar
-152-Wrtet-pl:uni-L 54 Mud
.
56 Meadow
;57 Retain '
• 58 Chimney ,
59 Lair
'-DOWN
Tear

20
23' 24
79

27
32

3

5

43

1

Achr•rtls•rs
qr•
requested to check • Me
first insertion-el ads for
corr•ction
This
nowspopor
will • b•
rasponithlt for only ono
incorrect insertion ANY
ERROR
SHOULD
BE
REPORTED
IMMEDIATELY SO, PLEASE
YOUR--AD
C.AREFUEL Y AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR

Classified,
Circulation and the
Business Office -rrnoy
be reached on 1531976 and 753-1917.

-- Change oil f(W

Rent. All parts.
discount.

at

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
'Weddings

FOR SALE
Extra eke professional nson's
_3211/17.:114. .1.4,000 actual
Nip by'origiwol owner. 1978
LIB Laideo; Power steering,

power lowdrisr MAL Wire
who*, eir, nedW whitewalls

*Portraits

If You
Need Them:
Nem
Astistecr-

plus many other extras Dark

Milts,
/ Auction
Realty Sales

Phone
355-2300

COL. 1511117 MOUT

Engem!
Soddy

159-4141

CIMP011issivo
153-6422
Cato
Poir Wird . . 153-1588
Some Cizer. . 753-0929
. . 153-NEED
Reedit
learn To had . . . 753-12141
Toiler
- 153-3142
Pared*
Ailed .
489-2414
Plowitsinoriymon 7591791
759 4875 or 753:9261

411

THE LEDGER

& TIMES

Ifs A
Fact
,* Free Gift
• Wrapping
‘,
16 A Spec
Starksiiiw are

Seviing In,
My Nome
753-0061 -

12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

FARMER SPECIAL, fence
controls, by Shox Stock,
electric or battery op
peratect- $26.95, 39.99 and 1 49 99, Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN
1974-510 MASSEY Ferguson
co•TIblife with both heads. 28"
R-C tires, good condition,
$16300 firm..Ca II after 5 pm,
1-658-3141.
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
BROWNING TWO-thousand
gas operated automatic shot
gun, 12 guage improved
cylinder, shot very little.
• _Like. new. ift1e_al _pica CCM
Phone 437-4755 after 9 pm.
.STEVENS 16 gauge shotgun,
$35. High standard doublenine .22 revolver„475. 753
1410,-

FREEZER BEEF. Choice
grain fed aged beef. 'Front
quarter 74 cents a pound,
whole or side 89 cents a
pound. Hind quarter 99 cents.
a- pound hanging weight.
Food stamps accepted. We
also do custom slaughtering.
Paris Meat Processing, 642•
tbaL-Frasie.
on old Murray road

the
now,
We
_,_have.
_
Studio
Love ,
negatives If you
had pictures made
at Love's during the
posl 25 years,, we
con supply you'with
frints

2 BR 12 X 65 Mobi4e home, 24
X 24 family room. Call 436
2310 after 12.
MOBILE HOME 12 X 65,
good conditop, 2 BR, 11
/
2
bath, lots of extras Call.-7-59- •
4688.
_

12. INSURANCE

WIDE
.

-CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
15342138
copy arid rettorP 61cl-Ovologrophs

I
.-"COU
Trash pNicTkYu

$

Oectrattvr
Plastic Pots
1/ Price
/2

-

BOYS 1978 CliflOWIrd
HS class ring. ef
=
t
J.M.R Reward. Cali after 5
pm,753.-7358

6. HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER IN My home.
Week day afternoons. Own
transportation
and
references required. Call 7539520, after S pm.
DRIVERS WANTED FOR
R.P. Lundy TrOcIfing Co.
'
Requirments:
Minimum
age-23, Tenn
chauffers
licenses, pass written and
road
tests.
Benefits:
Average pay, 53404370
weekly, werk mans compensation, Blue Cross Blue
Sheild available. Call 901 587
9502.

,e •
Itaa•... eat

LeDigs NEEDEiti FOR full
time and part time tern
perary sales positions in
retail
store
starting
November
'Through
December. Call 753-1851
before6 pm.
•
MAN WANTED for morning
hours only. F ine for a retired
man. Coltece Cleaners. Call
753-3852.
PART TIME stenogra-pher.
excellent -.salary. Send
resume to P. ,.--Box 32 B
Murray, Ky. 47071.
NO1e/ ALL HE SHOULD
HAVE ON HIS MIND
IS THE CAN r

-

i.
;
7
:;.* •

,

PAR T-74ME lob for person
wih medical backir-bund to
do medical exams ,Ibr in
surance companies. 54724,37229$. •'
MACHINE
SEWING
exOperators. -Sewing
perience prefered but not
.necessary. tull time. Apply
Calloway Mfg_111 Poplar..
STU.PfERS AND mailers
Urgently Needed! $25 per
GUARANTEED.
hundred
Send self Aiddressed stamped
envelope, TX Enterprise,
Bolt 21679, Denver,C050221
Travel Agent meeting
ATC and IATA manager
requirements of at least
2 yeers-. prometiewsil
sales expIrtente and 1
sear air ticketing. 35
hr. wkly. 53 hr. end
opEqual
bonus
portunity employer. Apply
Kentucky
Manpower

Services
319 7th St.,
Mayfield, Ky.

USED BABYBED. ,all 753-0114after Rrpm.,
a.•

- --CORR ELLE-r- -Expressions.
-att pattersts, 20- piece 44s,
$19941. Wallin Hardware,
• Paris, TN.
CHAIN SAW chains. 311 inch.
pitch for 16 inch bar, $10.25,
20 inch, $11.99 and 2,4 inch,_
$14.55. .Wallin _Hardware,Paris, TN.

FIREPLACE
Inclosurn.
with glass doors and, wire
mesh draw screens. All sizes
and finishes, $64.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.

37.. LIVESTI

SAI
FOR
Polled hen
Hewlett Co
3336 after 5 I

171111

31. WANTTO RENT
YOUNG COLLEGE girl
wants a unfurnished- or
partially furnished apt by
November 1, 1978, Call 1-4721016.
•
32...A)12S.FOR

C:ttfiell
,

F,URNISHED ONE
BR:.
apartment, two blocks from
campus, $110 plus utilities.
Phone 1-436-2411.

38. PETS-SL

AKC
R
Weimarans
-Paducah, 89
Pm.

NICE 'SMALL furnished
apartment. No phone calls.'
Seeat 14)4 vine Street.
,NICE '''''s
DR OOM _•.•;.;
arTiirfriTeatieelleft Call 753--

.ADOliABLE
• monfks
Excellent p
between 9ar
_
BEAUTIF
registered
puppies. Cal
Pm -

FOR SAL
- Terrier, ma
5100 or best
8001 after 5 p

40. PROQUC
FOR

SA

Murray Ice(

• •
II. PUBLIC:

-

FLEA MAR
sale extende
Aurora, Ky.
and more
Wednesda
Saturday.

'GARAGE
mower, ch
planters, nic
lots of 5 and
case of rai
Friday 13th
Dr., F riday 1

GARAGE Si
shine. Clot
other mist
off 121 on A
rig1ita14t10 r

GARAGE !
Sat.
rniscellaneo
east 94, tu
'ow signs.

LARGE C
Thursday a
Earl Court(
Barn-5 pm.!
neld last we,

South 12th St.
Murray,Ky.42071

2 PARTY 1
and Sat, in C
from Churct
Quilt tops,
depression
etc

, Rewat
persor
("jam(
diamo
and st
were I
the-He
1978. '
upon..
rewar
coiled
2633.

Salary commensurate with experience. Excellent fringe benefits. Send resume to previous
experience and salary history to.

GOWE PRINTING CO.
Sox 0_ Medina, Ohio. 44256
Att. Personnel
(All replies will be caolidentiol)

8 TRACK
player recorder
including
: mikes, • phones.
tapes .All offers considered
CA1641816-7171.
nit ram

For Expert landscaping
Call The Experts

[PRINITIN

iTiiJ

At

753-5397

•

Agri-Products
Lawn & Gaeden

\es 4.410/411cOUR NISH(NOS
15 CU. FT Freezer for sale,
like new, $150 Must sell, call
436-2650.
I
F_QR _SAL E 312 Magic Chef '
gal range Like new, f38-.
Consider trade for electric,
call 7517450
--

Elwy. 121 North In Murray

Sale Now
Going On

We Buy, Sell Or Trude
Used Furniture or Ap-

For expert lawn care call the experts -at
.----*Agri-Products Lawn & .Garden. We will •
keep Your helm -fecttltze
- d & weed free.;cheaper than you can do it- yourself with outiir,
pro-turf program.

Remember
•

Fall is the best time to fertilize and kill unwanted weed.

ELECTR.OLUX Soles and
Service In Paducah call
443 6169 In Murray call Tony
Mont961171111p33 6140,

713.3000:
4-

1

HEATERS Electric, Mat- .
thews 4000 w., 4 stack, 134.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. -

PRESS- Able to run a Goss Community and or llr.
banite press.
CAMERA STRIPPER - Experience to include halftone, line work, spot and four color stripping.

NEW MA"G
Polishect
AluminuT wheels. 14 inch
:with 2 L-60-14 poodyear •
white letter tires,' $160
Pbone: 753-7393,

17. VACUUM CI.EANIIItS

75:

FOR
SALEFranklin
'
ce state, _1124, .Colk _
ItNii
s

One of Ohio's largest printers hag opening for experienced persiinnel in following areas:

MUST SELL white 8 ft. truck
cab. Living room sutt, like
new and recliner'. Call 753
3506.

-•
RED PLAID couch and
chair, cocktail table and two
end tales Call 436 2310 after

Mini

29. HEATING & COOLING

PRINTING OPPORTUNITY

MOBILE HOME anchoring
equipment now available at
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN

2555.. Sik

$
19
13
717®
12. X-168 Mobile home, 2
BR, 2 baps, excellent conditto/I:Cell 753-8423 between
8 and 5, ask for Chuck.

"JERRYS-'
RESTAURANT

EARLY-AMERICAN living
room suit, S25. Call 1-4374214,

Hodge 8, Son,

1978 14 X 70 alt electric, two
bedrooms, two baths. Can be
seen at Fox Meadows, 13-2 or
calf 436-:77T1- alter 2 pm.,

Kitchen and *aitresses, night
shift, apply in person. Full or
part time.

CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel,
tripple wall pipe 6" X 30",
, _117.88_ inStutation kit. 526.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.

pliances

12 X 60,2 BR, extra nice. Call
489-2771.

Help anted

21 CV; FT. FRIGIDAIRE
ft-ratter, Good condition 1100.
Cell 901-642-7010 after 5 pm.

102 N. 411r

east and
Elementry
area on we
753 7405 elk

furnished, all electric, like
new. See at Riveria Cts. or
call 753-32110 before 5 pm and
436-2430 after 6 pat-. ------,

Laundry &Cleaners

BRASS FIREPLACE screen
and andironS. Call 436 2289
after 5 p7Z.

Winches i•r

SPACIOUS

75 W'46BR un-

Boone

WANT TO BUY size 2 toddler
girls clothes. Call 75341001
_
a
.
after 5 pm.
/
IS. ARTICLES F9 SALE

7111 easnossmaii s caws
PINTIO4

36. RENT

Positilins to be filled Coin Operator At"tendants, -Counter-----Clerks, Steam
/Finishers and Seamstress. Apply in person at:

14. WANT TC7 BUY

- •
S. LOST $i POUND

COMPANY

753-3263.

12 X 60, THREE BR, gas, _partly furnished, nicedrapes and carpet, air and appliaoces. Extra-nice, call 7534074 or 753-1817.

IIELPWANTED

WILSON INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTA1E-4488L 17DI

October 9, 1978. For in=formation call 7532986.

SECLUDE
living. T
carpeted, R
responsible
in Pomers%
355-230E1

..,
1974. MOBILE home, partly ,/.'
,
furnishes. DistlWal_her,_a_Lr_Z_ .77wo_
5 31. aigaRoom furnished
conditioner, must sell. CO_ apartment near downtown
- Ntliera-Y-. Ca 11753-4109.
753 4139 after-41W.- - :"

11081101914130
INSURANCE
2$% DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY SEE WAYNE WILSON
FOR MORE. INFOOMATIOS.

.

' per month plus free
. box trash bags. Starts

t PLANTLAND

4

27..M013. HOME SALES

.•••

/
2
TWQ, BR Mobije home, 11
bath, coppertone kitchen.
eyelevel oven, washer ano
dryer,(JO and electric heat
All new carpets Cal 7,52 4085
or 753-5816.

KING
Automatic wood
heaters, $159.95. Wallin
,Harddware, Paris, TN.

24. MISCELLANEOUS

INTERESTED IN makitt
stained glass windows?
Lessons taught by qualified
professionals. 10 hours of
instructions; $35. West
Kentucky Glass Works, 753.
1975.

•

_LT.eftand Garden Scot_ ,
---of The Lakelands'
Jet Hwys.68 6641 -ti. North of Benton

13RT1.1 !MILKY
-

E 24, $9.99, model , HO 30,
$11.99, Sabre 6 model,$16.99
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.

IMMEDIATE OPENMG IN
Murray area Age 21 or over;
no over night travel.
_ Excellerst-trinee benefits and
• -...ppoe4uesiav..--.4or--prerrienern above average earnings, no
experience necessary. Cali 1
247.6867, Mayfield, Ky., 8:30
am to 4:00 pm, Monday
__through Friday.
11. INSTRUCTIONS

EQUIP.• _

FARMER SPECIAL, stock
prods to 5nox Stock, modal

42071.

WHAT WE do best is care.
Need!ine, 753-6333
-•`•••

901 Irt9
41111
iser 479-3713
Sauth Fulton Tenn.

OUR FAMILY JUST
MOVED HERE FROM
OUT Cr STATE

WHY
NOT ?

19. FARM

Aueucneer Real6r1:1

153-l2Nospia
753-5131

FOR . SALE Used Singer
sewing machine, Zig Zag, all
regular attachments Sews '
perfect, fully garented. Full
cash price.53930. Payments
cam be arranged, call
Martha Hopper 1.154•6521 or
write Rt. 5 Benton, Kt

A Speciality Store
featuring major line
exclusive to this area.
•ventory,
fixtures
EficT Tease included in
sale. Partial Financing available to right
buyery For further information write giving
name, address and
phone number to P.O.
Box 1014, Murray, Ky.

gray velour interior. Priced
eight for the last of its kind.

753-1441
753-1621
1534952

SOMEONE TO BABYSIT
one day a week on Thursday
for two small itildren. Call
193-1393,
TELLER-MSU_ Federal
Credit Union. Part qme
pOSitork tiookkkeepinc
knowledge and normal office
skills necessary. Must be
bondable. Contact Personnel
Office, MSU.

10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
EXTRA HOURS earns you
$505 - pier nom stuffing envtlopes with our circuinrs.
For information write: S &.S
Enterprises, 6750 Hetzler
Rd., Middletown, Ohio 45042.

Wee with silver landau roof,

fire. . .

111. SEWING

FON SALE

" ma'am
MY NAME IS
EUDORAAND
NEttl IN THIS CLASS

-

Toyama
Refit-A-Bay
Call .
-753-4775
----

753-8298

SOCIAL
CONCERNS
• COMMITTEE

\36

&

753-79l8

27. MOB.. NOME SAVES

MACHINES

4. HELP WANTED

WANTED! CAS-HTER
Apply in person --et Uncle
Jeff's clothing department.
WANTED: Waitress and
cook. Apply in person at
Trenholmes Rest., 1206
Chestnut.

..

SoCiety ond

Retail DJ-spicy advertising 753-1919.
Classified Displuy.

--

ACROSS
xist •
`..N.
_Absviret to TueSday'S PuZ?le
1 telat... sheerr ...Expert
E
4 ootleSs
AzapeLlation
.
4
_
8 Jokers,
...pf Athena
D'41:0
CSIE T:
0
,
A1 9
12'Man s name
5-Equality •
GA
DE
1343ath
6 Preposition ED IOU
LESS
-2_
0
14 To be Fr
'7-Erases
T5 Annoy
8 Marry
IiFLJ
T R A
17 Cover
'9 Near
ROS
T
SNO
10 Grasp
T9'PrbnOun
DU E
11 aristle
AT
MI RS
20 Afternoon .; party
16 Golf
o.11
F.1/
:111A
P
-IAL
•
mound
21 Marsh
TROLL
NA) L.
22 Resort
18 Preposition
S I , NE
EA R
23 Merriment
21 Trait
EGG E
,E
H/IT E
▪ 25 Roman
22 Droop
ERE
TON S
E
E
bronze
23 Proceeds
E W,
S
T
R
'EiB
U_
RE
O
26 Note of
24 Entice
ale
25 Skill
- 27 Possessive
26 Cooling depronoun
vice
of
28
48 Verve
39 Harbinger
_28 Attention
lime
49 in:favor.Of
---211-61141-41agie
41 Newspaper
i29 -King of birsts :10 Condeparagraphs
50 Born
32 Tetrtortic
42 Concealed
scending
51 Sunburn
deity ,
43 Chore
look
53 Faroe
33 Mold ,
3T &titian . 1_44 Competent
1slatidb
35 Calin---eon..
;
volcano
45 Three-toed
whirlwind
'unction
33 Sty
- sloth
--36 Cut
48 Pedal ex34 Before
55 Zeus- be38 Vase,
tremities
37 Energy
'oved
39 Chicker
2 3
. 40 Pronour
41 Anger
12
-.42 Wife of Zeus
7
r#3
- 43_Srottcip_ 13

--

and dryer I
air conditi
family ont
and referer
month. Par
HOUSE44
mature 410
profession/
student oi
MSU and
downtown.

KY.
.11i
AD
u-Ecol

'
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• SAI,AES

/
2
bite home, 11
rtone kitchen,
1, washer and
d electric heat
rts Cal 7,82 4065

REE BR, gas.
ed, nicedrapes
air and apit.nice, call 753
7
-

I electrk, IOWA
R iver ia C411. Or
afore 5 ptii-IHRt
5 pm.

extra nice. Cal!

Ill electric, two
baths. Can be
leadows, B•2 or
-riTfai• 2 pm.,

__Mini

&COOLING

1-

Franklin _

Etectric, Mat4 stack,$34.99.
tre, Paris, TN.

153-5646

- We -Buy And Sell.
Cattle-

Delyn
facets -

rELEPOIONE 753-1661
A BEAUTI-FUL WAY To Be
Tactical. Energy saving 3
bedroom in, Gatesborough.
Heat pump, 12 inches insulbton in • celting, triermopane windows, beautiful
custom -designed kitchen
With breakfast island, formal
dining &room_ Home is
beauti .911.-te
decorated
throughout. Take a journey
to happy dream- home living
and let us show this charming home to you. 60's.
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1222.
F'% Poplat-Seni

AKC
REGISTERED
Weimaraner pups. Dial
Paducah. 899-2868 after 2:30
pm.

furnished
phone calls.'
e Street.
-.-

BEAUTIFUL
AKC
registered Cocker Spaniel
puppies. Call 753-0943 after 5
pm.

can
be
bought
separately or as a
_
package and
discount. Beautiful ,
- view and lots of
• • 'trees. Near Cherry
Corner.

502 Allopie
753 4342

FOR
SALE: Yorkshire
Terrier, male, 1 year old,
IMO or best offer. Call 753,
8001 after 5 pm..,

Owner says* eel)!
LAK
Secluded
FRONT LOT in B
pie
Hollow,-'reduced to $10,600.

40. PRODUCE

41. PUBLIC SALES_
FLEA MARKET and yard.
sale extended at Mac 8. Mac,
Many items left
_ Aurora Ky.
.
and more added daily.
Wednesday
through
Saturday.
•
GARAGE
SALE., lawn
mower, child bean bag,
planters, nice clean clothing,
tots of 5 and 10 tent items: In
case of rain will be held
Friday 13th. 1002 Fairlane
Dr., Friday85 pm.
GARAGE SALE, Fri ram or
shine Clothes, trunk and
other miseellaneous. Turn
off 121 on Airport Rd., turn
right at 4th road.
-

Weekends 4. Evenings Con
Joe
43e, 5676
Bud Nan 753 48641
Porn Ravin 7S3 14,24
Don Tucker 753 1930

ide holt9.

Ice. Exirevious

GARAGE SALE, PO-- and
Sat.
Clothes
and
miscellaneous items. 4 mlles
east 94, turn on hwy 280,
-41ellow Signs
-

John Smith, Realtor

can 753-7111
LARGE GARAGE sale.
Thursday and Friday. 701
Earl Court (off Fairlane Dr.)
8 am 5 pm. Not the same sale DRIVE BY and see this new
front
home
on
held last week on EariCourt. lake
Lakeshore Drive in Keniana
Fri.
ft
of
sale,
Subdivision.
2000
sq.
YARD
2 PARTY
and Sat. in Coldwater, across living 'area, brick, 6ernral
from Church of Christ on 121. heat and air, three bedroom,
Quilt tops, clothing, crafts, two bath. DONALD. R
depression glass, plants, TUCKER REALTOR- 502
Maple, 753 4342.
etc..

This lovely 3 BR,
bath home is located
, in one of Murray's
nicest neighborhoods
and is within walking
distance of Murray
High School. This
home has a well
thought out4loor plan.
for your enjoyment.
No - --appointment ,
--necessary,- Just--443,
when you want to-see,
the home. Offeresl.,:at
only $39,900.

Spacious Country
This sharp 3 BR
' brick home .,offers
just that. It's located
3/
1
2 miles. west of
Murray and,,just off
•Hwy. 94.' The --a-tmei-fret
dscaped lot is a
spacious 125 x 225.
The home is built out
of the qualityof
materials you can't
get today and: -the
house is in super A-1
, condition. Available
for
immediate
-possession.;
Let's
take a look today.

fix-er-uppers!!!

Good producing bottom land farm with a
total of 48 acres. Approximately 36 are
tendable. If your
looking for production land in the Coldwater
community
this is it. There's not
much land offered at
$700 per acre and this
shouldn't last long so
hurry up and give us
a call!!!

Building lots

REWARD!!!
Reward of $1,000 is hereby offered to any
person locating and -returning the three
diamond rings ( wedding band with'
diamonds, emerald cut with baguettes,
and star sapphire with diamonds) which
were lost or misplaced in the vicinity of
the-Holiday Inn on Sunday,September 17,
1978. There will be no questions asked
upon the. return of these rings and the
reward will kpaid promptly. Please call collect .317-933-2478 or locally call 75*
2633.

Located north of
Murray and just off
641 in Candlelite
Estates. Candlelite
Estates is developing
as a $40,000 to $70,000
area and we have 4
izood lots. Three are
priced at $3,100 and
one at $.3,601). City
water is available for
the hookup fee, Be
first and have your
choice_ Call now! •

Walk To
The lake
From this rustic
home
in
1.ake
Forrest Subdivision.
You'll enjoy the
heavily wooded tot
from the first floor
patio or the deck off
the 2nd floor master
bedroom.- If you're
looking for the ideal
year around home at
Ky. Lake give us a
call.

EVERY
FRIDAY NIGHT

17; MOTORCYC-LES
1975'HONDA CB 500. Asking
5.650, new tires arid chain.
Call 753-9097 after 6pm.
1977- HONDA g xpress, excellent price. Call 75-7853. '
'YAMAHA
400.i'Z racing
bike,$400. Call 489-2149.
48. AUTO.SERVICE

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professional Services
With.The-Friendly Tose)"

A "BATTERIES, 36 morith
guarantee, 85 amp $26.99
Wall in Hardware, Paris, TN;
"NEXT EA THEY'RE GOING TO NAME FOR ALL YOUR Four-Wheel
repair, see o. 9.
RICANES AFTER MENrNAT URat Kimbros Garage,
At.1-`1` TI-Ie"( WON'T AMOUNT TO ANN- Kimbro
Rt. 5, Murray Ky. General
:4 -THING."
C811436-5524.
repair.
auto

RETIREES DELJGH.. . A.delightful settrig, I- acre only t
-nines from lake, 2
bedrooms
mobile
home plus, 2 bedroom
furnished
cottage,
potential rental income.
Workshop,
large
garden,
strawberry
patch,
fruit trees, grape
vineyard. Total Investment Only $13,900.
Boyd
ajors
Real
Estate 105 Nn2fh.

ECONOMY SPECIAL/
House and 1 acre on State
Line Road near-.Hazel: Good
Starter home ,and prieed at
only $13,500. -Just listed.
better not hesitate on this
one!
KOPP.E'RUD
REALTY,753-1222. .

0 1978 United

/N.TEA PA WI'1
US 641 NorthMurrory, Ky:

6 sit tit lore, kftEV1741
5IIII'iIi.t$I 1 RID731 AnIPSAILdRat),
1 411 111 10 PIN OH

_

ohn Smith, Realtor
Curter
. - Villo94'
US 641W.

i

Phone 753-7411
Se

,7$3-9894
Ftpn Talent
759,4531
Bill Harrison
r4mthia Gamble759.1396
.inda trinney 75B-1167

••••• •-

49. USED CARS
1976 BUICK CENTURY
Landau coupe,?IMO. actual
miles, automatic, 8 cly.
power steering and brakes.
after
e

43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE
-1200
SEAT
AM. _
PHITHEATRE. This is ideal
for theatre or music group...
There is a dressing area off
the large stage, _concession
area, lighting 99stem,
additional
lots
for
deveiopement or parking.
water
in
City
front of theatre.
Rustic in design and decor.
below
Must
see „dit
replacement cost of $39,500.
THE NELSON SHROAT CO.,
REALTORS. 759-1707.
•

AVIliAkapjtealty.
'in Business

Fury.
E5
C
1C91-a6A71 1S7p
5S3
lIy
.:ou
CS 9Ca
°
thfNt, Sport
de.
i tion,, S2200
goodc23
7s3 ono
final. Call
1977 CHEVROLET,-Artloor
iCaprice Classic, 17,000 miles,
44550. Call 753-2720.
CADILLAC, 4-door,
19-75
20. mites; $3800. Call 7533
240
7,00

n
BOYD-MAJORSam
REAL ESTATE
7534080

j

Professional Sen.icrs
With The Friendly Took's"
Nice,3 bedroom B.V
home, electric heat
range,
refrigerator

753-S646

WHY PAY RENT? When you
can own this 3 bedroom brick
home at an affordable price.
E L E GANT HOME
'. Brang
Good home Mt quiet, neighnew listing in Canterbury' borhood with lovely landEstates Subdivison. This
scaped yard. Backyard is
home Will truly impres the"_ fenced and home is neat as a
most
particular ,,, ome
pin throughout. All the work
- huntert- Three. large,- rge
is already done for you, so,
....bedrooms, formal dining
dtiri't let this "bpportunity
room with wood parquet
pass. This is another choice
floor, outstanding storage
new listing ,and is priced in
area including walk-in-closet
the low 30's. Phone us right 11. LOTS FOR SALE
in master bedroom, lovely
away!
KOPPERUD
den with fireplace and
REALTY,753-)222.
EXCELLENT CORNER lot,
custgir-rrtacte shelves - Thiscity water, located in
home truly has alt-the extras,
Westwood subdivision
and
priced
substantially
Reduced to %only $2,895.
below
replacement cost.
DONALD
R
TUCKER
Phone us today-we would
REALTOR.
502 Maple, 753
loverao tell you all about this
4342
beaautiful home. .KOP.
PE p.up REALTY,/53-1222.
TWO
LARGE
tots
in
BOYD-MAJORS
Panorama Shoret-adjoining
TVA. "lake _view". $2,700 •
Purdem & Thurman
REAL ESTATE
$
4342‘0,5 . DONALD'R TUCKER
7518080
REALTOR. 502 Maple, 753Insurance & Real Estate
'•ProfessionalServices
souths,de Court Square
.With The Friendly Touch"
Murray, Kentucky
45. FARMS FOR SALE

-of

753-4451

Ti I LI
1200 ft, living area built to
form mint. specifications. Not
central heat t air. 2 baths,
redwood deck. You should see
the uttermost parts of this
home.
Yes we do have a small form
with a 3 bedroom, one both,
gas beat,. wall-to-wall carpet
home located near Alma. Coll
753-3263 for apt.
753 3763

Itt6Strvei

HILLSIDE
HI DEAWAY...Tucked- into a
bank making for low-energy .
bills. 2 bedrooms, living
room, kitchen and biter . And
as an added bonus, a two bay
1
2clean-up shop. All plus 5/
acres already sowed in soy beans. Call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS,753-1492.

Long
Established
Local Business. .
Both retail and service. Business, fixtures, equipment and
inventory only...,Call
d-Major,s---RealEstate 753-80811 for all
details. Boyd-Majors
-Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

40 ACRES of good land. 28
tendable acres, some timber,
tobacco base, 2700 ft.., hwy.
frontage, old house, log
smoke house, many nice
building spots. 1 mile from
Ky. Lake, New Concord area
$26,000.
Charles
B.
McCuiston 753-5124,

1111 Scar, ore
75315)01-7517531

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

209 Waln-ut
NEW OFFICE HOURS

HIGH LOW, High in app,ej
antt low, in price! That ben'
describes this new listin
located--10 Miles from
.Murray near Kentucky Lake.
This home was designed with
the future in mind with an
unusual and efficient floor
plan Contact us today and be
the. first ,to view this attractive horna. Priced- in the'
low 20's. Phone KOPPERUD
REAL rt-1113-17TT

GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Sears continuous gutters
installedper
#our
specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.

HAVING TROUBLE getting
these Small jobs done? For
all your odd job needs call
753-8056.

Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

PRICE HAIR CUT Si SO',
PRICE S1169E31.25
For Hospital& House Coils Phone 753-4013

•PRESCRIPTIONS
•HOSPIT AL St,IPPEIES FOR RENT AND SA_11_
•lEADING BRANDS OF CASMIT-ICS
4101 I IS:
I ER OrTOMY PRODUCTS

cleaning Catt953-1203-E P A CERTIFIED
_
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL
100 South 13th Street
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Phone 753-3914
ROACHES-SIL VERFISH-SHRUBS.,
,

_. ). *,

UMW
MT CONTROL

Call:

Mar Paschall, Rt. 4, Box 122
VturrayiKy,42071

Phone 502-753.-4802

1974 OLDSMOIBLE Cutlass
Supreme.. Power steering
and brakes, AM radio, air
conditioned,
excellent
condition. Call 753-2810.

1972 FORD RANGER, XLT,
power sieering, brakes, air,
automatic transmission, tool
box.. black with black in
terior. Phone 753-0394,

52. BOATS

mama ow ma, Up-to 12 a 21.
Also kern Otte, *Hires, romps,
feeble home .d-em led penes. at U tU110, fort•art complotish holly
mow
Bey the best feriess.
I

up

CONTROL
ASSOCualeti

r

4.

GUY SPANN
R EALTV

Guy Spann
T.C. Collie

'753-7724

TWO STORY
4 Bedroom BV with 2I/2
baths, newly decorat •.
carpet,
new
and
fireplace, game room
and double garage On 1
acre lot in city.

753-2587 ,-1,6aine.Bal‘er
753-5122.. Prentice Dunn
'

753-772
753-5 "

BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroqm brick, two full
ceramic bathsL huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. TWo car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.

Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro,}(5, 42101

PHONE
502-685-4961

MOTOR S

AUCTION SALE

1975' OUCITA •• BASS boat,
1978 motor, depth finder,
must sell. Late season price.
Call 753 9349,

Friday afternoon Oct. 6th 1 p.m. at the Orfield Byrd
Farm, 112 mile north west 9f Penny, Ky. south of
Murray Colloway.B
. irport.

BEFORE
WET,
cold
weather, white roc' andgrade driveways. WC have
any size tImestone and peagravel. Free estimates. Call
Clifford Garrison, 751519
after 4 pm.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
Genera?. home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and rotifing. Call 1
395-4967.0e 1-363-4195,

0.

USTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

PEST

1964 125 H. Mercury motor.
Exdellent conditon, low
hours, $1175. Call 753,
0609
after Sam..

53. SERVICES OFfERED

-FREE
,20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

--..

minom

ASSOCIAtIO.

19747 --MONTE
CARLO,
burgundy,'new tireS, 56,000
miles,$2800. Call 753-8451.
r

MUST SELL BY weekend
Dew Ingury 1979, 28 ft.travel
traitor used one trip. Fully
self contained. Air, full
center bath, will sacrafice
for cash. Can be seen at
6 Midway Mobile Home Park.
3 miles south 641, across
from Midway Auto Aucton

Custom Plant Bed Fumigation

TIMBER WANTED. We pay,
top prices on „standing
timber.
Tie
logs
or
veneering. Calf after 5, 4892334. Wayne Adams.
WANTED: Names, add r esses, information
regarding descendants of
Frocia (Moller) Farris, born,
-.Calloway Co., Ky. 4-12-1873,
married, Allen Farris 1890; •
died,, 1924? children deneveo
irc___Dottie _sharp.,
40_
T
mas,--Cov44,
Birdie. Preparing 'Miller
history. Contact Jane
miller,
271
Williford,
Memphis, Tn., 38112.

1973 MAVERICK, automatic
with air, $1095. Call 489-2595.

51. CAMPERS

4

100-200 ACRE- rovvcrosi,tarrn.7-within 20 miles -of Murray,
Goodproductive soil, house
or building site. No realtors
please. 7535610.

I Weined and ready
to wein calves wanted.
LICENSED -ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will di)
489-2663 ,... - .
plOmbing, heating and sewer

1971 MUSTANG with air.
Runs good and clean, can see
at Univ.ersity Gulf. Call after
6 pm,753-9828.

1969 KARSER JEEP DJ 5;2
2
wheel' drive, automatic,
excellent shape, 26,000 actual
miles. Calt436-2372.

VVALUS DRUG

WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells. Call
1427-436 aisaf-s-p.rn,
-

WANTED: SOMEONE to
clear driveways of snow
INSULATION BLOWN IN by through winter months. Call
Sears, save on these' high Murray Manor Apts, 753.
heatingand cooling bitls. 8668.
Call Sears 753 2310 -torifroe--estimates.

1971 FORD LTD, $400, Cali
759 48,59 after 4 pm

Closed All Day Wed.

SO? Maple
753 4347
For someone who wants Et weekend retreat,
we have a LAKE
FRONT
con'
don'
crimpled
furnished and ready t
go for only $14,950.

ftENICE - SALES at Sears
now: Call Sears 753/310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR ANNUAL or monthly
pest control service, call 7533914. Kelly's Termite & Pest
Control.

1977 DATSUN 6-210, air, AMFM stereo, custom wheels,
good condition. Must soft,Call 753-2414 or 753-0389.

1973 CHEVROLET „pickup,
automatic, power and air,
$1975. Also a 1970 Ford
pickup, V 8, straight shift
with topper, $895. Ca14-4892595.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

ROOFING,
excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 am and-3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.

36. FREE COLUMN
DO YOU need stumps
FREE FOUR female kittens,
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We - black, very ' friendly, two ...,
can remove stumps uple2er . monthsold. Call 74S9-4093. ,---(
,
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call ' TWO German sheperch,06gs.
Call
436-5650.
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 43557. WANTED
4343.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White,753-0605.

1959 CHEVROLET, 2 ton.
Good grain bed, good condition,$1100. Call 753 9920.

God Is An Equal

RESPONSIBLE LADY will
babysit anytime In my home
or yours. Call 1.901-247-5685.

CUSTOM COMBINING and
corn and soybean. shelling.
Ca11474 2384

4972 PLYMOUTH Valant, 22 BR- FRAME house. City --door, air, good condition.
limits. Redecorated, $21,0011, Call 753-0737-after 5 pm.
901 Sycamore
Cali 753-0659.
1969
PLYMOUTH
6
c I y.,
Barracuda,
automatic, bucket,seats. Call
Listen to Bible Facts wtekly broadcast each Sunday
753-8423 between 8 and 5, ask'
9:30 to 10:30 a.m. on WSRIP, 1130 on your dial.
for Chuck,$450.
Roman 2:11 stotes-,--Thi doors of the law shall be justified.
LAKE VIEW
1978 RED FORMULA Fire
If you are tired of erving Satan, God has a job for
Bird, loaded with extras, 4000
collage. ExBluff
Pine
miles. Call 753-4984.
you, telling the good news of His kingdom. The har'tra nice with new siding,
vest is great but the laborers are few. Saturday ser1971 TRIUMPH TR B, 42,000 . , new kitchen, 3 bedroom
vices 3 to 4 p.m. Bible classes 7 to 8 and 8 to 9 4ctual
miles. Excellent
evenings, Special study or Bible answer's anytime!
and a great room.
condition. Call 753-9920.
Lord
and
are
We are g group of people who love the
teaching and studying the Bible.
50. USED TRUCKS
•

- 759-4600
BIBLE FACTS
Opportunity Employer

ROC/F.1RO._ FLAT_ _ or
shingles, water proofingand
mobile homes. 15 fears
exurience. Call 435-4173.

C kF3 PET _CLEANING,
dry
vibra-back, steam
cleaning, references.
Reasenable rates, free
estimates. Call 755E4085 or
753-5816. CAN'T GET -those small lobs
around the houSe or mobile
home done? Carpentry,
painting,
plumbing,
aluminum siding, patios,
small concrete jobs, call 4362562 after 5 pm.

Murray
Datsun Inc.

46. HOMES FOR SALE

Monday-Frida‘ 7:30-Noon

JOHN C.
.. NEUBAUER
REALTOR

414 Chimney

GET YOUR order in for lime
early. We haul from Reeds,
Fredonia, and ThreeRivers.
Call 1-382-2646. Wealso haul
sand and rock. Evetts
Trucking Co., Lynnville, Ky.

604 South 12th Street
Phone (502)753-7114
Murray, Koatvelly 42071

NANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 75,13682 0r753.
7149 after 6 pm. •

CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird
screens
installed,
minor
repair work by Cliff itteegel,
77
0) i
Sweeps.
78.

1970 CAMARO, red-black
vinyl top, rocket wheels, like
new tires, 307 engine, 41375'
_firm, Call 1.474-2326 after 5
Pro•
1967 DRAGSTER, has 440
,engine which is in excellent
condition. Automatic with
- Wer steering, has wide
tires and wheels, 5.800. Phone
354-6217,

disWasher,
a
draperies
included.
Situated on 26 acres,
highly productive crop
lattir-Excellent outbuildings, 2 tool sheds,
barn, etc. Chain link
fence backyard. Ad_ditiarcal -clop landavailable if desired. In
60's.
Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

Since- 1956
"

/0-1

Feature Sr

53. SERVICES OFFERED

...""r3. SERVICES OFFERED

REDUCED!,'MUST SELL,
white frame, 2 bedroom
home. House has basement,
electric stove, refrigerator
and dishwasher- Priced in
teens.-C
a II 753-9924 after 3.30
pm.

CAN You xtE.E! a secret?
.
We can't - wit want you to
know about 2 good buys...one
is a 2 bedroom, 114doublewide mobile home
approx. 2
located
on
acres. .We also have a 2
bedroom mobile home on 1'.2
-additional
acres' with
if
avellable
acreage
East
School
- desieed...in
District. .Call LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS,753 1492.

Weekends & Evenings Coll
he. 111400.0 416 5616
led NO 753 41611
POT Nava, 753 1624
11... tuck.. 251 mg

•SAI.A0 CENTER Ct)7IIntisr117"ATC)
CORNVEATTL8r0THIEANS-TliF; MA

46. HOMES FOR SALE

Bottom land

ts
en

Reds at
We will .!cl free.,
rvitit eur-

Untediale.
Possession!!'

Here's that old house
to challenge your
creative abilities. It
comes with 4 acres
3 BEDROOM home on 5
and 420' Of road fronacres near Ky. Lake Music
Barn This home has_been
tage, a goal Welt-and
remodeled and a large
septic tank. It'll take
family room has been added,
some work but it's ofWith fireplaar Li-Vino room,
kitchen with dishwasher and
fered at only $12,500.
refrigerator -and eat in bar,
It's located on Hwy.
26 x 3.4 garage floored with
-464 betWeen Also
room for nice • apartment
tm_Srairs-,-good well4zora---Heights and Kirksey,NELSON
S31.500-. -The
The old homeplace is
SHROAT CO., REALTORS,
a gorgeous site. Buy
759-1707.
- Wand fix it up! +

g for exor Ur-

43. REAL ESTATE

And the traffic and
the hustle & bustle
-and go to the country. We have 3 choice
parcels of land, good

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

.ADOliABLE PihRT Terrier,
monThS7 -old -puppy.
Excellent pet. Call 759-4141
between 9and S.

FOR
SALE -APPLES.
Murray Ice Co. 408 S. 4th St.

iT

Leave The
City Behind!!

5271468 753E25

38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
_

.1

immemmilos

Tired
OE noisy neighbors'!
Want to fing a place
to get awaf frowi it
all? Then let us show
you this recently
built frame home in
Whiskey Ridge. 'If'
sits on a one acre lot
and has'-1 BR's, 1
bath and a half
basement'.. ,4acrifice
at,$17,500.

QUALITY
REALTY

489-2663
___Avesewwwwwwww.wwwwwt.

ONE
BR
o blocks from
plus utilities.
11.

'tor AtSteam
in per-

south 12th it Sucamor•

STORAGE

SALE -Registered
OR
Polled hereford bulls. See
Hewlett Cooper or call 753,
3336 after 5 pm.

It ENT
'
LLEGE girl
furnished or
lished apt by
978. Call 1472-

Otil_furniShed
or downtown
13-4109

•

Tüi1dTOc'jfjbn,

37. LIVESTOCK•SUPP.

matic
wood
i9.95. Wallin
ens, TN.

nem Call 753-'

43. REAL ESTATE

753-4758

Nobile home, 2
excellent con- _
38.423 between
• Chuck.

-

ER & TD4ES,Wednesday,Oetobertini_

41. PURIL IC SALES
4 PARTY GARAGE sole Fri.
and Sat. Oct. e, 7, 8:30,5:30,
1126 Circcarama. Paint
ladders, swivel rocker,
dishes, household items, car
seat, toys and games /Ike
new for Christmas. Baby,
children and adult clothing.
Lots of
miscellaneous.
Everything priced Loyd, 25
and 50 cent items.
YARD SAL1, Saturday, Oet.
7;t0 miles Oieast. 110 mile on
SECLUDED COUNTRY 1346 west. Dishes,
living. Three' bedroom, furniture, childrens antiques,
clothing,
carpeted, Reasonable rent_61--watch for signs.
•
.2.responsible party.'Faircisvitie
• in Pomersville area. Call-I. YARD AND BASEMENT
355-2308•
sale at 3rd and Chestnut,
Friday & Saturday, 8 to 5. A
36. RENT OR LEASE
mixture o something for
everyone, Plenty of fine
SPACIOUS Ss ACRE corner crochet items,
clothes,
.lot for trailer between hwY.:94-dishes, etc. Welt come and
east and 2.134 near East_ visit please.
Elementry Schoot_ Wooded'
_area on west side of lot. Call 43. REAL ESTATE
753 7405 Of ter -5 pm.
BET- YOU thought you u
never never find it...2
bedroom home in eXcellent
Mini
location. Priced in the le..rd_
teens...Just waiting for you
Warehouse
to move in. Call LORETTA
Storage Space
JOBS REALTORS,753-1492.
For Rent
u'ALTORS
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
3 BEDROOM house, Washer
and dryer hook-up, carpeted.
air condition, electric heat,
family only. No pets, deposit
and references required. $200
month. Phone: 753-2835.
loDUSE _ TO t5M4RE. With a
mature adult woman, either
professiohal woman, grad.
student or faculity. Near
MSU and convenient to
downtown. Call 7534577.

BUSH
HOGGING, North
Calloway and South Marshall
County Hurt
,
/ before the
-rainy -Season Starts 753 2418,
few

Will sell extra sharp-4165 $2,000, Ford tractor
with only 700 hrs., plow, disc, cultivator. Side
dresser, rubber tire wagon, bush hog, cycle
mower,large lot of shop, handl and garden /6014_
fOrri ffYiTr Thia'of Mee team tools and gear. 100
treated post, 15 corner past,2 light pole's, loading
chute & lumber. Some furniture and antiques,
- wood dinette set-, dresser, chairs, cedar bucket,
-egg basket, odd beds, washkettel, lots more
collectoritems. For information call.

CHESTER AND MItLER
AUCTION SERVICE
_415 4121 14.m resom--14-
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MORE PROOF

OF LOW PRICES
EVERYDAY,
U.S.D A

ADVERTISED(TIN POLKY
too, of rhino advertispd items 1 required to

be recd.'',
ovailablitor sole•each Kroger mirk Raw os specticody
rioted rn this ad If we*non airt el RA eitartned item, iiikso
available reflectinq 01
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Split Broilers
- 0.2.0.A GRADE'A' NOW FARM
-fryer Backs

KROGER BY THE PIECE

SLICED FAN PAK
-

u. 99'

Jumbo Bologna

Slob Bacon.

HYDRATED BEEF & VEG PRO TE IN MI X

1341 794

FROZEN

Mono's Piiza

Kroger's Pro
.44

fitácStyis

Shook Port*

IA ED
FULLY
N-100K

that's Variety foryouf Beef, veal, pork,
ham. Seafoods,lunch meats, poultry,
lamb. You name it and, most likely, .
we've got it. If you don't see what You
want, press the MeatDepartment
buzzer and an attendant will assist you.

-
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KROGER COST-CUTTERS TEMA YOUR FOOD BUDGET!

IL find the Cost Cutter symbols on hundredsof your favorite items Mr coghout the store plus each vine you'll find Cot-Cutter
Weekly Ad Specrals for extra savings on Grocers''terns. Doiry Frozen Foods Health & Betio-.1At M•nt Produce
• •

ciseRETINEuliN3

aTt- loeCOST-CUTTER COUPON
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1602 CAN

5b.
Joiinow s

NOW

LEMON
PLEDGE1402.CAN

169

$

WAS'1.89

FOR STORAGE

Zip-Loc
PtAIN OR SELF RISING

INDIVIDUAL WRAPPED AMERICAN

95C

BAG

NOW
9 LIVES

29

SMUCKER'S

STRAWBERRY

73'
MMUS'CHOCOLATE CHIP

OZ JAR

894

Cookie Mix
WAS
ING MINKS

'
Baked Beans "
/
1
4CIN 81
HuN 85 c
Whole Tomatoes ?Beim
REGULAR OR CROWN Ilf

silk VI 2$

Peanut Butter

1

JUNI! M

TO REDEEM
1 lB
p,G

MARGARINE

"pg 694
Pie Shells
2 874
oacHAK.,
Fruit Pies
4 4E1(es $1I.00
Cheese Spread- "Wm 991

Glazed Donuts
KROGER

2 CT

140
G2
S

KROGER PIMENTG

KROGER CORN OIL

Margarine
KRAFT

Orange Juice
KROGER LONGHORN

Cheddar Cheese

COUPONS

8

C SANDWICH
BREAD
KROGTR

g 694
6401 39
10z. 99'

00
.2
00
Sandwich Buns 2
Hot Dog Buns 2 475$1o0

Sesame Buns

$114

79c
WAS 93'

3202.In.

MIRACLE WNW

DETERGENT

Salad Dressing

Joy Liquid

OFTERGENT

DETERGENT

Giant Tide

Palmolive Liquid

DUNCAN NINES

KRAFT SLICES

Cake Mixes

American Cheese

22
02.894'
flU
Mt.

1.74

B CT $ 1
I•

P505

r`

KROGER JUNIOR

1201$ 1
PIGS

KROGER •

COUNTRY OVEN

Cottage Cheese

Angel Food Cake ..M7994
r
4,

•
Assorted Varieties El Oleo

LOAVES

a ROC
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NOW

694 HEINZ
75' KETCHUP

3„07$1

KROGER GIANT

NOW
TRICK L RICH

gm

excluding items prohibited by
law and in odditnr to the cost of coupon merchondise .Subiect to
.applicabli Nixes Limit one. Expires Oct 10th.

faliHMANN

.1 00
1

WAS $1.05.
5 LB
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KROGER
CHEESE FOOD

with this coup= and '10 00 purchase
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MEDAL
FLOUR
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•

with this coupon and S10.00 purchase excItiding
items prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of
coupon merchandise. Subiect' to applicable taxes. Limit
one coupon.
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Sweet Corn
FANCY CALIFORNIA

$149
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